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Executive Summary

Over the last two decades, the Internet has transformed the practice of science, the shape of business, and the life of people around the world. The speed of this transformation is breathtaking, as new applications emerge in months rather than years, and this transformation is not finished. In 10 or 15 years, our communications infrastructure and the services it supports will likely be materially different from today. The goal of the this project—called GENI, for Global Environment for Network Innovations—and the research that it supports is to make sure that this next stage of transformation is guided by the best possible science, engineering and systems design, and that NSF-sponsored research plays a leadership role in the future.

This report puts forward the argument for a new research paradigm for networking and the allied research areas, and the argument for an experimental facility to support that research. As part of this argument, we summarize the requirements and limitations that will drive our global network toward a different future, we describe the approach to research being put forward by NSF and the research community, we discuss the role an experimental facility will play in this research, and we catalog a set of prospective experiments and trials that will be performed using this facility.

The drive toward a future Internet

The Internet has been so successful that it is easy to imagine a rosy future just by extrapolating the present. However, there are aspects of its design, based on decisions made in the 1970’s, that severely limit its security, availability, flexibility, and manageability. These design limitations cannot be removed by minor incremental adjustment of the existing network, and if left unaddressed, will greatly hinder society’s ability to utilize and exploit the Internet in the future.

For many years the network community’s approach has been to address these limitations with a series of short-term “patches.” Unfortunately, these patches have led to growing complexity, resulting in a system that is both less robust and increasingly difficult and expensive to operate. There is now a growing consensus in the networking research community that we have reached the stage where patching is no longer sufficient, and a fundamental rethinking of the Internet is required. In response to this assessment by the research community, NSF has evaluated its approach to funding research in this area, and concluded that a transformation of its research agenda is necessary.

GENI will support research that can lead to a revolutionary future Internet with greatly improved properties: better security, enhanced generality, better integration of wireless and advanced optical technology, integration with the future world of sensors and embedded processors, better techniques for network management and better options for the economic health of the industry sector. The research can lead to a new generation of sophisticated, highly distributed applications and application support services, dealing with issues such as location aware services, identity services, and new approaches to resilient and available services.

The NSF strategy for transforming research

The nature of Internet research is that innovation occurs at all scales. Some of the invention is “innovation in the small”—individual projects that help to scope out the landscape of the possible — but not all progress is of this sort. The key developments, such as the Internet itself and the World Wide Web, were coordinated, multi-year projects driven by a collective process of envisioning a future and then working to create it. Similarly, we believe that an Internet
fundamentally better than today’s is not going to emerge by the incremental aggregation of many un-coordinated ideas but instead will require a more organized, coordinated attack on the problem, driven by an overarching view of what the future outcome should be.

The classic pattern of the NSF’s Directorate for Computer & Information Science & Engineering (CISE) funding – single PI and small group grants – is well suited to “innovation in the small”, but it is not, by itself, well suited to long-term, coordinated assaults on long-term objectives: “innovation in the large”. To fill this gap, NSF is planning to augment its traditional funding model with new funding focus areas, new coordination mechanisms to move research from the small to the large, and a state-of-the-art experimental platform on which new ideas can be tested, deployed and evaluated.

The first focus research area solicited by CISE is FIND, or Future Internet Design, part of the recently completed NeTS solicitation\(^1\). This solicitation called for research in networking that was explicitly motivated by a vision of a future network, as opposed to a motivation based on incremental improvement of the present. It described a new model for doing collaborative research, which is expected, over the next three years, to lead to a small number of coherent proposals for a new future Internet, which can then be developed and tested on the experimental facility. A number of research projects from the FIND portfolio are described in this report.

The proposed experimental facility will allow researchers to experiment with alternative network architectures, services, and applications at scale and under real-world conditions. Through the use of virtualization, GENI will support multiple independent experiments running simultaneously across a diverse set of network technologies. GENI will also permit continuously running experiments, thereby allowing mature prototypes to support a live user community, which is essential for evaluating new innovations under realistic conditions and for creating a population of users whose demonstrated interest in a new capability can stimulate technology transfer to the commercial sector. Through its extensive tools for measurement and data collection, GENI will both facilitate experimental research and provide a rich source of data to the larger research community. In sum, GENI will support a seamless research process for taking large-scale ideas—innovation in the large—from conception, through validation, to deployment.

**The nature of experimental computer science**

Why is a facility such as GENI needed as part of this new experimental paradigm? A future Internet will not be defined by one or two new features, but by the integration of a number of mechanisms into a cohesive whole, sometimes called an *architecture*. A candidate future Internet will then have to be evaluated relative to a large number of requirements, of the sort summarized above and detailed in section 2. Evaluating a balance among a set of multi-dimensional requirements is much harder and less precise than a simple optimization of a variable. The complexity of the evaluation is such that real-world experience with a running system is necessary, in order to detect unanticipated interactions of mechanism and requirements, validate expectations of utility, and explore the consequences of real users with unexpected objectives. Without exposing a system to real testing in a context as close as possible

to the real world, the limitations of simple models and analysis may not be understood in a
timely manner. The process usually proceeds iteratively, with first designs being subjected to
evaluation that leads to revised and refined designs.

This need for experimental evaluation, of course, is not limited to networks in particular. Few
ideas make their way to market without being prototyped and tested, whether the innovation is
a new drug, a new car, or a new Internet. And it is not realistic to expect others to perform this
job for the research community—the community has to prove the worth of its own ideas to get
others to pay attention, and experimental deployment is a necessity to validate these ideas.
GENI, by filling the gap between paper studies and simulation on the one hand, and broader
impact on the other, empowers and motivates the research community to take up innovation in
the large. Without this sort of facility, the broader vision of transforming the institution of
research will be greatly weakened.

Another critical advantage of GENI as an experimental tool is that it can be instrumented for
rich data capture and collection. The operational Internet today is not well instrumented, and
what data is gathered is often not available to the research community because it is private and
proprietary to the commercial service providers. Powerful measurement capabilities can both
enhance the capabilities for experimental evaluation, and provide a rich source of information
for the broader research community, including those who build models and perform more
theoretical analysis.

What we expect to evaluate and demonstrate

The range of experiments anticipated for GENI are based on ongoing research, and as well prior
research results going back at least 10 years, which have been proposed but not tested because
there was no platform on which to try them out. The scope of research covers experiments on
architectural building blocks—specific ideas that might be a part of a future architecture, and as
well tests of complete proposals for a future Internet. Experiments also include new
applications and application support services, and “grand challenges” for the research
community.

The end-point of the anticipated research is some number of integrated proposals for a future
global network. The research community has proposed a number of approaches to designing a
future global network, each of which is a candidate to be evaluated using GENI. Here is a
summary of several of them, to illustrate the range of thinking. Section 3 contains an elaboration
of these ideas, and a richer catalog of proposed research topics.

- **A highly general and flexible global network based on virtualized resources.** Today’s
Internet assumes a single packet format, a single approach to routing, and so on. The
virtualization alternative proposes that all we need to assume in common is that there
are physical resources (links connected by processing elements) which can be
virtualized, or sliced into shares that can be used by different sets of users for different
purposes. In this view, there could, for example, be one packet format and routing
scheme for information dissemination, another for real time communication, and
perhaps a scheme for bulk data transfer that does not even employ packets.

- **A global network for information dissemination.** Today’s Internet assumes the
dominant communication paradigm is an end-to-end interactive exchange of packets in
a point-to-point conversation between two machines. But most patterns of
communication at the application layer do not follow this pattern. Email is forwarded in
a series of steps from server to server, web content is often downloaded from caches and relay points, and so on. The patterns of dissemination are often one-to-many, not one-to-one. So perhaps a future network should concentrate on a coherent architecture at this level, and allow a range of transport mechanisms to support it. In this scheme, as in virtualization, we need not agree on a common packet format, or even on packets, but in contrast to virtualization, the point of common agreement is “higher” than in the current Internet. These two ideas are complementary, not contradictory.

- **An architecture for global sensing.** If we accept that in 10 years, most of the computers will be small embedded processors rather than large, powerful processors, then a future Internet should be designed to support the application patterns of these devices. Perhaps the most challenging and important paradigm to support is global sensing, which involves integration and manipulation of data across the world, not in a locale.

- **An architecture for communication that is not real time.** Both of the previous ideas involve communication patterns that are not interactive end-to-end, but which proceed by stages, where information is positioned for rapid delivery, integrated, and then forwarded. One view is that this general paradigm, sometimes called Delay Tolerant Networking, may come to dominate the future Internet. (Even for telephony, it is often “not interactive”, a phenomenon called “phone tag”.)

- **An architecture that supports real-time communication with tight time bounds.** In contrast to the idea above is the proposal that a future Internet should support the option of bounded-delay real time interaction for such purposes as remote control, telephony and real time streaming, and so on.

The design of GENI is general enough that this full range of concepts can be developed, evaluated and deployed, in order to gain real world experience with the concepts. To realize these high-level architectural proposals, there are also a number of more specific ideas that need to be elaborated and proved. Section 3 provides an expanded description of these concepts, and as well a catalog of some of these more specific ideas, to convey the richness of the anticipated GENI research agenda.
A Case Study of Experimental Systems Research

Here is a story that illustrates the power of experimentation, innovation and discovery when the community is able to carry out large-scale experiments with real users. It describes work that was carried out on PlanetLab, a system that does not support the range of experiments that GENI will. But this project, like many others, has posed further hypotheses that will be evaluated using GENI.

A researcher designed a new system for Content Distribution that he believed scales better under load, yet has response time that's comparable to the best-known techniques. Using the best methodology of the day, he simulated the system and quantified the potential improvement in aggregate throughput. He published a paper that reported 60-91% improvement over the state-of-the-art.

Then PlanetLab became available, which allowed the researcher to deploy the system in a realistic setting, at scale, with real user traffic. The researcher took advantage of the facility, and within days of deploying the system (v1), learned an important lesson: unanticipated traffic compromised the security of the system, making it unusable. The researcher deployed a redesigned system (v2) that took this lesson into account.

Within weeks of deploying the new system, the researcher discovered that performance was compromised by failures of the Domain Name System. Based on additional observations, the researchers discovered the root cause, and in response, demonstrated how the Content Distribution Network (which was designed to make web content more available) could be adapted to also make DNS resolution more robust. The researcher modified his system (v3) and deployed it on PlanetLab.

Based on instrumentation of this system, the researcher discovered that the best known models of DNS behavior were all wrong, and produced a new model that can used by other researchers.

Based on other data collected by instrumenting the system, the researcher discovered that he was able to observe two orders of magnitude more Internet failures than any existing observation platform has yielded. This resulted in a more accurate model of Internet behavior that other researchers are able to incorporate into their research.

The researcher also recognized that he could augment his original system (v4) to also diagnose Internet failures in real-time, and use this system to build adaptive applications that are able to route around failures, resulting in an even more robust service.

After gaining further experience, the researcher discovered that his system performs poorly when distributing big files, especially to a large set of clients, but that by including new mechanisms, he was able to redesign the system (v5) to yield large-object throughput that scaled with the number of clients that request the object. One of the more interesting lessons of this exercise is that the algorithms proposed by others to solve this problem do not work well in practice, and it is only by a thorough evaluation of various engineering tradeoffs that he was able to design a system (v6) with robust performance under a wide-range of conditions.

Epilogue 1: Researcher never bothered to return to the issue of the specific algorithms used in his original system, as they were in the noise relative to the other factors that actually influence an Internet service.

Epilogue 2: Researcher understood factors that influence network robustness at a deep level, and set out to create a clean-slate network architecture that incorporates these lessons in the core of the design. The new architecture is dissemination-oriented rather than client/server oriented, and thus must include completely new approaches to security because content is now decoupled from specific points (servers) in the network.

GENI will be the test platform to evaluate this new architecture.
1 The need for transformative research—the NSF initiative

The Internet has emerged as a consequence of early Federal research funding during the 1970s and 1980s (from DARPA and then NSF), which in turn inspired major commercial investment and technology deployment, finally leading to the penetration of the Internet into almost every aspect of society, government and the economy. The academic community has continued its tradition of research in networking and contribution to the future of the Internet. NSF is now the major source of academic funding for this sort of research in the United States, and this fact has motivated an assessment of how NSF funding drives the process of research and innovation, and how NSF can support the research community as a valuable player in defining the future.

The impact of research is often described as “innovation”—the transformation of research results into practical consequences. The nature of Internet innovation is that it occurs at all scales. Some of the invention is “innovation in the small”—individual projects that explore possible innovations that help to scope out the landscape of the possible. This sort of work is marked by the chaotic experimentation that results from independent innovation and a tremendous diversity of opinion as to where we are going. But not all progress is of this sort. The key developments, such as the Internet itself or the World Wide Web, were “innovations in the large”: they resulted from coordinated, multi-year projects driven by a collective process of envisioning a future and then working to create it.

Looking forward, there are many aspects of the future that will benefit from a coherent vision of what this future might be. For example, we believe that a more secure Internet is not going to emerge by the incremental aggregation of many un-coordinated ideas. This has been the approach for the last 20 years. What is needed is a more organized, coordinated attack on the problem, driven by an overarching view of what the future outcome should be.

Designing a system such as a new Internet is not just the discovery of one or two new, breakthrough ideas. Even the singular idea of packet switching is only part of what defines the Internet. Creation of an architecture for a system is different from scientific discovery, and fits within the general domain of systems engineering. Systems engineering is a process that includes specification of requirements, invention of new approaches, and a complex process of trade-off and balance among different functional objectives, and as well among different stakeholders and constituents. Validation involves a process that first tests specific proposals for new mechanisms to better understand their limitations and relative advantages, and second tests more complete architectures to determine fitness of purpose within the multi-dimensional space of requirements.

Designing a new Internet is perhaps like designing a new airplane. Lots of new innovations may be proposed, and the process of design must validate these innovations. But the success of the overall design is the integration of concepts to produce a design that balances a number of disparate considerations that include fuel efficiency, noise abatement, minimum required runway length, capacity, air safety and cost. In aircraft design, individual innovations become useful when a new plane is designed. The airframe market sees a steady introduction of new planes, which provides a platform for new ideas to enter the market. Similarly, there are some innovations in networking that can only enter the market if we contemplate a new Internet.
The classic pattern of NSF funding (single PI and small group grants) is well suited to “innovation in the small”, but it is not, by itself, well suited to long-term, coordinated assaults on long-term objectives—“innovation in the large”. The National Science Foundation directorate for Computer & Information Science & Engineering, together with the research community it supports, has concluded that the research community must be supported to do this larger sort of work: the community should work to have a few defensible visions of what our networked world should look like in 10 or 15 years, the community should identify those requirements that call for coordinated research and integration, and NSF should create a context in which this work can be carried out. To this end, NSF is planning to augment its traditional funding model with new funding focus areas for research, new coordination mechanisms to move research from the small to the large, and GENI, a platform on which new ideas can be tested, deployed and evaluated. The combination of funding, coordination and GENI positions the community to carry out what might, in other fields, be called “big science”. We call it “innovation in the large”.

As we will elaborate, GENI will support experimentation across a wide range of computer science and communications, including a demonstration of possible future Internets, new and innovative distributed applications and services, new tools to support these applications, and demonstrations of new communications technology.

1.1 Outline of this document

In section 2, we consider the question of whether it is important to take up the challenge of proposing a new global network for a time frame 10 or 15 years out. We catalog a set of objectives for such a network, and argue that the case is compelling.

In section 3, we describe the range of anticipated research that can lead us to a future network. We catalog a set of experiments that might be done using GENI, a set of mechanisms and protocols, as well as complete systems, that can be the target of research once there is an experimental platform in place.

In section 4, we consider the nature of experimental research, and discuss why a platform such as GENI is required in order to carry out this sort of research. We outline a set of experimental methods that GENI can support, and argue that without a platform that can support a trial implementation, this line of research is impractical.

In section 5, we summarize a list of requirements that these various experiments imply for the design of GENI. We list the high-level requirements, describe a reference implementation for GENI derived from these requirements, and justify the specific design decisions embodied in the reference implementation.
2 Is it time to rethink the Internet?

It is a remarkable story. In a little more than twenty-five years, the Internet has gone from an obscure research network known only to the academic community, to a critical piece of the national communication infrastructure. To appreciate the significance of this transformation, consider that in 1989, a bug in the Internet’s core routing algorithm inconvenienced a few thousand researchers. In 2003, the SQL slammer attack grounded commercial airline flights, brought down thousands of ATM machines, and in the end, caused an estimated one billion dollars in damage. As our dependency on the Internet grows, so do both the risks and the opportunities. This makes it imperative that we evolve the Internet to address new threats, accommodate emerging applications and technologies, and foster the spread of the network throughout the physical world. Thus, it is our goal to define a new generation of the Internet, a Future Internet, able to meet the demands of the 21st Century. Achieving this goal is of critical national importance.

The Internet has been so successful that it is easy to imagine a rosy future just by extrapolating the present. Since everything about computers just gets cheaper, won’t the Internet just get so inexpensive that everyone can afford it? Will it not become so easy to use that everyone can master it? Will it not continue to deliver new value—new applications and services—so that everyone will want to connect? For a lot of reasons, the answer to these questions is: No!

Today’s Internet, based on design decisions made in the 1970’s, is very successful, and yet assumptions built into its design limit its potential. These design assumptions cannot be removed by minor incremental adjustment of the existing network, and if left unchecked, they will limit society’s ability to utilize and exploit this new technology.

What are these limits?

- **The Internet is not secure.** We hear daily about worms, viruses, and denial of service attacks, and we have reason to worry about massive collapse, due either to natural errors or malicious attacks. Problems with “phishing” have prevented institutions such as banks from using email to communicate with their customers. Trust in the Internet is eroding.

- **The current Internet cannot deliver to society the potential of emerging technologies such as wireless communications.** Even as all of our computers become connected to the Internet, we see the next wave of computing devices (sensors and controllers) rejecting the Internet in favor of isolated “sensor networks”.

- **The Internet does not provide adequate levels of availability.** The design should be able to deliver a more available service than the telephone system. Our future network should be robust and reliable enough to meet the needs of society in times of crisis.

- **The design of the current Internet actually creates barriers to economic investment and enhancement by the private sector.** For example, barriers to cooperation among Internet Service Providers have limited the creation and delivery of new services, including transport-level services such as enhanced quality of service (QoS), and applications such as Internet-based telephone service. A large number of specific problems with the Internet today have their roots in an economic disincentive, rather than a technical shortcoming.
• The Internet was not designed to make it easy to set up, to identify failures and problems, or to manage. This limitation applies both to large network operators and the consumer at home. Difficulties with installation and debugging of Internet in the home have turned many users away, limiting the future penetration of the Internet into society.

These limitations are deeply rooted in the design of the Internet. It is easy to overlook them because of the astonishing success of the Internet to this point. In the mere decade since the Internet left the research arena and entered the commercial world, it has substantially changed the way we work, play, and learn. There are few aspects of our life that aren’t touched in some way by the Internet, and few (if any) technological developments have had such broad impact in such short time. However, we may be at an inflection point in the social utility of the Internet, with eroding trust, reduced innovation, and slowing rates of uptake.

For many years the network community’s approach has been to work around these problems with a series of short-term “patches.” Unfortunately, these patches have led to growing complexity, resulting in a system that is both less robust and increasingly difficult and expensive to configure, control, and maintain. There is now a growing consensus in the networking research community that we have reached the stage where patching is no longer sufficient, and a fundamental rethinking of the Internet is required [AND05].

As much as correcting these limitations is an imperative for action, it is equally important that the Future Internet foster rather than inhibit emerging applications and technologies. A future Internet that only does better what it already does today is a very narrow view of the future. Yet for a variety of reasons we detail below, the Internet today is poorly positioned to accommodate the likely applications of the future. To realize its potential, a Future Internet must enable and foster:

• A world where mobility and universal connectivity is the norm, in which any piece of information is available anytime, anywhere.

• A world where more and more of the world’s information is available online—a world that meets commercial concerns, provides utility to users, and makes new activities possible. A world where we can all search, store, retrieve, explore, enlighten and entertain ourselves.

• A world that is made smarter—safer, more efficient, healthier, more satisfactory—by the effective use of sensors and controllers.

• A world where we have a balanced realization of important social concerns such as privacy, accountability, freedom of action and a predictable shared civil space.

• A world where “computing” and “networking” is no longer something we “do”, but a natural part of our everyday world. We no longer use the Internet to go to cyber-space. It has come to us: a world where these tools are so integrated into our world that they become invisible.

We do not believe that a straightforward extrapolation of the current Internet will successfully reach this future world. The world as defined by computing and communications will be materially different in 10 years. The Internet will either deteriorate into a system where lack of trust has forced users into “online gated communities”, and the Internet serves narrow needs such as e-commerce, or it will flower into a very different world, still open but more trustworthy, still accommodating to new uses, still growing and evolving, with opportunities
for continued innovation and the creation of new value. We conclude that now it the time to
intervene and pick our future. Getting from where we are now to a new concept for an Internet
is a goal of critical national importance. That is the motivation for this effort.

The research challenge at the center of this document is to understand how to design an Internet
that achieves its potential. We characterize the research agenda along several axes. The first
primarily focuses on issues of objectives—the requirements that will define the Future Internet.
Section 2.1 presents the research agenda from the perspective of research challenges. The
second axis, in Section 2.2, describes a number of “grand challenge” experiments, which help to
signal how this proposed research could be of value to society. The third axis considers cross-
cutting foundational questions—modeling, analyzing, and formalizing the limits and properties
of the Future Internet. Section 2.3 presents the research agenda from a foundational perspective.
Note that we use these axes primarily for purposes of presentation; individual researchers
typically pursue questions looking at these axes simultaneously.

2.1 Design Challenges and Opportunities

This section summarizes the important requirements and opportunities for the design of a
Future Internet. Determining how best to achieve these requirements and exploit these
opportunities is the goal of the research to be enabled by GENI.

2.1.1 Security and Robustness

Perhaps the most compelling reason to redesign the Internet is to get a network with greatly
improved security and robustness. The Internet of today has no overarching approach to
dealing with security—it has lots of mechanisms but no “security architecture”—no set of rules
for how these mechanisms should be combined to achieve overall good security. Security on the
net today more resembles a growing mass of band-aids than a plan.

We take a broad definition of security and robustness. A traditional focus of the security
research community has been on protection from unwanted disclosure and corruption of data.
We propose to extend this to availability and resilience to attack and failure. Any Future
Internet should attain the highest possible level of availability, so that it can be used for
“mission-critical” activities, and it can serve the nation in times of crisis. We should do at least
as well as the telephone system, and in fact better.

Many of the actual security problems that plague users today are not in the Internet itself, but in
the personal computers that attach to the Internet. We cannot say we are going to address
security and not deal with issues in the end-nodes as well as the network. This is a serious
challenge, but it offers an opportunity for CISE to reach beyond the traditional network research
community and engage groups that look at operating systems and distributed systems design.

Our most vexing security problems today are not just failures of technology, but result from the
interaction between human behavior and technology. For example, if we demanded better
identification of all Internet users, it might make tracking attacks and abuse easier, but loss of
anonymity and constant surveillance might have a very chilling effect on many of the ways the
Internet is used today. A serious redesign of Internet security must involve tech-savvy social
scientists and humanists from the beginning, to understand the larger consequences of specific
design decisions. This is one of several opportunities for CISE to involve other parts of NSF in
this project.

We identify the following specific design challenges in building a secure and robust network:
• Any set of “well-behaved” hosts should be able to communicate among themselves as they desire, with high reliability and predictability, and malicious or corrupted nodes should not be able to disrupt this communication. Users should expect a level of availability that matches or exceeds the telephone system of today.

• Security and robustness should be extended across layers, because security and reliability to an end user depends on the robustness of both the network layer and the distributed applications.

• There should be a reasoned balance between identity for accountability and deterrence and privacy and freedom from unjustified observation and tracking.

2.1.2 Support for New Network Technology

The current Internet is designed to take advantage of a wide range of underlying network technologies. It is worth remembering that the Internet is older than both local area networks and fiber optics, and had to integrate both those technologies. It has done so with great success. However, there are many new challenges on the horizon.

Wireless: The current “new technology on the block” is wireless in all its forms, from WiFi today to Ultra-wideband and wireless sensor networks tomorrow. Wireless is perhaps one of the most transforming and empowering network technologies to come along, equal or greater in impact to the local-area network (LAN). For example, laptop sales exceeded those of desktop personal computers in 2003 and this trend towards compact and portable computing devices continues unabated. As of 2005, it is estimated that there are over 2 billion cell phones in use worldwide as compared with 500 million wired Internet terminals, and a significant fraction (~20%) of these phones now have data capabilities as 2.5G and 3G cellular services are deployed. In another 5 years, all cell phones will be full-fledged Internet devices implying inevitable changes both in applications and network infrastructure to support mobility, location-awareness and processing/bandwidth limitations associated with this class of end-user terminals. Clearly, we need to think now about how a Future Internet and new modes of wireless can best work with each other.

The most obvious consequence of wireless is mobility. We see mobility today at the “edge” of the network, when we read our email on our Blackberry or PDA. We have a weak form of mobile access with our laptops today, where we connect sporadically to WiFi hot spots. But the Internet itself does not support these activities well, and indeed in most cases is oblivious to them. The default node on the Internet today is still the stationary PC on a desktop. We must rethink what support is needed for the mobile host.

Perhaps less obvious, but equally important, while wire-based technology such as Ethernet just keeps getting faster, some wireless technology (especially that which works in challenging situations) is slow and erratic. The power of “always connected” may be accompanied by the limitation of unpredictable performance. We must think through how applications are designed to work in this context, and how a Future Internet can best support this wireless experience.

Similarly, because the devices connected to wireless networks must be power aware, and dynamic spectrum gives wireless devices an extra degree of freedom in how they utilize the communication medium, fundamental changes are needed in how we think about the network. The Future Internet must support adaptive and efficient resource usage, for example, by
treating links not just as a rigid “input”, but as a flexible “parameter” that can be tailored to meet the needs of the user.

Mobility increases the need to deal with issues of dynamic resource location and binding, and the linking of physical and cyber-location. In general, the network must support *location awareness*; the ability to exploit location information to provide services should be incorporated throughout the network architecture.

Finally, we need to understand the design principles for wireless networks in an Internet context. Like the Internet, the most popular wireless protocols today are insecure, fragile, hard to configure, and poorly adapted to support demanding applications. As just one example, the security of the popular 802.11 WiFi standard has been shown to be vulnerable to systematic attack [BOR01a]. We need to build realistic, live prototypes to point the way to addressing these fundamental problems with today’s wireless technologies.

We identify the following specific design challenges in supporting wireless technology:

- A Future Internet must support node mobility as a first-level objective. Nodes must be able to change their attachment point to the Internet.
- A Future Internet must provide adequate means for an application to discover characteristics of varying wireless links and adapt to them.
- A Future Internet (or a service running on that Internet) must facilitate the process by which nodes that are in physical proximity discover each other.
- Wireless technologies must be developed to work well in an Internet context, with robust security, resource control, and interaction with the wired world.

**Optical**: A second technology revolution is taking place in the underlying optical transport, where the optics research community is about to undergo a dramatic shift, roughly equivalent to that of the electronics community in the early 1960s. Optical communications researchers are discovering how to use new technologies like optical switches and logic elements to deliver much higher performance at lower power than purely electronics solutions.

In particular, the advent of large-scale electronic integration that took the world by storm and led to the PC and wireless foreshadows a revolution that is about to take place with optics (photonics). The *photonic integrated circuit* (PIC) is allowing ever-increasing complexity in optical circuits and functions to be placed on a single chip alongside electronic circuits, to enable networking and communications paradigms not possible with electronics alone. As PIC technology matures, it will enable higher capacity networks that are reconfigurable, more flexible and have much higher capacity at much lower cost. This may involve moving from ring to mesh networks, from fixed wavelength allocations to tunable transmitters and receivers, from networks without optical buffering to ones with intelligent control planes and sufficient optical buffering, and from networks that treat fiber bandwidth as fixed circuits to networks that allow the fiber bandwidth to be dynamically accessed and utilized.

We identify the following specific design challenges in exploiting emerging optical capabilities:

- A Future Internet must be designed to enable users to leverage these new capabilities of the underlying optical transport, including better reliability through cross-layer diagnostics, better predictability at lower cost through cross-layer traffic engineering, and much higher performance to the desktop.
• A Future Internet must allow for dynamically reconfigurable optical nodes that enable the electronics layer to dynamically access the full fiber bandwidth.

• A Future Internet must include control and management software that allow a network of dynamically reconfigurable nodes to operate as a stable networking layer.

2.1.3 Support for New Computing Technology

The Internet “grew up” in the era of the personal computer, and has co-evolved to support that mode of computing. The PC is a mature technology today, and from that perspective, so is the Internet. But in 10 years, computing is going to look very different. Historically, when computing was expensive, many users shared one computer—a pattern of “many to one”. As computing got cheaper, we got the personal computer—one computer per person. There was convenience and simplicity in the “one to one” ratio, and we have “stuck at one” for almost 20 years. But as computing continues to get cheaper, we are entering a new era, when we get “unstuck from one”, and we have many computers to one person. We see the start of this transition, and the pace of change will be rapid. We can expect to be surrounded by many computing devices, supporting processing, human interfaces, storage, communications and so on. All these must be networked together, must be able to discover each other, and configure themselves into larger systems as appropriate.

In 10 years, most of the computers we deploy will not resemble PCs, they will be small sensors and actuators in buildings, cars, and the environment, to monitor health, traffic, weather, pollution, science experiments, surveillance, military undertakings, and so on. Today, prototypes of these computers are not hooked directly to the Internet but to dedicated “sensor nets”, which are designed to meet the special needs of these small, specialized computers. A sensor net may in turn be hooked to the Internet for remote access, but the Internet is not addressing any of the special needs of these computers. It would seem odd if in 10 years we were still living with an Internet that did not take into account the needs of the majority of the computers then deployed. We should rethink now what we need to do to support the dominant computing paradigm 10 years from now. This will be of direct benefit to science, to the military, and to the citizen.

Sensor nets may seem very simple, and indeed because they are low-cost they avoid unjustified generality for application-specific features. But this technological simplicity and specificity does not mean that they do not have important architectural requirements. Sensors often have intermittent duty cycles, so they do not conform to the traditional end-to-end connectivity model of the classic Internet. Their design is driven by a structure that is data driven, rather than “connectivity driven”. Some applications require a low and predictable latency to implement robust sense-evaluate-actuate cycles. A range of considerations such as these should be factored in to a Future Internet.

We identify the following specific design challenges:

• A Future Internet must take account of the specialized networks that will support future computing devices, which will imply such architectural requirements as intermittent connectivity, data-driven communication, support of location-aware applications, and application-tuned performance.

• It should be possible to extend a given sensor application across the core of the Internet, to bridge two parts of a sensor net that are part of a common sensing application but
partitioned at the level of the sensor net. In the limit, a future Internet should support sensing at a global level.

2.1.4 New Distributed Applications and Systems

The new networking and computing technologies described in the previous sections provide an unprecedented opportunity to deliver a new generation of distributed services to end-users. The convergence of communication and computation, and its extension to all corners of the planet down to the smallest embedded device, will enable us to provide users a set of services anytime anywhere, invisibly configured across the available hardware. The key enabling factor to these new services is programmability at every level—the ability for new software capabilities to self-configure themselves out over the network.

Today, we are seeing the first steps towards this future, where rich multimedia person-to-person communication is the norm rather than the exception; where every user becomes both a content publisher and a content consumer with information easily at our fingertips yet with digital rights protected; where the combined power of end host systems enables whole new paradigms of parallel computation and communication; and where the myriad of intelligent devices in our homes and offices become invisible agents on our behalf, rather than just another thing that breaks for no apparent reason and with no apparent fix.

Although the precise structure of these new applications and services may seem nebulous today, enabling their discovery is likely to be one of the most profound achievements of GENI. A common, reliable infrastructure can enable the research community to set its sights higher, rather than having to reinvent the wheel. Perhaps the best example of this is the history of networking research itself. When the first packet switched networks were developed, the intended target application was to support remote login by scientists to computing centers around the country. The Web wasn’t on the radar, but the Web would have been much more difficult to invent without the Internet.

One design challenge is to understand how to build these new distributed services and applications. Engineering robust, secure, and flexible distributed systems is every bit as complex and difficult as engineering robust, secure, and flexible network protocols. Without a way to manage this complexity, both networks and distributed systems end up being fragile, insecure, and poorly suited to user needs. And like networks, models for managing this complexity can only be validated by building systems for real use on real hardware.

Another design challenge is how the Future Internet needs to adapt to support this new generation of distributed services and applications. The basic data carriage model of the current Internet is end-to-end two-party interaction. Early Internet applications grew up with just this form: two computers talking to each other—a remote login or a file transfer between two machines. But applications of today are not that simple. They are built using servers and services that are distributed around the network. The web takes advantage of proxies and mirrors, and email depends on POP and SMTP servers. There is a rich context for these servers—they are operated by different parties, often as part of a commercial relationship; they are positioned around the network in a way that exploits locality and variation in network performance; and they stand in different trust relationships with the end-users—some may be fully trusted and some (such as devices to carry out wiretap) have interests that are adverse to those of the users.
The original Internet design does not really acknowledge this complexity in application design. In fact, the Internet provides little support for application and service designers, and leaves to them much more of a design challenge than is appropriate. Today’s more complex applications would benefit from a richer and more advanced set of application-support features. The Internet provides no information about location or performance—any application that needs this information must work it out for itself, which leads to lots of repetitive monitoring traffic (e.g. PING). The Internet reveals nothing about cost—if there is distance sensitive pricing, there is no online way for the application to determine this and optimize against it.

Similarly, the current Internet is conceptualized at the level of packets and end-points. Both the low-level addresses and the Domain Name System identify physical machines. But most users do not think in terms of machines. They think in terms of higher-level entities, such as information objects and people. The Web is perhaps the best example of a system for creating, storing and retrieving information objects, and applications such as email or instant messaging capture both information and people in their design. But none of these applications require, as a fundamental requirement, that one user concern himself with what specific computer is hosting one of these higher-level entities. So there is a mismatch between the service of the Internet, defined in terms of physical devices, and the needs of the user, defined in more abstract terms of services.

As a part of a Future Internet, we should include architectural considerations at these higher levels: should people have identities that cross application boundaries? What are the right sorts of names for information objects? How can we find objects if the name does not specify the location? There are many such questions to be asked and answered. But perhaps the more basic question is: once we propose answers to questions at this higher level of conceptualization, is the service interface of the current Internet (end-to-end two-party interactions) the right foundation for these higher level concepts, or will a Future Internet have a different set of lower-level services once we recognize the real needs of the higher levels?

We identify the following specific design challenges:

- A Future Internet needs to develop and validate a new set of abstractions for managing the complexity of distributed services that can scale across the planet and down to the smallest device, in a robust, secure, and flexible fashion. This must include an architecture or framework that captures and expresses an “information-centric” view of what users do.
- A Future Internet must identify specific monitoring and control information that should be revealed to the application designer, and include the specification and interfaces to these features. For example, the Future Internet might reveal some suitable measure of expected throughput and latency between specified points.
- A Future Internet should include a coherent design for the various name-spaces in which people are named. This design should be derived from a socio-technical analysis of different design options and their implications. There must be a justification of what sort of identification is needed at different levels, from the packet to the application.

2.1.5 Network Management

The term “management” describes the tasks that network operators perform, including network configuration and upgrades, monitoring operational status, and fault diagnosis and repair. The
original design of the Internet did not fully take into account the need for management, and today this task is difficult and imperfect, and demands high levels of staffing, and high skill levels for those staff.

Network management is not just a problem for commercial Internet Service Providers. Any consumer who has tried to hook up a home network, only to have it fail to function, and has faced the frustration of not knowing what to do, has seen the limits of Internet management. Management at the user level is part of usability, and usability is a key to further penetration of the Internet into the user base. And corporations and institutions—any organization that runs Internet technology—suffer from the same management problems. The problem is endemic, and intellectually very hard to solve.

Better management tools are also vital to the goal of better availability. It has been estimated [YAN02] that perhaps 30% of network outages today are due to operator error. We cannot build a truly available network unless we deal with the problem of management.

A more sophisticated approach to management may depend on more powerful automated agents to support human decision-making. This is an opportunity for CISE to include researchers in artificial intelligence and machine learning as a part of this project.

We identify the following specific design challenges:

- An operator of a network region should be able to describe and configure his region using high-level declarations of policy, and automatic tools should configure the individual devices to conform.

- A user detecting a problem should have a tool that diagnoses the problem, gives feedback to the user in meaningful terms, and reports this error to the responsible party, across the network as necessary.

- All devices on a Future Internet should have a way to report failures.

### 2.1.6 Economic Well-being of the Internet

The Internet has evolved from its roots as a government-funded research project to a commercial offering from the private sector. Internet Service Providers, or ISPs, provide the basic packet carriage service on which all the other services and applications in the Internet depend. The centrality of the private sector links the future of the Internet to economic investment, which requires us to focus on an important truth: technical design choices can have a profound impact on industry structure. For example, the routing protocol that connects different ISPs together, BGP, allows certain patterns of interconnection and the expression of certain business policies. An early alternative was much more restrictive, and would have only worked if there was a single monopoly provider. The designers of BGP intentionally chose to avoid this outcome, a signal that they were becoming increasing sensitive to issues of industrial structure as it related to technical design. Any redesign of the Internet needs to consider how to encourage economic progress—the ongoing ability of industry to accommodate new advances while providing reliable service to customers.

Importantly, there are issues lurking in the current industry structure that presents barriers to progress. Two important barriers are the commoditization of the open IP interface and interconnection among ISPs. The open IP interface implies that anyone, not just the ISP, can offer services and applications over the Internet. This openness has been a great driver of
innovation, but the ISP may not necessarily benefit from this innovation. If all they do is carry packets, competition may drive the price of ISP service to the point where the ISP revenues do not justify upgrades and expansion. This tension can be seen today most clearly in the case of residential broadband. It also underlies the trends away from total openness to a world in which the ISPs block certain applications, and try to reserve to themselves the right to offer others. Problems of this sort have led to recent FCC intervention in the Internet.

Interconnection will always raise issues, because the ISPs that must interconnect may also be fierce competitors. In the traditional telephone carriers, problems of interconnection proved so difficult that regulators defined the rules. So far, this aspect of the Internet has avoided regulation, but the problems are real. Whenever a new service, such as end-to-end quality of service, requires ISPs to negotiate jointly about how to offer and price the service, that new service may not happen.

It is very hard for a set of companies positioned within an industrial structure to collectively shift that structure. But if we can conceive of a slightly different structure that removes some of the current impairments, this may be a powerful inducement to adapt our ideas to the betterment of both users and the industry serving those users. This is an area where NSF can encourage participation in our effort from other disciplines, such as economics and business.

We identify the following specific design challenges:

- Routing protocols must be redesigned to deal with the range of business policies that ISPs want to express. Issues to be considered include signaling the direction of value flow, provisioning and accounting for higher-level services, dynamic pricing, explicit distance-sensitive pricing, and alternatives to the simple interconnection models of peering and transit.

- A Future Internet must provide a means to link the long-term resource provisioning problems at one level to the short-term resource utilization decisions (e.g. routing) at higher levels.

2.1.7 The larger societal context of the Internet

The future of the Internet will perhaps be shaped most strongly by the considerations and concerns of the societies in which it is embedded. Technological innovation is useless and ineffective here unless it is accepted and exploited by users. For example, a fundamental question facing the design of a Future Internet is how to balance privacy against accountability. To what extent should users be anonymous as they use the network, versus what rights does society have in holding users responsible for their actions. To what extent will a future Internet empower its end users, the network operators, large corporate actors or the state? To what extent will control be centralized or decentralized? To what extent can a future Internet foster a free and open society? Should that be an explicit goal? The requirements in this space are uncertain, imprecise, and critical.

2.2 Grand challenges

GENI can be used to demonstrate and deploy complete systems. In this way, it can contribute to the accomplishment of “grand challenge” objectives, beyond the demonstration of new architectural principles. These high-level objectives are offered as examples of the way a different network of the future might have a material impact on the way society might benefit from our communications capabilities. We argue that it is hard to imagine how to make any
coherent progress on these challenge questions without some sort of actual deployment and demonstration, as might be done on GENI.

2.2.1 Service in times of disaster

The Internet has grown up from its initial public sector funding to be a creature of the private sector, and this has happened at a time when in most countries the governments are deregulating their telecommunications operators. As a result, the services and functions the Internet offers are driven by private sector priorities. A great deal of attention has been paid to better security in support of e-commerce; but other applications with less economic payoff have received less attention. A very important example of a collective social need is service in times of crisis. The future Internet should helpfully and gracefully cope with disasters, both large and small. We are now all too familiar with the threat and impact of large-scale disasters on society. Whether these disasters are natural, as in hurricanes Katrina and Rita during the 2005 season, or human-caused, as in the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, they produce a crisis of enormous magnitude with impact on human lives and property. Large-scale disaster preparedness is incredibly important [NRC04].

The Internet has tremendous potential as a tool for citizen access to information, emergency notification and to provide access to emergency services. The telephone system provides E911, and newer services such as reverse 911. These were conceived and designed in an era when voice was the only mode of communication. What could the equivalent services be for a multi-media network like the Internet? Could a Future Internet tell citizens of a tsunami or a tornado, based on their location? Could a Future Internet provide reliable and trustworthy information during a terrorist attack? There is tremendous potential here, but it will not happen in any organized way unless it is designed and implemented. This sort of public-sector social requirement should be a first-order goal for a Future Internet.

A defining characteristic of many disasters is that there is a desperate and immediate need for information so that individuals can react as appropriately as possible (e.g., leave a location or stay put), so that first responders can communicate with victims and each other, and so that authorities can coordinate overall response efforts. Unfortunately, many disasters also damage or destroy large parts of the traditional communication infrastructure, so that exactly as there are pressing needs for reliable and trustworthy communication, the infrastructure is destroyed.

Even if the infrastructure survives, the network may not be adequate to meet the special needs of disaster response. As an example, individuals desperate for information on the morning of September 11, 2001, inadvertently overwhelmed popular on-line news outlets such as CNN [CSTB03b, WIKI06].

We identify the following specific design challenges:

- A Future Internet should be able to allocate its resources to critical tasks while it is under attack and some of its resources have failed. (For example, it should support some analog of priority telephone access that is provided today.)

- Users should be able to obtain information of known authority in a timely way during times of crisis. The network (and its associated applications) should limit opportunities for flooding, fraudulent and counterfeit mis-information, and denial of service.

- Users should be able to obtain critical information based on their location, and request assistance based on their location.
• Portions of the Internet should be usable by the attached computers even if they are disconnected from the rest of the network.

What approaches might contribute to building a network that can meet this goal?

The citizens must be able to receive trustworthy information, even in the context of a man-made disaster in which dis-information is a goal of the attacker. So attention to security, especially in the context of information security, is critical. Priority of access is critical, so past and future work on quality of service (QoS) must be incorporated.

Dealing with destruction of installed infrastructure is a problem that requires specific attention. Current research on rapid deployment of ad hoc wireless networks is clearly relevant, but there are many more problems. There has been less attention on the extended problems of keeping emergency infrastructure running and making it highly reliable. The research challenges involved in creating a functional, critically reliable communication system go beyond inventing a new routing protocol or adding radios to a network. These challenges span hardware, network architecture, and software; many would exist even if the physical infrastructure existed already. For example, hardware must be extremely portable, affordable, robust, and consume little power. Since communication may be intermittent and erratic, protocols that support disruption tolerant networking (DTNs) are critical to this objective. Specific research described in Section 3 support these objectives.

A primary challenge for these networks is operation without large teams of highly trained specialists, which implies low-cost automatic management, so the work described in this report on network management is an important building block, as is the work on wireless systems. Management must be cross-layer, from the physical layers up: the replacement infrastructure must be self-managing and self-organizing to a much larger degree than today's networks. Both initial setup and ongoing maintenance and upgrades must be simple, fast, and safe. Vastly reduced management complexity would ultimately reduce the impact of the most significant cause of unavailability—human error.

Management in times of disaster and disruption raises requirements that might not be as significant during normal operation.

• It should be possible for parts of the network to operate while partitioned from the rest of the network. This raises issues of address management, routing, and name resolution.

• It should be possible for a device (or a region of the network) that has crashed and lost all of its dynamic state to rejoin the network in a way that is both secure and as automatic as possible.

An ambitious challenge—post-disaster infrastructure: In the days following a significant disaster, a team of five people deploy and operate for at least six months a replacement network infrastructure that provides all necessary communication services to those within its coverage area. This deployment should take no more than three days to cover a small city of 20,000 people, providing equivalent services to the telephone network, cable network, and conventional Internet services. The deployment must be robust to challenging environmental conditions, unreliable power and transit infrastructures, and malicious activities such as the wide-spread looting that often occurs following significant disasters. It must support both commercial and life-critical emergency communication. The subsequent operation and upkeep of the network must require at most two people.
2.2.2 New visions of the personal cyber-experience

The futurist’s story of personal technology has been told many times—an immersive experience where the individual is surrounded by computing and communications technology, both on the body and in the spaces through which he move. But what is all that technology for? Can we pose and test some larger stories about the benefit of this future to the individual, and the collective society in which the individual sits?

Ubiquitous health care: By using a combination of advanced networks in the home and advanced wireless network, we can imagine a world in which a person is always connected to a suitable health support system. Urban mesh networks can revolutionize health care within a metropolitan area by allowing medical practitioners and support staff to remotely monitor patients. Conversely, patients can have greater access to health-care educational resources. Such a system can greatly reduce the frequency of hospital visits, and deliver quantifiable economic benefits to the community. Married to a system for location-aware computing, this sort of system can provide greatly enhanced emergency access to medical services, with the potential of saving lives.

Participatory urban sensing: Mobile devices and platforms (e.g. cars) can be leveraged as a platform for data gathering in cities. This will drive development of network architecture through applications that have civic and cultural significance, such as participatory urban planning, community documentation, or tracking of environmental concerns across wide urban areas. Participatory sensing can track highly dynamic phenomenon, such as traffic congestion and road closures, or more serious crisis situations. If issues of privacy and misuse can be mastered, this sort of infrastructure can enhance the sort of notification and participation associated today with Amber Alerts and other mechanisms that reach out into the citizenry.

This vision has many implications for research. For example, a privacy-preserving data sharing specification framework is essential for participatory sensing. Beyond this, an architecture of mediating access points and routers that support selective sharing based on privacy policies is necessary for resolution control of location and time context, provisions for operating on physical context information based on the sensor readings (adding jitter/noise to data on-the-fly to decrease resolution), and so forth. Furthermore, naming and dissemination services that respect sharing policies, and services that manage coverage estimation and sampling of these autonomous mobile nodes are examples of novel components that participatory sensing requires.

Dealing with personal data: Individuals can currently generate large amounts of data, including digital photographs, music, and documents. In the future, sensors embedded in the environment or worn on the body will provide additional, automated streams of personal data. Even more data is created when content is shared with others and contextual information is used to correlate related data sources.

The optimistic vision of this future is that the ability to collect, store, and query vast amounts of personal data can provide the equivalent of “perfect memory”, allowing a non-expert user to recall any image they have seen, any word they have read, written, heard, or spoken any time such information is needed. The pessimistic vision is that the user will drown in a mass of information that is impossible to search, recover or utilize in any useful way. The research community should set itself the goal of mitigating the pessimistic outcome, and exploring positive outcomes to see which are actually useful.
The power of on-line personal information comes fully to focus when we contemplate the interactions among individuals in cyber-space. Personal data can be part of the formation of virtual communities that allow people to interact with each other based on shared interests or experiences. For example, virtual communities may be formed based on geographical proximity (people who live in the same neighborhood or share the same commute), or a common activity (such as watching the same TV show or attending a sporting event). A virtual community can provide permanent archival storage of content created and contributed by its members.

Many research challenges in networking, storage, and distributed system design must be addressed to enable the collection and management of vast amounts of personal data. Data collected over a lifetime should be safely archived in a manner that provides reliability in the presence of system failure and local disasters. Data should never be lost due to disk failures, worm/virus attacks, or careless operation of the system. Archived personal data should be ubiquitously available to its owner at any time in any location.

Collection and maintenance of personal data requires strong privacy guarantees to guard against misuse of archived data, which in turn implies an architecture to deal with identity, as well as privacy. Yet, controlled sharing, such as the delivery of medical information to a family doctor, should be supported. Strong authentication may be required to ensure that data collected through automated or semi-automated channels are genuine.

Tele-presence: For many years, we have hoped that better tools for interaction and collaboration at a distance would reach the point where they can substantially reduce our need to commute from home to work, and to travel from city to city. With our increasing demand for team projects, for the linking of many specialists to achieve complex goals, and our higher aspirations for productivity, the demands for travel seem as great as they were in the past, or indeed getting worse. But a material improvement of tools in this area could reduce our consumption of natural resources, free up our travel and commuting time, and contribute materially to quality of life. These tools can help mitigate problems as diverse as caring for the elderly, reducing work-related travel, and reducing the social pressures that cause population movement from rural to urban areas.

Good tools in this area will require innovation and collaboration at many levels. The network must be able to deliver high-bandwidth data reliably, with controlled latency. Access to the network must be ubiquitous and affordable. The tools must be designed so that they are appealing substitutes for face-to-face interaction, which calls for research that involves sociologists, human factors and HCI research, and other cross-discipline teams.

2.2.3 Understanding and Affecting the Planet in Real-Time

While sensor networking has been an active area of research for almost a decade, most work has focused on the use of this technology in embedded applications. For example, most current sensor network deployments support a single primary application (e.g., monitoring water delivery for plants on a farm) used by a single primary user or user group (e.g., the farmer). However, as we look to the future, the hope is to use the same basic sensor networking technology to understand the interdependent dynamic systems of our planet—its climate, politics, populations, ecology, economy, etc. Sensor and sensor-like instrumentation can provide real-time data, and large-scale computation can combine these distributed data streams to extract global meaning to, for example, assist in energy management. This visionary global-
scale application can drive innovation in resource management, security of information, and network design.

Section 3.1.3 describes an experiment to demonstrate a future network designed for sensing at a global scale. With such a capability, we can begin to contemplate how to turn this to the benefit of society. We could imagine automated sensing becoming part of a larger process of observation and control. For example, we could reduce domestic power consumption to deal with high demand or emergencies in one or another part of the country. We could involve industry in a program of dynamically managed pollution control to deal with changed in atmospheric conditions. We could include various sorts of sensing in our plans to help citizens cope with disasters, as was discussed above.

To make this world a reality, we need to deal not just with technical issues, but larger social and economic issues—question of privacy, trustworthy data from sensors, incentives for various stakeholders to participate, and so on. But these larger questions become real and actionable only when we can see the possible shape of emerging technical capabilities.

GENI provides a highly desirable infrastructure for making progress towards addressing the above challenge. First, it provides an opportunity to deploy sensor networks at significant physical scale. Second, it allows multiple independent deployments of sensors to interact in a single experimental infrastructure. Third, it enables the deployment of new communication and in-network processing primitives that are unique to the sensor networking research area. Finally and perhaps most importantly, GENI provides an infrastructure that can be accessed by real application developers and users.

### 2.2.4 Vehicular Networks

In ten years, the automobile will be a powerful platform for computing and communications. However, the nature of this platform is not clear. It could be an open platform, open to multiple makes of cars and open to third-party application developers. On the other hand, vehicular networks could emerge as closed system, dedicated to specific cars or to specific purposes. Research and demonstration of vehicular networks could show the power of different sorts of architecture, and help shape the future.

Vehicular networks can improve navigation safety using wireless car to car and car to curb communications to rapidly propagate unsafe road conditions, accident reports to oncoming cars, or report unsafe drivers in the proximity and imminent intersection crashes [QUI02]. These networks can also consume location aware resource services [CHE04, LEE06, ZHO05], and can be used as an emergency communications network. However, vehicular networks have very different characteristics from many of the other applications considered above: large scale, temporary network disconnections, correlation between motion patterns and performance, and rapidly changing connectivity to the fixed network infrastructure.

An ambitious goal for vehicle networks is real-time accident avoidance. This scheme requires advanced instrumentation of the car, so that it can observe its environment, and highly reliable communication among cars so they can plan common actions and maintain safe trajectories. This objective would depend strongly on some of the research proposed in Section 3.1.6 on real-time, reliable communications. The demand for tight timing derives from the very close physical tolerances in which we operate cars today, but it is worth noting that this sort of inter-vehicle communication for safe operation and accident avoidance is utilized today in the air,
where planes do not operate with such close physical proximity, and need for communication need not be sub-second.

2.2.5 Networks for the developing world

A significant opportunity for the networking community is the deployment of information and communication technologies (ICT) in the developing nations. This is enabled by the coming convergence of long-range high-speed wireless technologies, which permit the deployment of widespread ICT without the requirement of laying wire for the expensive “last mile”, and the widespread availability of cheap, rugged end-user devices within the means of people in the developing nations and well-adjusted to variable environmental conditions. This development promises great and positive social impact while offering not simply the opportunity but the requirement to rethink the basics of network services and protocols[BRE05].

The availability of both inexpensive wireless technologies and devices offer the opportunity for the citizens of the developing nations to jump several generations of ICT, going directly from analog wired circuit-switched connectivity (or none at all) to digital wireless packet-switched networks. However, these networks will be different from their counterparts in the industrialized nations. In particular, the following properties will hold:

• Last-mile connectivity will not be based on wireline broadband technology, but will generally be provided by some form of wireless technology, typically mesh networking, and often with collaborative peer-to-peer networks.

• Connectivity in the developing nations may be episodic, lossy, and/or have high latency. Applications and services based on delay-tolerant, content-based, and multi-path routing and transport are likely to be requisite features of such networking. In other words, intelligence and storage within the core of these networks will likely be a must—quite unlike the original Internet.

As an example of a transformative vision of technology for the developing world, we look at the One Laptop Per Child (OLPC) project, championed by Nicholas Negroponte of MIT. This project envisions massive network deployments in challenging environmental conditions with primitive on-site support and management. In this respect, it represents a dramatic break from classic developed world networks, which rely on pristine environmental conditions in carefully engineered privately owned data centers and NOCs. In the developing world, in many cases, the endpoints are the infrastructure.

The sheer scale of the OLPC effort is daunting. The typical deployment the project envisions is 50-500 laptops in a village or school, which form an ad-hoc wireless mesh network. The laptops are then connected to a gateway, which is connected by a backhaul link to the national education network (or commercial ISPs) and thence to the Internet. The trial deployment in most nations is expected to be 1,000,000 laptops with an expected distribution of roughly 10,000 sites/nation. The total run rate of manufacture is expected to be on the order of 165,000,000 units/annum, giving a total worldwide deployment of 500,000,000-1,000,000,000. These devices will, once deployed, form the single largest class of devices (with reasonable screen size) connected to the Internet.

The networking challenges faced by the OLPC project dwarf anything that has ever been attempted. We detail the challenges here:

• **The Village Gateways form the largest self-managing network ever conceived.** The OLPC project envisions a ratio of 100 laptops per gateway, with a total deployment ranging from 1000 gateways in a small nation to almost 1,000,000 in China.
• The OLPC Content Distribution Network is the largest ever undertaken. At its peak, the OLPC network envisions simultaneous content distribution (national textbooks, software, web content) to several hundred million devices through several million gateways.

• The Village Mesh Networks will be the largest ever undertaken. No one has formed an operational (as opposed to experimental) mobile ad-hoc networks of the scale conceived by OLPC (50-500 machines), particularly in the presence of anticipated significant environmental challenges. Management of such a network—particularly autonomic management from a village gateway—is a challenge that has never been undertaken.

• The OLPC project envisions the largest shared store ever conceived. The OLPC devices, for reasons of cost, power consumption, and durability, do not contain a hard disk: 0.5-4GB of flash is the on-device store. Because the laptops might be lost or damaged, they must be backed up into the network. The current proposal is that individual machines act as backup for each other, which will likely be supplemented by a large national backing store.

• The OLPC Project will do all this over the most heterogeneous network ever built.

The One Laptop per Child (OLPC) project is a strong case study for the experimental work that we expect will be performed on the GENI test bed. OLPC will exercise many of the open scientific areas that GENI experimenters will explore, and illustrates the social utility of the project in a dramatic fashion. If we examine the list of challenges discussed here, the alignment with the GENI research agenda is apparent. We have the following research challenges that derive immediately from the various networking projects in developing nations for the GENI research community:

• autonomic management of large-scale distributed infrastructures,
• autonomic management of large mobile ad-hoc networks,
• provisioning and update of large scale distributed storage systems,
• large scale content distribution systems, and
• sensing and control of routing and transport over large, heterogeneous networks with high latency and link loss.

Networking projects in the developing world challenge both our technical capabilities and our social conscience. Collectively, they form a clarion call to our profession, our nation, and our civilization.

2.3 Foundational Challenges and Opportunities

As the research community pursues the design of a Future Internet that delivers increasing value to society, we expect many opportunities to address foundational issues will arise—questions of fundamental limits, richer models about network behavior, and new theories about the nature of complex communication systems. This section describes some of the unique opportunities this effort creates.

2.3.1 Theoretical Underpinnings

Communications systems such as the Internet and the telephone system (which is morphing to the Internet) are perhaps the largest and most complex distributed systems we have built. The degrees of interconnection and interaction, the fine-grain timing of these interactions, the decentralized control, and the lack of trust among the parts raise fundamental questions about stability and predictability of behavior. There is beginning to emerge some relevant theories of highly distributed complex systems, some of which have roots in control theory and some of
which draw on analogies with biological systems. We should take advantage of this work in this redesign, to improve our chances that we come as close as possible to the best levels of availability and resilience. There may be other important contributions from the theory community, for example, the use of game theory to explore issues of incentives in design of protocols for interconnection among competing Internet Service Providers. This is a chance for CISE to engage members of the theory community in this program.

2.3.2 Measurement, Analysis and Modeling

Mathematical models and analysis of measurement data have provided key insights into the fundamental limits of today’s Internet. We believe they will continue to play a crucial role in the research on a Future Internet, and in fact, the design of new network architectures should be amenable to modeling and measurement in ways that today’s Internet is not.

There are many examples that illustrate how measurements and analytical models have shed light on the limitations of today’s architecture, including the following.

- Analysis of Internet traffic measurements has shown that IP traffic is self-similar. The burstiness of the traffic on multiple time scales makes traditional queuing models a poor predictor of network performance. Moreover, transport protocols such as TCP affect traffic in ways that further complicate analytical modeling. Although statistical analysis techniques have shed some light on the key properties of Internet traffic, analytical models of Internet performance remain elusive. Work on a Future Internet should consider whether protocols and mechanisms can be designed to be amenable to analytical modeling, making it easier to provide predictable performance and behavior to end users.

- Numerous measurement studies have unveiled key properties of Internet traffic, performance, and topologies. However, many of these studies rely on inference from edge measurements. With the increasing size and commercialization of the Internet, these studies have become ever more difficult to conduct, and the generality and accuracy of the results more suspect. A Future Internet should include support for measurement as a first-class mechanism because of the importance of measurement in understanding and operating the network.

- End users and network operators have great difficulty detecting, diagnosing, and fixing performance and reachability problems. The networking research community has created tools for anomaly detection and root-cause analysis, but these solutions are forced to work with extremely limited data collected from remote vantage points in competing domains. Today’s protocols were not designed with diagnosis in mind. Future theoretical work can quantify the fundamental limits on diagnosing problems in today’s network and identify key features for a future architecture to support diagnosis.

- The Internet’s inter-domain routing system does not necessarily converge, depending on how the many domains select and configure their routing policies to achieve their business goals. Analytical models have demonstrated these problems and explored the fundamental trade-offs between business autonomy and global network convergence. These results suggest that we need a new routing system that strikes a better balance between the global properties of the system and the needs of users and operators for autonomy. A solution may require a move away from the existing inter-domain routing
protocol, which has evolved via incremental steps into an extremely complex protocol in recent years.

- Measurement studies and analytical models have demonstrated significant benefits that competing domains could achieve by cooperating in computing paths for network traffic. However, today’s routing protocols do not provide sufficient means for neighboring domains to negotiate over the exchange of traffic. New research in game theory and inter-domain negotiation offer promising solutions that are difficult to realize in today’s architecture. Insights from these studies can drive the creation of new architectures for evaluation.

- Existing protocols and mechanisms were designed without the network operator’s goals in mind, leaving the operator with (at best) indirect control over the traffic flowing through a domain. Recent theoretical work has shown that selecting the best configuration of the intra-domain routing protocols is a computationally intractable optimization problem, even for the simplest of network objectives. In addition, robustness is difficult to achieve because small changes in parameter settings can lead to large changes in the flow of traffic. Other mechanisms, such as queue-management schemes, do not lend themselves to analytical frameworks that guide operators in setting the tunable parameters. A Future Internet architecture could have manageability in mind from the beginning, by having protocols and mechanisms that either adapt on their own to network conditions or present tractable optimization problems to network operators.

Measurement and models have already provided significant insight into the behavior of today’s protocols and mechanisms, and their fundamental limitations. The design of a Future Internet offers a rich landscape of research problems, as well as a unique opportunity to create new architectures with measurement and modeling in mind from the beginning. The research communities that are concerned with theory, analysis and modeling can benefit from the rich capture and logging of data from GENI experiments. The desire to make GENI data available to the broader research community raises obvious and important issues of privacy, the rights of experimenters, and so on. These issues are not unique to this context, and will have to be addressed as part of the oversight and administration of GENI. However, the theory community may have specific contributions to make here, with tools for privacy-enhancing and anonymizing algorithms.

### 2.4 Opportunities at Community Boundaries

Many of the opportunities for innovation and discovery will happen at the boundaries of traditionally separate research communities. A Future Internet will cut across the networking community (which traditionally considers issues inside the network), the distributed systems community (which traditionally innovates on the design of robust services and applications on top of the network), the mobile and wireless community (which traditionally considers problems at the edge of the network), and the optical communications community (which traditionally develops device technology upon which networks are built). Important contributions can also be expected from other parts of CS, ranging from operating systems to theory. The theory community, in particular, has been very interested in finding fundamental bounds to networking capabilities (ranging from performance to security and robustness) and in finding new ways to design and validate practical network mechanisms.
Wireless is perhaps the most transforming of the current network technologies, with its promise of ubiquitous connectivity, the potential to provide connectivity without the high cost of fixed wireline infrastructure, and the capability to hook new classes of inexpensive computing devices such as sensors and actuators. But these capabilities challenge the Future Internet to deal with issues of mobility, new forms of routing (in which links are not pre-defined circuits but can be reconfigured in real time), and the problems of links with highly variable capacity.

Distributed systems and applications have traditionally been designed to run “on top of” the Internet, and to take the architecture of the Internet as given. This re-design raises the opportunity to better understand and assess higher-level system requirements, and use these as drivers of the lower layer architecture. In this process, mechanisms that are implemented today as part of applications may conceivably migrate into the network itself, and the relevant research communities themselves may blend together and share or exchange research ideas and architectural proposals.

Optical technology has proved itself as the workhorse of high-speed low-cost circuits that efficiently transmit data over long distances. However, there is the opportunity for optical technology to be used for more than simple, static point-to-point circuits; in the future circuits, ring and mesh networks will be configured dynamically using optical switch hardware managed by the same software as the electronic portion of the network. Even more exciting, there are new technologies just around the corner that will allow the optical fiber bandwidth to be dynamically accessed by edge nodes in a way that is as revolutionary to networking in the core as wireless has been at the edge. However, to realize this potential, the network architecture will have to be redesigned to take the emerging optical capabilities into account. Optical systems will be able to provide highly reconfigurable connections, which implies, for example, changes in the way a Future Internet will do routing. Promising directions in optical system design must be a driver for a Future Internet and mechanisms to integrate and manage this new technology in a new Internet architecture must be provided.

2.4.1 Broader Interdisciplinary Implications

Beyond looking across boundaries that separate technical sub-communities within Computer Science, this effort will benefit greatly from looking for help from disciplines much farther afield, disciplines as diverse as economics, sociology, and law. The larger societal context in which the Internet is embedded calls out for study from scholars from law, economics, and other of the social sciences and humanities. Collaboration with these sorts of researchers can help to broaden our understanding of the implications of our designs, and improve the chances that our work is relevant and successful.
3 An agenda for research using GENI

This section describes the range of specific experiments that we anticipate being performed on GENI—new architectural proposals, and new features and protocols that can be tested and evaluated on the platform. It catalogs the experiments, and summarized the key research questions to be answered in these experiments.

3.1 Research on an Internet of tomorrow

While GENI can support a wide range of systems experiments, central to its justification is the conceptualization and demonstration of one or more proposals for an Internet for tomorrow. The payoff for all the research described here is the integration of new concepts into coherent overarching proposals for the future of networking and communications. Here is a summary of various research proposals that have already been brought forward as integrative visions, each of which might be demonstrated on GENI.

3.1.1 A global network with greatly enhanced generality and flexibility

Today’s Internet assumes a single packet format, a single approach to routing, and so on. As an alternative, the virtualization concept proposes that all we need to assume in common is that there are physical resources (links connected by processing elements) that can be virtualized, or sliced into shares that can be used by different sets of users for different purposes. In this view, there could, for example, be one packet format and routing scheme for information dissemination, another for real time communication, and perhaps a scheme for bulk data transfer that does not even employ packets. As part of the FIND focus area, NSF has funded two proposals to explore this concept: An Architecture for a Diversified Internet, by Turner, Crowley, Gorinsky and Lockwood, and CABO, Concurrent Architectures are Better than One, by Feamster, Rexford, and Gao.

This concept raises many fundamental design problems and challenges. It creates a new layering, and new set of industrial players: infrastructure providers and service providers. Network management must be rethought, since the responsibility for management must be divided among the new players. Security must be rethought, since the infrastructure must be operated so as to meet the security needs of the most demanding service provider, without encumbering the service providers with weaker requirements. One of the most interesting problems is how to ensure the economic health of this new industrial structure. A competitive market of interconnected infrastructure providers must emerge, unless infrastructure becomes a public sector responsibility. Planning for infrastructure investment becomes more difficult if the service planning is going on in a different firm. The right linkages between infrastructure and service providers must be created so that the infrastructure providers are motivated to install the facilities that the service providers actually need. Specific research questions include the division of responsibility for security and availability between the infrastructure and service layer, and the degree to which algorithms for virtualization may limit our ability to build service layers with tight real-time objectives.

The end point of this design will be the creation of two new interfaces, one that connects the infrastructure providers to each other, and one that connects the infrastructure providers to the service providers. The decisions taken about these interfaces will determine the ultimate success of the proposal, and will have to be tested in a running system if the idea is to receive sufficient validation.
One very exciting application of the virtualization concept is within a corporation or enterprise. Corporations, which today mostly operate their own intranets based on Internet technology, are turning to virtualization in their computer centers to allow for the rapid deployment of new services, migration between versions of services, and so on. One natural outcome of this trend might be the virtualization of all their communications facilities, so that they can deploy new distributed systems, perhaps based on different communications architectures, without the need for physical deployment of new equipment. The virtualization concept is particularly appealing in the enterprise context because in that case, the investment decisions for the infrastructure and service layers are being made by the same entity, so the planning process and economic justification is internalized within the firm.

3.1.2 A framework for managing information

Today’s Internet assumes that the dominant communication paradigm is an end-to-end interactive exchange of packets in a point-to-point conversation between two machines. But most patterns of communication at the application layer do not follow this pattern. Traffic often does not flow directly from source to destination: email is forwarded in a series of steps from server to server, web content is often downloaded from caches and relay points, and so on. More importantly, the one-to-one communication pattern has been supplanted, current Internet traffic is overwhelmingly one-to-many or many-to-many. Peer-to-peer filesharing services distribute popular files among thousands of users simultaneously. (According to CacheLogic’s study in 2004, BitTorrent accounts for one third of today’s Internet traffic.[PAR04]) Streaming services distribute feeds of both live and on-demand media. Networked games need to quickly distribute state information among dozens or hundreds of players.

So perhaps a future design should concentrate on a coherent architecture at the level of information management and dissemination, and allow a range of transport mechanisms to support it. In this scheme, as in virtualization, we need not agree on a common packet format, or even on packets, but in contrast to virtualization, the point of common agreement is “higher” than in the current Internet.

Here are some of the specific problems that must be addressed to design this architecture.

Content Distribution At Scale: Schemes for content distribution have placed severe demands on the core Internet technologies, demands that many argue cannot be met using its current design. Some research efforts have attempted to address these challenges by placing new functionality within the network to exploit localized knowledge and optimization opportunities. Some others have turned to overlay networks as a means to overcome the deployability challenges of the current Internet. Rather than attempting to change the underlying protocols, overlays aim to provide radical new services by layering them on top of the existing infrastructure. Irrespective of the approach, there has been only limited success and a core set of issues remain to be addressed.

- Efficient large-scale distribution: An ideal multi-point distribution mechanism should minimize bandwidth costs, avoid hotspots, utilize network resources efficiently, and exhibit quick response times, even in the face of unanticipated user demands. Though a few research prototypes and some commercial solutions have exhibited some of these properties under specific workloads, a general solution has not yet emerged and further research is required. Scaling effects have to be addressed along multiple fronts as both the amount of content distributed as well as the user population interested in distributed
content are likely to continue to increase at a phenomenal rate.

- Quality of service: While server-side techniques might mostly suffice for ensuring reliable and smooth delivery of traditional unicast streams, more sophisticated solutions are required for uninterrupted delivery of multi-point traffic. In order to achieve scalable content distribution, most proposed schemes rely on organizing servers and/or end-hosts into distribution trees or meshes. As a consequence, the quality and performance of content downloads is dependent on the health of multiple computing and networking elements -- the failure of any one of them could result in degraded service. If these intermediate nodes are servers deployed for the purpose, this raised questions as to which organization is the provider of these servers, and how are they compensated for the service. If end-nodes are used to forward the traffic, then the challenge is providing high quality service especially when there is churn in the end-user population.

- Manageability: Commercial solutions such as Akamai’s CDN have demonstrated the feasibility of large-scale infrastructures for content distribution and storage, but they are solutions with service and pricing targeting large corporations. As the vast majority of end-users generating personal content would desire cheap solutions and as the management costs of distribution channels constitute a significant fraction of their operating costs, more study is required in developing self-configuring and self-managing networks.

- Robust incentives: Incentives for the content distributor, network operators, and end-users might not necessarily be aligned to ensure optimal allocation of network resources. For instance, overlays of end-users might form peerings that are suboptimal from an ISP’s perspective with the resulting traffic subverting the ISP’s traffic engineering policies or incurring exorbitant peering costs. Faced with increased costs, ISPs might throttle certain kinds of peer-to-peer traffic resulting in abysmal user perceived performance. Further, distribution solutions that rely on end-user’s upload contributions (in order to reduce server loads) need to provide proper incentives for the participating users to contribute enough resources to the system. Designing a system that provides a robust set of incentives is thus a challenging issue.

Addressing the above set of research questions requires a distributed infrastructure such as GENI. A meaningful testbed for evaluating content distribution systems needs to have points of presence at multiple geographical locations and within multiple ISPs, in order to study whether the proposed solution can work in global settings and whether it provides the right incentives to the various players. As some solutions might rely on tight integration with the networking infrastructure, GENI’s proposal to have nodes colocated with the Internet backbone routers would also be extremely valuable. Edge diversity, in terms of participating computing devices, their upload/download performance, and their physical connectivity, would also help in identifying solutions that are robust under a wide range of operating conditions.

**Naming Systems for the next-generation Internet:** Naming systems provide identifiers for components of a system, such as users, Web sites, computers, etc. In the Internet, e-mail addresses (e.g., whitehouse.gov), Web sites names (e.g., google.com), computer names (e.g., mailserver.comcast.com) are all domain names, which are implemented by the Domain Name System (DNS). DNS forms the glue that ties users, Web sites, computers all together to form what the user experiences as the Internet or Word-Wide Web (in fact, most users cannot tell the difference between the two).
Although DNS has been essential to the success of the Internet, the way it is designed has raised both design and implementation problems. For example, there is political fighting about which institution (United Nations, U.S. government, an independent non-profit) should be in charge of the top-level name spaces (i.e., .org, .com, etc.) and the corresponding servers. Because DNS names are used as brand names, there are fights over ownership of names and trademark issues. Adversaries can spoof names, because the base DNS lacks security, while the current security extensions are difficult to deploy because they require a central public-key infrastructure. Because name resolution requires Internet access, two computers disconnected from the Internet cannot use DNS names to communicate, and must have a separate naming plan. DNS also has several implementation problems: the root servers are easy targets for denial-of-service attacks, and name records are not easily updated because they are widely cached. (The alternative of not caching leads to a different problem: sudden demand for name resolution can easily overload name servers.)

These problems have led to much research in naming systems, which has produced fundamental, new techniques for design and implementation. These ideas include semantic free references that have no commercial value by themselves, self-certifying names that are inherently secure, naming that builds on trust relationships in social networks, distributed hash tables to resolve flat names efficiently, etc. There are two projects in this area funded by NSF as part of FIND. One scheme, Transient Network Architecture, by Kahn, Jerez, Abdallah, Heileman and Shu, is based on a global name space for objects, where identifiers are globally unique, and are resolved into lower-level details (such as location and current concrete implementation) by means of a distributed but coherently managed identifier resolution service. One of the specific challenges is to design and build a distributed resolution service using peer to peer approaches. The other proposal, User Information Architecture, by Morris and Kaashoek, similarly assigns identifiers (or names) to digital objects, but starts with independent user-specific name spaces that “get to know each other” in a bottom up manner. The propagation of the information necessary to resolve names is carried out using “gossip” protocols among relevant devices. Security is also achieved “bottom up”, with initial exchange of keys through physical interconnection of related devices. The research challenges include routing, security of the namespaces, and schemes for effective name-space management. These two proposals raise very different issues of scale, consistency, usability, management, and resilience. Many of these questions can be evaluated by the deployment and comparative evaluation of the competing ideas.

To validate whether these ideas work on the scale of the Internet, a testbed is needed that spans the world, different administrative domains and cultures. The experimental research here will consist of the deployment and evaluation of competing approaches to solving these problems. GENI would provide the needed facility to experiment with new naming systems on a large scale and allow the GENI users to live in a different world that isn’t necessarily backwards-compatible with the existing Internet. This allows researchers to freely experiment, compare different plans, and answer fundamental questions about which new design is best.

### 3.1.3 A network for global sensing

If we accept that in 10 years, most of the computers will be small, embedded processors rather than large, powerful processors, then a future Internet should be designed to support the application patterns of these devises. Perhaps the most challenging and important paradigm to support is global sensing, which involves integration and manipulation of data across the
world, not in a locale. Sensor networking has demonstrated great potential in many areas of scientific exploration, including environmental, geophysical, medical, and structural monitoring. GENI offers the opportunity to bridge across multiple discrete sensor networks to provide monitoring of physical phenomena at a global scale. In addition, GENI can provide the infrastructure for querying and fusing data across multiple (possibly overlapping) sensor networks in different scientific and administrative domains. A rich application domain for this infrastructure is geophysical monitoring. Examples include monitoring seismic activity along fault lines and at volcanoes, and GPS-based geodesic measurements of plate movements. The NSF EarthScope [EARTH] initiative is building the sensor infrastructure, and tying this source of data into GENI would enable a ‘continental scale sensor network’ supporting a wide range of real-time geophysical monitoring applications.\(^2\)

The availability and cost of sensor hardware, such as CCDs, microphones, motion detectors and temperature sensors, has improved dramatically over the past several years, suggesting that the vision of global sensor networks is within reach. However, while the state of sensor hardware has progressed rapidly, the software infrastructure needed to make these devices useful to applications is still sorely lacking. In designing this infrastructure, the sensor networking research community must overcome a number of challenges. We highlight some of these key challenges in the following paragraphs.

**Federated deployment.** In order to achieve its global reach, the Internet relies on a federated collection of Internet service providers (ISPs). Similarly, it is unlikely that any sensor infrastructure will achieve the goal of global coverage without the cooperation of many organizations or individuals contributing their sensor data feeds. However, enabling this cooperation requires new protocols to exchange information about available sensor feeds, policies for use of the sensor data, etc. Practical experience with such deployments on GENI will likely provide important guidance in the design of these protocols.

**P2P deployment.** Allowing individuals to contribute their own sensor observations may play an important role in monitoring the environment. For example, humans may be able to direct their sensing activities (e.g., turning on their cell phone cameras/microphones) to report interesting or desired phenomena. Researchers must develop techniques to ensure that new sensor feeds can be easily added to the overall infrastructure.

**Scale.** The protocols and systems used in this infrastructure must scale with the number of devices, the number of applications, the number of users and the volume of sensor data collected. Many estimates for the sensor networking market suggest that sensors are likely to outnumber any other form of Internet host by a significant factor.

**High bandwidth sensor streams.** While most currently deployed sensors produce data at low rates, future deployments may not be so limited. For example, video and acoustic sensors may be an important part of the future infrastructure. In addition, while each sensor may not produce significant amounts of data, the sheer scale of the infrastructure may make the aggregate data rate significant. Researchers must address the issue of effectively managing bandwidth. This may include enabling the infrastructure to perform in-network processing and

\(^2\) This is equally true for other NSF earth observatories such as the National Ecological Observatory Network (NEON), [http://www.neoninc.org](http://www.neoninc.org), and the Ocean Research Interactive Observatory Networks (ORION), [http://www.orionprogram.org](http://www.orionprogram.org).
filtering of sensor data streams.

**Privacy.** Monitoring the environment raises a number of obvious privacy concerns. Researchers need to provide mechanisms for both observed users as well as sensor data providers to express and enforce their privacy desires. However, it is likely that some of the privacy policies may never be practical and it may be necessary to explore what novel forms of privacy real users may be willing to accept.

**Data accuracy/verification.** Any application running on this infrastructure will likely incorporate data from a large number sensor data sources. The accuracy of the sources and the trustworthiness of the sensors’ owners are likely to vary widely. Researchers must provide some way for sensors to calibrate themselves and for applications to determine how reliable a particular sensor reading is.

**Application development tools.** A large scale sensor deployment will not be useful unless practical applications can be developed that use the sensor data. However, existing communication primitives are far too low-level and are often not well suited to this application domain. For example, existing naming and service discovery does not match well with the needs of discovering the set of sensor data feeds most appropriate for a particular application. Similarly, existing socket primitives are not well suited to the data transfer requirements for sensor applications. Researchers will need to develop and test a wide range of primitives as new sensor types are deployed and new sensor applications are developed.

To study these sorts of question, it is necessary to prototype this infrastructure on the GENI facility. Specific experiments include developing and testing an appropriate overlay network infrastructure for querying individual sensor data sources [GIB03]; constructing flows of sensor data through multiple stages of filtering, processing, correlation, and aggregation [PIE06]; and delivering the resulting data to the end user. There are two funded FIND proposals in this area: *Sensor-Internet Sharing and Search*, by Heidemann, Cho and Hansen, and *Network Fabric for Personal, Social and Urban Sensing Applications*, by Srivastava, Burke, Estrin, Hansen and Paxson.

### 3.1.4 An architecture for relayed communication

Both of the previous ideas involve communication patterns that are not interactive end-to-end, but which proceed by stages, where information is positioned for rapid delivery, integrated, and then forwarded. One view is that this general paradigm may come to dominate the future Internet. (Even for telephony, communication is often “not interactive”, a phenomenon called “phone tag”.) One of the drivers of this vision is the revolution in wireless access technology, which alters dramatically the nature of internet traffic and challenges the basic assumptions upon which its protocols were built. Where the end-points of Internet traffic were once stable and predictable, they are increasingly embodied in wireless devices, whose numbers and information rates are increasing dramatically, and which have left the stable environment of the home and office to wander in the mobile world. They have introduced instability to Internet connectivity and made the easy assumptions of end-to-end traffic flow increasingly untenable. Because the changes caused by wireless mobility are fundamental and pervasive, their solution requires comparably fundamental changes in the architecture and protocols of the future Internet.

One such architectural approach, Delay Tolerant Networking (DTN)[FAL03], approaches this problem by taking advantage of storage available in the network to help overcome link disruption. It also provides the beginnings of a standardized approach to constructing
interoperable proxies using a general naming scheme. Such proxies have been used extensively for interconnecting "radically heterogeneous" networks, such as sensor networks, with the Internet. DTN is also being pursued by DARPA for use in military tactical networks that may suffer from unplanned disruption [DTN04].

DTN and related concepts have been under development for a number of years, and they are obvious candidates to deploy and test on GENI. There are two FIND proposals funded in this area. One of them is motivated by a particular usage scenario, disaster recovery: The Day-After Networks: A First-Response Edge-Network for Disaster Relief, Luo, Abdeizahar and Kravets. This proposals exploits staged, opportunistic delivery to take advantage of the intermittent and highly variable networks that might first be available after a disaster. In particular, their architecture involves service level forwarding (rather than host-to-host packet level forwarding), and uses role-based anycast as the prevalent delivery mode. They implement this through opportunistic exploitation of heterogeneous technology, and careful use of service-level message flooding. Their proposal contemplates a complete architecture, which means they will have to address a range of requirements, including manageability, security, and incentives.

The other proposal in this group uses staged delivery to deal with the intermittent nature of many wireless devices; Postcards from the Edge: A Cache-and-Forward Architecture for the Future Internet, Yates, Paul, Raychaudhuri and Kurose. In contrast to the proposal by Luo et al, this architecture makes use of well-known and stable intermediate nodes called post offices, the mode of delivery is to a named destination, not anycast to a role, and the topology of the core of the net is planned and managed. However, the intermittent nature of the wireless and mobile edge nodes is very similar to the first proposal. Research challenges include the design of a naming protocol and a routing protocol.

### 3.1.5 A scheme for universal mobility

Section 2.1.2 discussed the implications of emerging wireless technology, and the need to plan for ubiquitous mobility. Unfortunately, today's Internet does not support mobility well. We identify two problems (at a minimum) that must be rectified to meet the needs of mobility: maintaining connectivity, and achieving effective transport.

**Connectivity:** As many researchers have noted in the past, a fundamental problem is that the Internet uses IP addresses to combine the notion of unique host identifier with host location. For a mobile host to have seamless connectivity and continuous reachability, it must retain its identity while changing its location.

Previous mobility proposals decouple this binding by introducing a fixed indirection point (e.g., Mobile IP), redirecting through the DNS (e.g., TCP Migrate), adding unique identifiers to hosts (e.g., Host Identity Protocol), and using indirection at the link layer (e.g., cellular mobility schemes). However, none of these schemes appear to offer a complete solution.

Here is one set of desiderata for properties in order to fully realize the promise of ubiquitous mobility:

1. Efficient routing: packets should be routed on paths with latency close to the shortest path provided by IP routing.
2. Efficient handoff: the loss of packets during handoff should be minimized and avoided, if possible.
3. Location privacy: the host's topological location should not be revealed to other end-hosts.
(4) Simultaneous mobility: end hosts should be able to move simultaneously without breaking an ongoing session between them.

(5) Personal/session mobility: a user should be able to redirect a new session or migrate an active one from one application or device to another one when a better choice becomes available.

One recent design that achieves all these properties is based on the Internet Indirection Infrastructure (i3) architecture [STO02]. The i3 scheme is fairly mature, and we describe it in some detail as an example of a concept that might be tested on the GENI facility.

Unlike IP, with i3, each packet is sent to an identifier, not to an address. To receive a packet, a receiver creates a trigger, which is then stored at an i3 node. The trigger is an association between the packet's identifier and the receiver's address. Each packet is routed through the i3 infrastructure until it reaches the i3 node that stores the trigger. Once the matching trigger is found the packet is forwarded to the address specified by the trigger. Thus, the trigger plays the role of an indirection point that relays packets from the sender to the receiver.

The particular design of i3 triggers make it well-suited to support mobility. A mobile host that changes its address from R to R' as a result of moving from one subnetwork to another can preserve the end-to-end connectivity by simply updating each of its existing triggers from (id, R) to (id, R'). To achieve efficient routing, end-hosts can choose triggers that map on nearby i3 node, since end-hosts can dynamically change triggers without disrupting end-to-end connectivity. This drastically alleviates the triangular routing problem, as packets need not travel to nodes far away from both the sender and the receiver. Since triggers are periodically refreshed, end-to-end connectivity recovers gracefully from node failure. If an i3 node fails, the triggers stored at that node are inserted at another i3 node next time they are refreshed. Furthermore, replicating triggers at the i3 level, or using backup triggers can make i3 node failure completely transparent to end-hosts. This is in contrast with mobile IP, where the home agent failure will sever all the connections of the mobile host.

The fact that an i3 host sends packets to an identifier rather than an IP address provides both location privacy and support of simultaneous mobility. The receiver can trade routing efficiency for privacy by placing the identifier anywhere in the network. Furthermore, the fact that the receiver does not need to update the trigger identifier when it moves (it needs only to update its IP address in the trigger) makes the receiver mobility transparent to the receiver. This allows both end-hosts to move simultaneously without breaking the connection between them.

The i3 scheme is fairly mature and has been tested on PlanetLab. Unfortunately, the size and resource scarcity of PlanetLab, both in terms of bandwidth and CPU, makes it very hard, if not impossible, to achieve critical mass. To provide seamless mobility, every packet must be forwarded through the i3 infrastructure, and PlanetLab makes the forwarding overhead unacceptable. GENI would represent an ideal platform to test and evaluate the mobility service over i3. The scale of GENI would allow us to understand how the design behaves at large scale, as well as the robustness properties of the design in the presence of realistic failures and network congestion. More importantly, the GENI wireless testbed would allow one to extend the design to seamlessly operate across heterogeneous link layer technologies, and experiment with new link layer protocols. Finally, the virtualizable routing platform would support i3 at very high speeds, which will significantly improve the scale and performance, and ultimately increase the user base.
Transport: The second set of problems arise from the variable and often poor connectivity that mobile hosts and networks endure. The ubiquitous TCP/IP protocol used for most Internet services has several known weaknesses when applied to mobile data scenarios. In the extreme, mobile nodes are sometimes disconnected, and the IP network layer framework does not support disconnected operation or caching/storage within the network. Section 3.1.4 discusses solutions to this problem. Even when there is connectivity between end points, variable throughput and error rates may contribute to poor performance. For example, the window flow-control mechanism in the TCP transport layer performs poorly over wireless access links with high error rates. Numerous solutions to these problems have been investigated by the wireless networking research community, including mobility service overlays and modified TCP or all-new transport layer protocols, but none of these solutions have migrated to general use due to legacy staying power and the difficulty faced by innovators in deploying their protocols on a large-scale network to test performance and end-user acceptance.

A GENI experiment of near-term interest to the mobile networking community would be to deploy one or more alternative protocol solutions on an end-to-end basis with a significant user population. Experimental measurements of interest include short-term numerical performance measures such as packet delay, packet loss rate and user throughput for specified applications and mobility patterns. In addition, longer-term service quality measures such as % dropped connections and availability will be measured.

3.1.6 Reliable communication with tight time bounds

In contrast to schemes for staged delivery, there is an objective that a future Internet should support the option of bounded-delay real time interaction for such purposes as remote control, telephony and real time streaming, and so on. While there has been substantial work on how to combine the current best-effort traffic delivery model of the Internet with services that provide delivery with tight bounds on delay, there have been no large-scale, wide area demonstrations of these integrated schemes. There is much uncertainty and disagreement as to whether these schemes can provide integrated, multi-service traffic delivery in a cost-effective way. An infrastructure that cleanly and reliably supported these technologies could drastically change the way we communicate. To make progress in this area, we must identify and characterize timing requirements for media-centric application and remote control applications (e.g. robotics and other mechanical systems); we must agree on the technical parameters of “real time” (low average latency, bounded maximum latency, low variance, etc.), we must select algorithms for allocation and scheduling of capacity to meet these requirements, and we must perform a large-scale evaluation and demonstration of these ideas on GENI, including support for critical applications, such as low-latency and error-free delivery of high-quality imagery, and low-latency control of a remote robotic device. The specific experimental objectives are both to support these application classes, and to demonstrate that we can use the same network resources to support other service classes at the same time.

These sorts of real-time applications often also have high requirements for reliability, resilience and availability. The example often used to illustrate the suite of requirements is remote surgery. This additional set of requirements implies that we must augment the allocation and scheduling mechanisms with schemes that provide for backup capacity over disjoint routes, rapid failover from one path to another (or perhaps even simultaneous transmission along these disjoint paths), and so on. Section 3.1.7 describes possible approaches to building a more robust, resilient network, which is an essential part of supporting high-demand applications. While
there has been past research on “real time” mechanisms, there has been no large-scale
demonstration of a complete set of mechanisms that together provide highly-reliable, bounded
latency real-time interaction. The demonstration of such a scheme is a major objective for a
future Internet.

3.1.7 An architecture for a secure and robust Internet

Most of the previous experiments and demonstrations presume that there is a framework for
secure and robust provision of network service. Section 2.1.1 discussed the critical importance
of this capability.

Altering the current state of affairs will require a sea change in computer systems and networks.
First, we need security architected from the ground up, to support a unified and reasoned
framework for enforcing security policy. Today we have a collection of mechanisms and
schemes, but no architecture. Second, we need abstractions and metaphors that enable users to
better understand how to specify and interpret policy in this framework, so that users can
specify policy at coarser levels of detail (e.g., what tasks should be allowed, not what files can
be accessed in what ways) and with better comprehension of the results.

A design for security must be holistic, and deal with issues at all layers. Securing a single layer
is insufficient, as an attacker can exploit vulnerabilities in the layers that remain unsecured. To
briefly illustrate this problem, consider the issue of BGP routing security. BGP is a routing
protocol used to mediate most packets that traverse the public Internet. To secure BGP,
researchers have proposed securing the communication between two BGP speakers by having
them share a secret key and adding key-dependent MD5 checksums to each packet exchanged.
Unfortunately, this does not secure the semantics of the exchanged information, and a malicious
operator (or equivalently, a corrupted router) with appropriate credentials can still send routing
messages that disrupt communication system-wide. Even if we secure the semantics of the
routing information, the routing protocols can be disrupted by exploiting the vulnerability of
the TCP connection carrying the BGP packets to denial of service attacks.

Thus, only a thorough, system-wide approach to security is viable, addressing naming, routing,
connection management, resource allocation/denial of service, network management, and so
forth. While many researchers have begun to tackle these issues [SecureBGP, DNSSEC, 4D,
SIFF, TVA, SOS, Mayday, AITF, SANE, SybilGuard, FlowCookies, pi, NIRA, Botz4Sale], to be
practical, we need to understand the relationship of these various technologies with each other
and collectively on system-wide security. Further, if these technologies have any hope of being
widely adopted, we must also demonstrate that they can achieve system-level security at a
practical cost. It is this last point where GENI is essential, as a platform where a new secure
networking architecture, providing strong assurance of communication availability even under
attack, can be demonstrated to work in practice on a national scale network connecting millions
of users, at Internet speeds and reasonable cost. Section 3.2.5 catalogs a number of specific
security experiments and demonstrations that we contemplate performing using GENI.

Resilience and robust operation: Although not perfect, the telecommunications industry does a
reasonable job of building dependable telephone systems. The size of the software used to
control a telephone switch is on the order of 10 million lines of code. This software, coupled
with the underlying hardware, is designed to have (and routinely achieves) no more than three
minutes of downtime per year from all causes. These impressive numbers are achieved using a
variety of hardware-redundancy techniques, self-checking software, and a rigorous
development process. Unfortunately, these dependability-enhancing techniques are primarily geared towards software that is developed by a single organization and runs on a single computer. A system such as the Internet, whose components run on a geographically distributed set of hosts and are written by multiple organizations, requires new techniques to achieve dependable operation.

Despite decades of effort to build perfect hardware and software, hardware failures, software bugs, operator errors, and malicious attacks continue to cause failures in computer systems. Such problems limit our ability to use the Internet as a critical infrastructure and to deploy new services in or on it: for example, the Internet can be destabilized by compromising a single router or a modest number of end-hosts, web services are susceptible to attacks from determined hackers as well as compromised machines of innocent users, and proposals to extend the Internet to provide more sophisticated services like mobility support only broaden the risks. A fundamental challenge for computing in general and networked services in particular is “How do we construct reliable systems from unreliable components?”

One approach to addressing this challenge is a body of work that has developed the theory and basic practice of Byzantine fault tolerance (BFT). A BFT system uses redundancy to mask faults and provide correct operation even if some system components malfunction in arbitrary ways or are controlled by malicious parties. As evidence mounts that simple “fail-stop” failures account for only a fraction of real-world failures and as falling hardware costs make replication an attractive approach, BFT is an increasingly attractive technology.

Although the BFT paradigm has seen an extensive body of theoretical and systems research over almost three decades, we have little experience with large-scale deployment. GENI offers the opportunity to develop and deploy BFT-based systems, which will help answer questions like: (1) What are the right abstractions for BFT services? The BFT theory has been well developed for primitives like agreement protocols and quorums, but higher level abstractions like locks and reliable databases may be easier for programmers to use. (2) How much reliability will BFT systems deliver in reality? The BFT model assumes a bound on the number of node failures, but in practice, failures are often correlated; real-world deployments offer a way to understand the extent to which correlated failures can be managed in practical settings. (3) How to model real-world failures? The BFT model allows for arbitrary failures by some subset of components. This flexibility is at the root of BFT’s power, but it also increases protocol costs and limits deployment of the approach to environments where a small fraction of nodes can fail simultaneously. Extending BFT to better model real-world could reduce replication costs or extend the environments for which replication is useful.

GENI can help bridge this gap between theory and practice by providing a testbed to deploy and validate more practical approaches for BFT. A massive-scale distributed edge testbed comparable to large content distribution networks today can provide the necessary impetus for this. Augmenting a network testbed to support realistic edge services allows research in networking to go hand in hand with research in distributed services run on top these networks.

Below, we describe some concrete technical challenges that such a testbed can help address.

1. **Asynchrony:** Traditionally, distributed systems abstract the underlying network by assuming that communication is either synchronous or asynchronous. Because real networks are failure-prone and may be unavailable for long periods, dependable systems must assume asynchronous communication. Unfortunately, operating over an asynchronous network
increases replication costs and weakens the guarantees that replication can provide. For example, if an infrastructure for near-perfect end-host failure detection could be developed, distributed systems could continue to make progress even when more than half the replicas are unavailable.

GENI can help develop real networks that better match desirable theoretical models. As a first example, it could enable researchers to better understand how to build a synchronous reliable network, i.e., one that guarantees message delivery within a finite time bound. Although link and network layer technologies to provide delay guarantees exist, today’s best-effort IP networks do not expose this ability to end-systems. Second, it could enable networking and distributed systems researchers to work hand-in-hand to develop better failure detectors. Although there is an extensively developed theory of failure detectors, developing practical and useful failure detectors with network support is a challenge.

2. **Data Centers:** The rise of massive data centers often hosting third party content makes BFT crucial. Although researchers have been developing increasingly optimized approaches for practical BFT, the data center industry has not adopted these ideas. GENI can help make research more practical by providing large edge clusters that can host real Web services like content distribution or multi-tier Web services. The prominence of virtual (or physical) machines as a resource provisioning mechanism in data centers is already leading to Web service tiers being designed with replication in mind. Given that service tiers are replication aware, incorporating BFT seems like a natural next step. A GENI edge cluster can provide the necessary incentive to spur adoption of the BFT paradigm by real services as well as enable researchers to develop better fault models and tolerance approaches based on this experience.

3. **Correlated Failures:** The BFT model implicitly assumes that nodes fail independently and that the number of failures is bounded. For replicated distributed services, failure independence may be achieved by N-version programming. However, network or routing failures are often correlated in unpredictable ways. GENI envisions the use of virtual machines inside routers to enable concurrent competing architectures that could provide the much needed independence of failures to build a robust routing infrastructure.

4. **Disconnected Operation:** Integrating support for disconnected operation is crucial for at least two reasons. First, real networks will be failure-prone and will have imperfect coverage in the foreseeable future. Second, the increasing use of hand-held devices that can communicate in ad-hoc mode (e.g., Microsoft’s music player Zune, or OLPC laptops) offers an opportunistic moderate-bandwidth high-delay network that can be fruitfully used by delay-tolerant applications. Recent advances in distributed systems research such as PRACTI replication [BEL06] provide the theory for enabling delay-tolerant applications across heterogeneous devices, consistency requirements, and opportunistic transfers. Making such systems Byzantine fault-tolerant is critical given the inherently untrusted transport infrastructure.

GENI’s support for delay-tolerant edge network testbeds can help in two ways. First, it enables researchers to translate theory to practice and vice-versa. For example, it is clear that PRACTI needs to be Byzantine fault-tolerant to be practical, but it is difficult to speculate about realistic fault models, especially those involving user or operator errors, without the opportunity to deploy these applications for real. Second, although the field of delay-tolerant or disruption-tolerant networking (DTN) is growing, there is little exchange of ideas.
between networking researchers and distributed systems researchers even though they are targeting the same environment. One reason is the lack of real and controlled testbeds that allows researchers to study what the DTN network stack should look like all the way from the link layer to the application layer, and comparing this with the traditional IP-based network stack.

5. **Rational Behavior:** BFT is too strong a model in a world where most nodes are “selfish”, but only a few are Byzantine. Recent efforts such as the BAR model pave the way to building distributed systems that tolerate a mix of Byzantine as well as rational nodes. Although initial efforts have demonstrated benefits of distinguishing between Byzantine and rational nodes for distributed systems, there is value to exploring a similar approach for the underlying network infrastructure. For example, address hijacking and inserting false routing advertisements are examples of Byzantine behavior in interdomain routing, but holding back (or not holding back) a routing update long enough for selfish benefit is acceptable rational behavior. The interaction of Byzantine and rational behavior is further complicated by the possibility of collusion; analyzing the effects of collusion is difficult even in traditional game-theoretic models. GENI can help by enabling a controlled network testbed to deploy and validate routing architectures as well as distributed systems based on the BAR model.

6. **Secure Identities:** The BFT model implicitly assumes strong verifiable identities. Otherwise, faulty nodes can create an arbitrary number of identities violating the bound on the maximum number of failures, an attack referred to as the Sybil attack. Conversely, trustworthy identities are envisioned as a means to improve security on the next generation internet. GENI will help us understand how to develop an infrastructure for secure identities that can be used for a broad range of network as well as end-system services.

The GENI facility will enable researchers to experiment with new techniques for building dependable distributed systems. For example, GENI will facilitate experimentation with new communications protocols that could allow components of a large distributed system to exchange information reliably and securely. Because GENI nodes will have significant computational and storage capabilities, experimental validation of new dependability techniques that rely on large-scale replication of code and data can also be performed. The sensor networks attached to some GENI nodes will permit these kinds of experiments to be expanded to address systems that touch the physical world.

### 3.2 Building blocks for a future Internet

Another way to contemplate what a new Internet might look like is to catalog some of the key components of the current Internet, note what is wrong with each part, and list some of the proposals that have been put forward to improve them. This approach has the risk that it can lock us too much into the current set of parts, but it has the merit that it permits a concrete example of what specific experiments on GENI might look like. So with that warning, we can look at alternatives to mechanisms found in the current Internet.

#### 3.2.1 Packets and multiplexing

A basic assumption of the Internet is that data is broken into packets, which are then multiplexed statistically along communications paths. The decision of how to multiplex an individual packet is made based on information in the IP header of the packet – the address and type of service bits. Most (though not all) researchers conclude that the concept of packets
is a good one that should be a part of a future Internet. But in the center of the network, there is an increasing view that the information in the IP header is too fine-grained, and that the multiplexing decision should be based on some aggregation of the IP header information. Today, this is done outside the architecture, using a separate mechanism (such as MPLS[LEF02]). If routing and management of aggregates were included into the architecture of the Internet, it would allow both packets and aggregates of packets to be handled in a unified way. In particular, the concepts of routing, traffic engineering and topology management should be unified in a future Internet. Fault recovery should be unified across layers. The inclusion of switched optical components in GENI will allow researchers to experiment with algorithms for rapid reconfiguration of aggregates.

While statistical multiplexing of paths leads to good link utilization and cost-effective design, it is also a security risk, in that an attacker may be able to flood certain links to the point where good users are squeezed out. There are several approaches that have been proposed to solve this problem. One is Quality of Service, which is now being used in private networks, but only partially in the public Internet. Another approach is virtualized resources, in which simple statistical multiplexing is replaced with a more complex layered approach to sharing in which classes of users or activities are given static shares, and only within these classes is there dynamic sharing. GENI will be used to test the concept of virtualization. Another approach to controlling abuse is diffusion routing, discussed below.

### 3.2.2 Addressing and forwarding

Once we agree that the network will carry packets, the next step is to design the mechanism that allows packets to be forwarded across the network. The Internet contains elements called routers, which look at the address in packets to determine how to forward them. The original Internet assigned a global address to every destination, and allowed any computer to send a packet to any place. This open pattern of communication was critical to the early success of the Internet, but has caused a number of serious problems, which only became apparent over time. For this one topic of packet addressing and forwarding, we have cataloged over 24 proposals for alternative addressing and forwarding schemes, most of which have gone nowhere, because there is no way to validate them. GENI will allow us to try out alternatives to today’s scheme that might provide better security, better management, and better functionality.

One problem with global addressing is that it allowed the Internet to be a vector to deliver security attacks, since any machine, including a malicious one, can send traffic to an attack target. A future Internet must provide what has been called trust-modulated transparency: trusting nodes should be able to communicate at will, as in the original conception of the Internet, but nodes should be protected from nodes they do not want to communicate with [CLA03]. There are several approaches to achieving this balance, which we expect to validate using GENI. One is address indirection, in which senders do not know the address of the receiver, but only a name. An example of this scheme is i3 [STO02], described in Section 3.1.5. A protected element in the network (which would have to be invented for the purpose) would check the identity of the sender, and decide whether to forward the packet to the address of the named recipient. A second approach is the permit approach, in which the receiver gives to the sender a special token, which is then included in the packets from the sender. Again, a protected node in the network would check the token to decide whether to forward the packet [AND03b]. These schemes, in general, are examples of taking the concept of a firewall, which is
an afterthought in the current design, and considering from scratch how to integrate this component into the Internet as a first-class element.

A second problem with the original addressing scheme is that it did not take into account mobile devices, which are becoming the norm, and may dominate the Internet in 10 years. Today, Internet addresses are used to convey a weak form of identity as well as location on the net. Since the IP address captures the notion of identity, it is not possible to change the IP address in an ongoing conversation, which means that a node that is mobile cannot change its address as it changes its location. A future Internet must have a scheme for **dynamic address reassignment** and a scheme (or several) for automatic **connection persistence** for mobile end nodes, for example, [MOS06].

On the other hand, as we better deal with mobility, the value of an address as a signal of identity may erode. This raises the question of whether there needs to be some explicit form of identity that is visible to an observer of packets in the network. Different answers have very different implications for privacy, for accountability and for policing. One response to this question is that there will be different needs for identity in different parts of the network, so the packet header should include an identity field, but not a rigid specification of what that field should contain. One proposition for an experiment on GENI is a **semantics-free identity field** in the packet header.

Today, the Internet names services (such as Web or email) using “well-known ports”—numerical indices that are statically assigned to each application at design time. Since these port numbers are included in each packet, this permits any observer in the network to determine what application is being used. And since these numbers are statically assigned, an attacker can easily launch an attack against an application on a given host, just by combining a host address with the port number, and using that destination as the target of an attack. An alternative would be to design a new mechanism for **service rendezvous**, and to use random port numbers to identify connections. This change, combined with an increase in the range of port numbers, would essentially eliminate the value of the attack known as port-scanning, and would provide more privacy from observers in the network. However, a sparse port-space would change the whole security landscape by changing what firewalls can do based on packet inspection. In fact, this change would force a complete re-conception of what a firewall does and the balance of power in the space of attack and defense. The alternative would also change the economic landscape by making it harder for Internet Service Providers to discriminate among customers based on what applications they want to run. Presumably, they would respond by inventing some other form of discrimination. The change would make the network more useful to consumers, by eliminating some of the restrictions that are imposed by the invention of Network Address Translation [SRI01] units as network attachment devices.

The design of the original naming mechanism of the Internet, the Domain Name System (DNS), was likewise predicated on open, global addresses [MOC87]. DNS gives an answer to any query, without knowing which device initiated the query or the reason for the query. In a trust-modulated Internet, the naming system may wish to know who is requesting information, and for what purpose, before providing that information. This suggests at a minimum a **semantically richer form of address resolution**, and perhaps even a multi-part negotiation more akin to signaling protocols used for voice calls. This leads to fundamental questions that can be tested on GENI: What is the appropriate division of functionality between naming and network addressing? What, if any, role should out-of-band signaling play in a future Internet?
Should network addressing be eroded to the point where a naming/signaling system, rather than a global Internet address in every packet, is the unifying characteristic of the Internet?

A final example of a problem with the current Internet addressing scheme is that IP addresses are normally bound to specific physical machines, but in many cases a message needs to be sent to a more abstract entity—a service rather than a machine. A scheme called anycast has been proposed to solve this problem; this scheme allows the same address to be assigned to multiple machines, and the particular machine to receive the packet is determined by the routing protocol at run time [PAR93]. Anycasting may solve a number of security problems as well as problems of service location and session initiation, but it has scalability and deployment problems [BAL05], and has never been fully elaborated or tested. A new Internet may contain a mechanism like this, which will have to be evaluated on GENI.

3.2.3 Routing

Routing is the process of computing the best path from sources to destinations. Routing is not the same as forwarding—routing computes the best paths, forwarding uses the results computed by routing to take the correct action as each packet arrives at the router.

Today, the Internet uses a two-level routing scheme, with a top-level mechanism called Border Gateway Protocol, or BGP[REK95], to connect different administrative regions, and a second level of protocol inside each region. The region structure of the Internet seems fundamental, and in fact may be more explicitly expressed in a future Internet design. This means that we will have to set up experiments on GENI to capture the idea that different parts of the Internet are run by different organizations.

The BGP of today is flawed: it limits the business relationships that ISPs can negotiate[GOV99], it recovers from some failures much too slowly[LAB00], it is not sufficiently secure[MUR06], and under some circumstances it can be unstable and lead to routing oscillations[VAR00]. None of these issues were fully understood until the protocol was put into use on a large scale Internet. Alternatives to BGP are being developed that provide better convergence after equipment failures[PEI05]. A platform such as GENI is critical to testing these schemes. Evaluating a route-computation service in GENI would enable experiments that measure routing-protocol convergence delay and the effects on end-to-end performance when topology changes occur. This would involve “injecting” link failures under today’s Internet routing architecture and under the new design. This experiment would be difficult to conduct without GENI because simulations do not accurately capture the overheads and delays on the routing software, and operational networks would not permit researchers to intentionally inject failures.

Current work in this area include the FIND project titled Post-Modern Internet Architecture, by Calvert, Griffioen, Spring, Bhattacharjee and Sterbenz, which proposes a new network architecture based on the idea that the Internet should provide a set of explicit mechanisms to support (enforce) the various routing policies of stakeholders, i.e. service providers and users. In particular, the design provides a simple packet-forwarding infrastructure, which can be used with a variety of routing (pathfinding) mechanisms. The approach maximizes the separation between forwarding and path selection so that tradeoffs are exposed and optimizations in each dimension can be exploited. One goal of this approach is to clearly separate the policy issues that arise between users and providers as to how traffic is routed. In this respect, the proposed work addresses issues of economics and incentives.
Today, the user has little choice over the route his packets take. There is no equivalent of “picking your long-distance provider” in the Internet, and little support for a host or edge network that wants to have multiple paths into the network. This lack of support for multi-homing is a major contributor to poor availability. It has been proposed that Internet routing should be redone to support end-node route selection [CHI, EST92, YAN04] so that the user has more control over how his packets are carried, both to support multi-homing and to impose the discipline of competition on the service providers. The NSF FIND focus area includes a project titled An Internet Architecture for User-Controlled Routes, by Yang, which proposes to study the stability of these sorts of schemes.

A common way of accomplishing route selection today is to use a multi-homed NAT device—by translating into the address associated with the chosen access link, the NAT device can control the direction taken for both outgoing and incoming packets. This is a crude and limited form of address indirection mentioned above. Researchers have proposed the use of an overlay network, which effectively tunnels a packet to one provider over another. Neither approach is integrated into the basic Internet architecture [AKE04]. We need to experiment with this to see if we can design tools that make end-node route selection practical and usable, and to see if this approach actually improves availability, since the approach solves some problems and raises others.

The term “tunneling” describes a class of schemes in which a set of users override the default routing of the network. They do this by employing intermediate nodes in the network, and sending the traffic from source to destination via this intermediate. The actual packets being sent can be encrypted if desired, so that all that can be seen if the packets are inspected is the encrypted data flowing through this intermediate. So the actual traffic is “tunneled” inside the traffic via the intermediate. A tunneling solution to the route selection problem, if cleanly integrated into the Internet architecture, could solve a range of problems. Tunnels are used today for many different purposes: to extend PPP sessions (L2TP and PPTP), to provide host mobility (Mobile IP), to securely transport packets across networks (IPSec), to carry IPv6 over IPv4 (and vice versa), to carry IP multicast traffic over non-multicast routers (mbone), to support VPNs (MPLS, GRE, and IPSec), to shunt DoS traffic (MPLS), to support site multi-homing (GRE), and even to support WAN virtual links (Ethernet-over-IP). All of these are ad hoc point solutions to specific problems, and don’t fit neatly into the Internet architecture. GENI can be used to experiment with the use of tunneling as a first-class component of the architecture [RAT05], leading to solutions for route selection, traffic engineering, mobility, diffusion routing, and fast failure recovery.

Routing algorithms today attempt to find the optimal path for traffic, given the overall traffic pattern. As the traffic pattern changes, routes must be constantly recomputed. An alternate idea is to take traffic and diffuse it across all possible paths from source to destination. It can be shown that traffic diffusion [ZHA05] provides stable traffic allocation to links for all feasible traffic patterns. In other words, it eliminates the need for traffic engineering. It also may improve security by eliminating the ability of an attacker to concentrate his traffic onto one circuit in order to overload it. In order to test this idea, what is needed is a network with a high degree of route diversity, which GENI can provide by means of virtualization.

In today’s Internet, the route computation is performed in the same physical devices (the routers) that also forward packets. One proposal for a future Internet moves the route computation out of the individual routers, and into a separate route computation.
service [CAE05]. This approach offers great advantages in consistency, manageability, and scale. It allows competing route computation services to offer alternative algorithms for different customers. However, it raises new challenges for robustness and resilience in the face of arbitrary failure. This breaking up of the router function will also shift the industry landscape and create new opportunities for innovation and competition. We need to experiment with this sort of scheme in a real network with rich connectivity and real-world failure modes. In particular, since GENI provides the option of interconnection with operational ISPs, it can be used to test new routing regimes in the real world.

One of the concerns with BGP is that it does not provide adequate levels of security. GENI can be used to evaluate the route-computation service of a security-enhanced alternative to BGP, for example, [HU04]. For example, upon learning a BGP route announcement from a neighboring domain, the service can classify the route as “suspicious” if the Autonomous System originating the route does not agree with past history. The service can prefer non-suspect routes over suspect routes. The experiment could evaluate this new variant of the BGP path-selection process and see if it effectively protects the experimental network from attackers injecting false routing information.

Today’s routing protocols have some severe flaws with respect to management. A FIND proposal titled A Framework for Manageability in Future Routing Systems, by Guerin, Zhang, and Gao, looks at the interplay of network routing and network management. The Internet partly owes its success to choices it made implementing routing in a manner that is both scalable and resilient, and in doing so it heavily relied on distributed mechanisms. The choice of a distributed solution, however, comes with its own suite of problems when providing visibility into how decisions are made, and therefore enabling manageability and efficient troubleshooting.

Motivated by the need to provide better visibility into the underlying decision processes, a number of more centralized solutions are being considered as possible replacements for parts or all of the current Internet routing system. However, while centralized solutions improve visibility, it is often at the cost of scalability and not without its own challenges, in particular, to ensure timely and reliable distribution of decisions across an entire network. Exploring and understanding the fundamental trade-off that exists between distributed and centralized solutions for routing systems and developing approaches that preserve their respective strengths while remedying some of their weaknesses is a key goal of this project. The output of this effort will be in the form of new algorithms and protocols for routing systems that strive to achieve the scalability of distributed solutions while offering a level of visibility, and therefore manageability, comparable to that of centralized solutions.

In addition to providing visibility for manageability and troubleshooting, another fundamental question is whether and how much information about the underlying network (e.g., failures) to expose to applications and services running on it; and how this revelation can be done in a scalable manner. Conversely, there is the question of how much control/input should applications and service have in the network’s decision making processes (e.g., route selection) without affecting overall network stability and performance. Today’s Internet bypasses this whole set of issues. It exports very little information to applications, and applications have minimal control over its decision making. As a result, quality-sensitive applications often resort to extensive probing to infer network conditions, and react to them, often belatedly. This not only complicates application development, but also imposes unnecessary load on the network.
A critical question is, therefore, to determine if and how features built into future routing systems for manageability purposes can be leveraged to offer applications access to useful network information, for example, allowing them to issue queries on network status as well as be proactively notified of events of interest such as route changes or the location of failures.

Another example of the interplay of routing and management is that current routing schemes are not designed to take a component out of service gracefully. They can deal with a failed component, but there is always a transient glitch as the protocols compute new routes. Network operators today can deploy routers in primary-backup configurations, and avoid transient glitches through a carefully composed series of manual management commands. These redundant configurations, however, are not cost effective at the edges of the network. If network operators know they are going to take a component out of service, it should be possible for the routing algorithm to plan for this so the users never see a momentary outage. In cases where backup redundancy is not deployed, this mechanism may require reconfiguration of the lower layer to virtually bypass the serviced component. A demonstration on GENI could evaluate the effects on end-to-end performance of a graceful maintenance architecture, which would make step-by-step coordinated changes in the configuration of network equipment at multiple protocol stack levels to prepare for removing equipment from the network.

3.2.4 Routing and congestion control algorithms

A number of variants of routing and congestion control algorithms, leveraging control theory, advances in game theory, and so-called "mechanism design", have been proposed in recent years. Some theoretical models appear promising, if analytical studies are correct, but these approaches must be tested in realistic settings. One reason for large-scale testing is that some algorithms assume correct information about routing topology or other network structure that is probably not reliably available in practice.

Other simplifying assumptions may also yield unrealistic or unusable ideas, however attractive the theory may be. Experiments of this nature would allow us to understand fundamental principles of optimization, control, and economic incentives, in a setting with inexact information. Improved routing and congestion control will have tremendous practical impact on world-wide network infrastructure.

While research over the past 10 years has addressed the basic interaction of end-to-end congestion control algorithms like TCP with router packet dropping schemes like RED, several new directions of research require new models and analysis methods. For example:

- What happens when buffer sizes are really small (and the previous theory doesn't quite apply because it makes a continuous approximation of an essentially discrete system and the fidelity of the approximation is poor in the "small-buffer limit")?
- What happens at the flow level? Current theory focuses on packet level models; we need to understand the behavior at the level of flows (flow completion times, etc) based on the underlying packet-level model.
- What happens in networks where packets cannot be dropped? Such networks are proliferating in Data Centers (e.g. Fibre Channel, Infiniband, Data Center Ethernet) where link-level pausing mechanisms enable switches not to drop packets. What effect does such link-level pausing have on end-to-end congestion control, especially when TCP relies on packet drops to regulate its sending rate?
• Finally, how good are the models at capturing the behavior of really large networks? I.e. how tractable and how meaningful; in short, how scaleable is the theory?

Coming up with usable, large-scale theoretical models is challenging, requiring a combination of analysis, simulation and emulation. The implications of network operating policies which are based on "best industry practice," or "service level agreements," or "economic and security considerations" need to be easy to incorporate into the theory. [KOH06, MAS99, PRIN, WEI07]

3.2.5 Security

As discussed in Section 2.1.1, perhaps the single most important motivation for rethinking the Internet is to improve its security and reliability. At lower layers of the protocol stack, the current Internet is plagued by undesirable traffic, including spam, DoS attacks, and malicious traffic routed through compromised (zombie) hosts. At higher layers, applications are plagued by various attacks that might be mitigated by security mechanisms at the application layer and lower layers. To date, stopgap measures to fight undesirable traffic via add-on security mechanisms have not been successful. This is not surprising, as the problems stem from two fundamental shortcomings in the design of the Internet: there is no way to reason about the properties of hosts on the edge of the network, thereby assuring the routers of the validity of the traffic emanating from a given host, and there is no way to reason about the properties of services provided by the network, thereby assuring the edge nodes of the integrity of the network fabric. The overarching goal of a new Internet is not just a collection of security mechanisms but an overall architecture for security, which is woven into an overall design for a network. This will require development and experimental evaluation of individual mechanisms, user services, and combinations of components, on a large scale.

Since security means resilience to malicious attack, security studies involve identifying the essential properties that must be preserved in the face of attack, and the threat model, which includes the set of actions that an attacker might use to degrade these properties. While it is difficult to determine experimentally that a system is secure against all possible attacks within a specific threat model, a number of important security questions can and must be addressed experimentally before security improvements can be accepted and adopted in widely used networks.

The characteristics of innovative networks and innovative networked applications that can be evaluated experimentally include:

• **Performance.** How well does the system perform under different loads? What are the performance penalties associated with different levels of security, achieved in different ways?

• **Usability.** Is the secure system, providing a specific level of security and functionality, attractive to users?

• **Resilience to known attacks.** How does the experimental system respond to known attacks, carried out in realistic ways?

• **Resilience to new attacks.** Can creative attackers, such as researchers from the security research community, interfere with the operation of an experimental system, while it attempts to serve a developing user community?
The benefit of focusing on security when redesigning the Internet, rather than just adding it on to an existing design, is that features built into the architecture can dramatically alter the range of what can and cannot be achieved in terms of security. For example, the theory/cryptography community has proven that for many protocol problems, achieving security in a concurrent environment like the Internet requires some sort of common infrastructure, such as shared randomness or a weak form of a PKI [BAR04, CAN02, YEH04]. Other types of architectural primitives, such as anonymous channels, quantum channels, or high-rate sources of randomness, have been shown to allow for cryptographic protocols whose security is unconditional (i.e. does not rely on the assumed intractability of problems like integer factorization), cf. [AUM02, DAM99, ISH06]. As the cryptography community continues to explore the theoretical possibilities raised by these and other security-relevant architectural features (such as secure logging, micropayment infrastructure, and source authentication), GENI will provide an exciting opportunity to also compare these features in terms of efficiency, cost, and compatibility with other design considerations for the new Internet.

An important thread through many likely security-related experiments is the trade-off between usability and security. Experience with security mechanisms has shown that many ways of strengthening a system against malicious attack make the system less convenient to use. This trade-off can be expected in future systems, since many security mechanisms must distinguish between honest activity, of the sort the system is designed to support, and malicious activity that is intended to disrupt the system. Although no fundamental theoretical tradeoff has been proved, it generally becomes easier to distinguish honest and malicious activities if honest users take additional steps to distinguish themselves or their actions. Because of the often-observed trade-off, a key goal in security experiments is to evaluate the usability of a system, by representative individuals with no vested interest in the success of the system, in parallel with experiments aimed at determining the resistance of the system to malicious attack. Privacy is another important goal that requires experimental user communities on a substantial scale. Some forms of security, including any mechanism that makes decisions on the basis of trust, reputation, or authority, will require identity schemes, which must be carefully conceived to balance issues of privacy and freedom from excessive oversight with the goals of accountability.

There are a wide range of important and informative experiments that can be conducted on the GENI facility as currently conceived. Examples, some of which are described in more detail below, include:

- Spam-resistant email,
- Distributed decentralized access control,
- Worm propagation and mitigation,
- Reputation systems,
- Improved network infrastructure protocols,
- Selective traceability and privacy,
- SCADA simulation,
- Botnet and overlay network security and detectability,
- Economic incentives in network infrastructure and applications,
- Light-weight security tools and algorithms for low-power computing devices,
- Anonymity in routing and applications,
- Privacy-preserving data-mining,
- Secure multi-party communication,
• Proof-carrying code to protect hosts from malware (and other purposes),
• Secure electronic cash and micro-payment mechanisms,
• Experimental combinations of security mechanisms for improved enterprise security.

Spam-resistant email: Unwanted bulk email, or SPAM, is a pressing and widely recognized problem [CRA98, DWO03]. While mechanisms such as S/MIME [RAM99] and Sender Policy Framework (SPF) [LENO4] have been proposed, no effective defense has achieved widespread adoption. An experimental email infrastructure, perhaps compatible with existing client applications, could be set up in parallel with existing Internet email. Designers of one or more such systems could set up their email infrastructure and invite users. While interoperability between an experimental network and the Internet may still provide a point of attack for spammers, an experimental network might still provide reliable, authenticated email between users on the experimental network. As the experimental network grows, its value may become apparent, and solutions to spam may result. Clearly an experimental system of this sort must be left open to malicious attack, in order to test its robustness. Since early adopters of an experimental email network may be too few in number to attract commercial spam, it may be desirable to offer rewards to successful infiltrators, for example. While it is not clear whether authentication, reputation mechanisms [GYO04], or other concepts will provide the best solution, spam is a sufficiently pressing problem that experimental alternatives to current email are worthwhile and attractive.

Worm propagation and mitigation: Worms have become progressively more sophisticated in recent years [MOR03]. The increasing speed of worm propagation means that future worm defenses will have to act more and more rapidly, to the extent that future worm defense mechanisms must be able to detect unknown worms rapidly [BER03, SIN03]. GENI provides an ideal setting for designing and testing worm detection and mitigation methods, allowing larger scale experiments, and open challenges to communities of malcode developers.

Selective traceability and privacy: One of the issues discussed in Section 2 is the tension between privacy, anonymity and freedom of action on the one hand, and accountability and deterrence on the other. One dimension of this is a social discourse on the desired balance. But there is also a strong technical component—the invention of techniques that may give us “more of both”. Schemes that provide a predictable degree of privacy, but also allow some traceability under sufficient authorization, may be able to improve the range of social choices that a future network can provide. This sort of objective should be a challenge to the security community, including cryptology. The FIND proposal titled Enabling Defense and Deterrence through Private Attribution, by Snoeren, Savage and Vahdat, proposes a novel way to attach a strong source identifier to a packet in such a way that privacy is preserved under normal circumstances, but identity can be revealed when deemed necessary. These strong identifiers can be used both after the fact, and in real time to constrain the communication patterns of the network to willing groups of communicants. The scheme uses a packet attribution mechanism based on group signatures that allows any network element to verify that a packet was sent by a member of a given group. Importantly, however, actually attributing the packet to a particular member requires the participation of a set of trusted authorities, thereby ensuring the privacy of individual senders.

Assurance of uncompromised endpoints: One approach is to leverage trusted computing (as in TCG) that enables a qualitatively different type of assurance for computer systems. Attestation enables hosts to provide tamper-proof certificates of program properties. Employed
at the core or at the edge, these certificates can be used to rule out much unwanted traffic. For example, spam messages and DoS attacks can be ruled out via "human presence" certificates attached to sessions or packets, zombies can be identified via secure program identifiers that reveal whether a program has known security holes without revealing or constraining which version of a program users are allowed to run, network services can be securely identified and selected, not via blind trust, but through intelligent reasoning about their attested semantic properties. A trusted system using attestation can provide a lower layer underneath GENI hosts to provide compartmentalization between different network services, architectures, and applications implemented within the network, as well as to provide a secure, tamper- and masquerade-proof identification of these properties.

Overall, trusted computing approaches enable remote parties to find out about the properties of a software stack, which is a key enabling technology for any intelligent trust decision. These are investigations into the foundations of distributed trust, exploration of cryptographic primitives, and hierarchical trust statements. If successful, the results will be trustworthy network services and infrastructure. [AND03a, GAR03a, GAR03b, SES05, SHI05, TPA]

Access-controlled Routing: An example of an approach to security is Capability-based Routing Access Control. In the current Internet, a packet can be sent on the basis of knowing an IP address. An alternative is to only allow connectivity when some access control mechanism deems this appropriate. In a capability-based approach, for example, all connectivity is granted by handing out capabilities. A capability is an encrypted source route between any two communicating end points. Capabilities are constructed by a centralized Domain Controller (DC) with a complete view of the network topology. By granting access using a global vantage point, the DC can implement policies in a topology-independent manner. For example, the DC is able to restrict or grant access to a certain file server no matter how the connection is routed. This is in contrast to today's networks where firewalls are implicitly tied to topology which can become complex as the network grows. Access control for a single system is a well-studied problem. However, scalable distributed access control for network connectivity is an unexplored area with significant challenges. Using this approach, administrators are free to implement a wide variety of policies that vary from strict to relaxed and differ among users and services. The key here is that connectivity control allows the easy implementation and enforcement of a rule once simply expressed. [AND03b, CAS06, GRE05, REX04, ROS03]. A FIND proposal titled Designing Secure Networks from the Ground Up, by Mckeown, Boneh, Mazieres and Rosenblum allows routers to enforce security policy by requiring all traffic to explicitly signal its origin as well as intent to the network at the very outset. The solution is tailored for enterprise networks, which often enforce tight controls on who can communicate with whom over their networks. The proposed solution for private networks requires all network-wide policies to be specified at a single location called the domain controller. If the policy allows it, the domain controller grants explicit permission for users to communicate. Their proposal includes the development and demonstration of a router that can check security permissions at line speed.

Implications for GENI infrastructure: Since attacks against one experimental system must not interfere with other experiments, or the ability to monitor and evaluate the system, security raises some difficult challenges for the design and implementation of the GENI facility. The techniques that are used inside GENI to isolate different experiments, the techniques for data gathering and experimental monitoring, the techniques for resource allocation all need to be designed taking into account the nature of security experiments.
3.2.6 Network Management

It is hard to over-state the importance of better network management. The Internet has always been notorious for being less reliable than the phone network. As more and more critical services are being moved over to the Internet, the need for rock-solid network management techniques also becomes critical. Even for non-critical services, the cost of systems management dominates IT costs and must be reduced. Finally, networks deployed on the fly, such as for military and emergency services, often do not work at all except under very controlled circumstances. All of these areas may be improved through a better network management architecture.

Network Management in the Internet today is, to put it generously, ad hoc. Network operators often find themselves using many different independent management tools, and are forced to specify device configuration at a very low level, with long lists of detailed configuration information that must be specified and validated by the human operator. SNMPLink[^3] lists more than 1000 management applications, many of them vendor specific command line or HTML-based tools. It is not uncommon for a network device to have thousands of manageable objects. MIBDepot[^4] lists 6200 MIBs (Management Information Base) from 142 vendors for a total of nearly a million MIB objects. A single ISP backbone router configuration file can consist of more than 10,000 command lines. A recent IT industry survey claimed that 80% of the IT budget in enterprises is devoted to maintain just the status quo - in spite of this, configuration errors account for 62% of network downtime.[KER04]

Arguably, network management is the way it is because the Internet never had a cohesive architecture for network management in the same sense that it has an architecture for data-plane protocols. For instance, there is no management analog to the service abstraction that layered data-plane protocols provide for each other. One reason for this might be that the original Internet architects had their hands full simply with getting the data-plane working. Another reason might be that the early Internet was much simpler and smaller than it is today, and the users of the early Internet were themselves networking experts. Or perhaps there simply is no simple service abstraction for network management. Perhaps network management is architected about as well as it can be.

Broadly speaking, we define network management here to be the configuration and maintenance of networks. This encompasses network planning, configuration and provisioning, staging and testing, operational cutover, failure detection and correction, and troubleshooting and repair. These activities apply to establishing connectivity (getting packets from here to there), security management including filters and user authentication, and performance management. To bound the problem, we do not define per-flow activities as part of network management. In other words, TCP congestion control, setting up an IPSec session, or establishing an RSVP flow are not part of network management as defined here.

In the following paragraphs, we discuss a number of the basic design decisions required for a network management architecture. Though discussed separately, clearly these all relate to each other and therefore can't be considered in isolation.

The management channel: One of the foundational principles in managing telephone networks is the use of a telephone wire that bypasses the switching equipment, allowing the crafts-person to communicate even when the network is broken. The IP Internet has never had such a management channel: SNMP[Har02], for instance, requires that IP be up and running before it can operate, and is therefore useless for dealing with many low-level failures. Recently some researchers have proposed a separate management channel called 4D[Gre05] that uses the raw circuits of the Internet, but which operates below the IP layer and allows network managers to securely discover and communicate with network equipment. Such an approach, however, is likely to have its own failure modes and security holes. Operational experience with network management channels is needed to understand their pros and cons. A current FIND proposal, Towards Complexity Oblivious Network Management, by Francis and Lepreau, extend prior work in this area to deal with cross-domain issues.

Manual versus automatic configuration: Internet researchers have always been attracted by self-configuring control algorithms, especially routing algorithms. The ideal of a network that can configure itself and react to failures without human intervention is very appealing. Network managers, however, are rightfully wary of such dynamic systems. When they fail to work properly, it can be extremely difficult to know what is going on and fix them. For example, experience with the ARPANET showed that it is very difficult for distributed routing algorithms to respond dynamically to traffic load without going into oscillations[Kha89]. Early experience with BGP taught us that extensive manual configuration is necessary to prevent bogus route advertisements. Having said that, it is clear that some dynamic responsiveness is necessary. When a router fails, packets must be rerouted as quickly as possible. There has lately been a trend towards localizing network dynamics, for instance fast rerouting within otherwise statically configured routing tables[Pan05]. Fundamental research is required to identify the correct balance between automatic and manual control, to allow automatic controls to be themselves controlled or constrained by manual controls, and to allow operators to have visibility into the operation of these automatic controls. Extensive testing and experimentation will be required to develop confidence that these proposals are useful.

Centralized versus distributed: There are trade-offs between centralized versus distributed management. Centralization tends to be easier, while distributed is generally viewed as more robust and scalable. Internet routing algorithms have historically been distributed, but recently researchers are suggesting that we should take another serious look at centralization[CAE05]. This change in thinking is driven by two factors. First, in practice there turns out to be far more static configuration required than initially envisioned, especially the policy information associated with BGP. Centralization simplifies this configuration. Second, computers have become more powerful over the years, thus making it feasible to centralize management decisions. At the same time, the simple fact that different networks are operated by different administrations means that complete centralization is obviously impossible. In addition, it may still not be feasible to centralize management in resource-constrained networks like ad hoc mobile radio networks. Given the experience gained in several decades of Internet operation, this is a good time to rethink the centralization versus distribution equation on a solid experimental basis.
Abstraction: One of the central tenets of computer science is that complexity can be reduced and managed with abstraction. Simple interfaces allow complex functions to be used by programs that don’t understand the details of those functions. Remarkably, network management completely lacks a decent low-level abstraction. This is not to say that there aren’t standardized management interfaces: SNMP is one such interface. SNMP, however, does nothing to abstract away the complexity of protocol operation. Every managed protocol object (counter, parameter, etc.) is exposed, forcing network management functions to cope with all the complexity of protocols and their interaction. There has been considerable attention paid to reducing the complexity seen by the human manager. For instance, a key selling point of products like HP Openview is that it allows non-experts to manage large networks. But these products must still cope with a complex network, and often fail to hide much of the network complexity, especially for cutting-edge network devices.

A fundamentally different approach to network management is to have each protocol abstract the details of its operation into a small set of basic objects and primitives common to all communications protocols[Hit06]. Protocols could present such an abstraction to external network managers as well as to other protocol modules – those above and below it in the protocol stack, and those in other network devices. The fundamental research challenge, of course, is to identify what the useful and effective abstractions are. An abstraction of a failure, for example, might allow a lower layer protocol to tell a higher layer protocol that it has lost connectivity, and that it can repair itself within 100ms, thus allowing the higher layer protocol to hold off on its own, more costly failure response. If the lower layer protocol fails to repair itself, it can then notify the upper layer of this. It is not at all clear that a good protocol management abstraction exists: one that successfully hides most protocol complexity without significantly limiting control over that protocol.

A FIND proposal titled Design for manageability in the Next Generation Internet, by Barford, Banerjee and Estan, proposes to define network management building blocks. The objective of the work is to discover and define a higher-level abstraction to specify objectives of management, and to equip all the components of a future Internet with embedded capability for management. They will focus on building blocks for ubiquitous measurement, data sharing, end-host signaling, event detection and data organization and presentation.

Cross-domain management: It is often the case that network failures in one network domain produce symptoms of failure in another network domain. Debugging these cross-domain network problems has historically been difficult in the Internet[Fel04]. Some of the reasons for this may be purely social—network operators are quick to assign blame to other networks. Another reason, however, may be that today there exists no good way to balance privacy concerns against the need for cross-domain network management. For instance, a network operator would never give a competitor free reign to its SNMP MIBs. There is no easy way, however, to limit a competitor's view to only those SNMP objects that are likely related to a failure. This fact implies that cross-domain interaction may need to occur at a more abstract or higher layer, a layer which currently does not exist in management systems. In practice, today human network managers in different domain cooperate on an informal quid pro quo basis. Such an approach, however, slows down problem resolution since a manager in one network
must get the attention of a manager in another network to make progress. Worse, a quid pro quo approach only makes sense between roughly symmetric networks. A network manager in an enterprise or home network cannot expect to have an informal relationship with a network manager in its provider ISP. GENI, with its multiple interacting domains, provides a unique opportunity to experiment with new cross-domain network management approaches.

A FIND proposal titled Model-based diagnosis in the Knowledge Plane, by Sollins, Lehr, and Wroclawski, focuses on the problem of cross-domain management, in particular fault diagnosis where the root cause of the fault may not be within the domain where the failure is detected. This proposal is part of a line of research that explores a new framework for management called the Knowledge Plane [CLA03b], which aims to develop a set of protocols and conventions by which management agents in different network regions, as well as agents on end-nodes, can communicate to achieve cross-domain management goals such as fault diagnosis and automated network configuration.

More than any other aspect of computer networking, network management "in the large" lacks a rigorous architectural foundation. The problem is complex and vast, and touches on all aspects of networking. The broad network management problem does not lend itself to analysis or simulation --- it is very much a systems problem. Individual sub-problems may be attacked through analysis or simulation, but there must be a structure whereby such results can be tested in a broader context. As such, the research community needs to establish a framework within which individual network management research can contribute to a broader understanding. GENI represents a rare opportunity to test new management ideas, because GENI itself must be managed. As a shared and virtualized resource, there must be some form of cross-domain management. Even in the context of GENI, there will be a strong temptation to come up with quick-and-dirty management solutions so that other research can move forward. Part of the GENI ethos must be that non-management experiments buy into an experimental management framework so that management techniques can be tested in the wild. This in turn means that a framework for testing management ideas and integrating them with network experiments be in place when GENI goes live.

Beyond this, the operation of GENI itself present new management challenges. Specifically, in order for GENI to succeed, it must offer real services to real users. At the same time, experimenters must be able to take risks and sometimes crash their networks. The GENI infrastructure must be able to steer user traffic through certain virtual experimental networks, detect when performance through those networks is sub-par, and subsequently steer traffic away from those failing experiments. This problem alone requires new thinking about performance monitoring and cross-domain management.

### 3.3 Architectural implications of new network technology

In the following sections we look at several technology drivers that imply architectural divergence from today's Internet. Development of these technologies will drive GENI facility requirements. Each of the following sections considers the implications of the technology, some proposed experiments that could be conducted on GENI and facility capabilities that would be required.
3.3.1 Wireless and Sensor Networks

The future Internet will include ubiquitous wireless connectivity. Wireless adaptive mesh networks and embedded wireless sensor networks will proliferate at the edges of the Internet and will enable novel applications and drive architectural requirements. Accordingly, we see the facility being used to a) develop novel applications and deploy them at scale to understand what services and systems components would be required in a future Internet, and b) design, prototype, and evaluate novel architectural components and examine their performance, flexibility, and manageability. In this section, we give examples of technology and its implications, and experiments that arise as we deal with these issues.

3.3.1.1 Cognitive Radios

Adaptive networks of cognitive radios represent an important and interesting research opportunity for both wireless and networking communities. Perhaps for the first time in the short history of networking, cognitive radios offer the potential for organic formation of infrastructure-less collaborative network clusters with dynamic adaptation at every layer of the protocol stack including physical, link and network layers. This capability has significant implications for the design of network algorithms and protocols at both local/access network and global internetworking levels. At the local wireless network level, an important technical challenge is that of defining a control protocol framework for cross-layer collaboration between radio nodes, and then using this control information to design stable adaptive networking algorithms that are not overly complex. At the global internetworking level, ad hoc clusters of cognitive radios represent a new category of access network that need to be interfaced efficiently with the wired network infrastructure both in terms of control and data. End-to-end architectural issues of importance include naming and addressing consistent with the needs of self-organizing network clusters, as well as the definition of sufficiently aggregated control and management interfaces between cognitive radio networks and the global Internet.

Having an open-platform cognitive radio system in GENI will help the community explore a number of architectural issues towards understanding how this technology can be integrated into a future Internet architecture—these include control and management protocols, support for collaborative PHY, dynamic spectrum coordination, flexible MAC layer protocols, ad hoc group formation and cross-layer adaptation.

**Emergency response communications with adaptive ad-hoc networks.** Emerging cognitive radio technologies will be indispensable in emergency response [ARN04, DEN06, KYN06, LOR04, NRC04]. Consider a hurricane relief effort, with a Command Center with extensive wired connectivity and wireless for rapid growth, an Impacted Area with all connectivity provided by wireless units deployed after the incident, a highly dynamic Evacuee Center with changing requirements met by cognitive radio deployments, and a Relief Relay Center with a quickly deployed center with mix of wired and wireless to catalog and direct relief. GENI can be used to prototype these environments. Experiments on this prototype will help analyze and develop applications suited to emergency communications that take advantage of flexible radio and network protocols to allow for tailored communication environments.

Such a prototype can, for example, be used to examine an important architectural question: is it helpful to develop multiple network layer protocol implementations and associated mechanisms to allow researchers to select and utilize a particular network layer on a per application basis, over the cognitive wireless radio network? Such an experiment will allow
networking researchers and emergency responders to evaluate communication models including multiple preemptible one-to-one communications and group messaging of key information, public announcements, etc. It will improve understanding of how to configure cognitive radio stacks based on the chosen communication model (one-to-one, one-to-many, bandwidth, density) as well as physical environment, and improve our understanding of how to adapt cross-layer (PHY/MAC/network) cognitive radios to changing application needs in a rapidly changing wireless environment. It will lead to software applications that can choose the most appropriate network stack based on the experimental results, given a particular application, layer 1 and layer 2 environment, and constraints/guidelines such as: best overall coverage, lowest power (preserve batteries), etc. Finally, it will lead to creation of the tools necessary to allow security and policy constraints to guide cognitive radio deployments that interact with end-to-end applications.

3.3.1.2 Wireless and security

Wireless networks represent a significant point of entry for launching security attacks against the global Internet. The GENI facility can be used to understand how to secure the interface between wireless networks and the future global Internet. To do this, it will be necessary to develop experimental prototypes of adversarial nodes that can monitor wireless traffic and inject arbitrary format-compliant data into the medium. Denial-of-service attack modules will need to be developed, as will spoofing and device masquerading tools. Tools for monitoring internal buffer states at wireless nodes and wired nodes on the network will be needed to quantify the severity of denial-of-service attacks and the efficiency of packet filtering mechanisms. Cryptographic libraries will need to be implemented (starting from current publicly available libraries) in order to test various solutions. Measurements will also need to be conducted to evaluate threat severity.

These experimental systems, when used in concert, will help analyze and classify threats, including: identification of security attacks can be launched from wireless devices on each other, or on the rest of the network; differentiating between wireless and conventional threats, and developing suitable metrics to quantify the relative severity of different attack modalities on network functionality as well as on various types of applications running on users across the network. Furthermore, they will also help develop a suite of security solutions to address different classes of threats. For client-to-client threats, solutions must operate locally and might have to consider efficiency or resource issues (e.g. sensor networks). For client-to-edge infrastructure threats, asymmetric assignment of security responsibilities may be delegated to clients and infrastructure. For client-to-core threats, solutions can operate within the core itself.

3.3.1.3 Intermittent and variable connectivity

While some radio links are highly stable and reliable, many radios today offer connectivity that is variable in quality and intermittent. As noted in section 3.1.4, this leads to the objective of a delay-tolerant architecture that can deal with these features. The wireless components of such a system require development of schemes for reliable delivery of large files over intermittent links, and push-pull architecture for mobile nodes, which enables opportunistic delivery of files, both to and from the wired network.

The GENI facility could be used to explore a cache-and-forward architecture that exploits the decreasing cost and increasing capacity of storage devices to provide unified and efficient
transport services to end hosts that may be wired or wireless; static, mobile, and/or intermittently disconnected; and either resource rich or poor.

3.3.1.4 Wireless communication among vehicles

Section 2.2.4 explored the implications of vehicular networks. There are many research questions raised by this vision, and an experimental vehicular network established as part of GENI can be used to explore many architectural and research directions, such as: radio and MAC layer performance assessment (e.g., download/upload capacity at Infostations at various speeds; car to car achievable data transfers [HUL06]); efficient use of the multiple 802.11p channels (control and data; prioritization of channels and data, etc); coexistence of critical and infotainment traffic; network protocol design and testing, including several new network protocols (e.g., epidemic dissemination, scoped broadcast, redundant forwarding control, multi-hop routing, network coding, congestion control, etc.); and, interfacing with the Internet infrastructure (coexistence of car to car channel with Mesh, WiMAX, 3G, 4G channels, smooth handoff across the available options, and interworking with the infrastructure to obtain support in mobility management, routing, traffic control, congestion control).

3.3.2 Optical Network Technology

Advances in photonics and their integration into the advanced optical network backbone will provide a number of important benefits to a future network. Advanced optics will offer great improvements in performance, both in absolute terms and relative to cost and power. Advanced photonics will also allow for rapid reconfiguration of the underlying connectivity of the network, which will facilitate rapid response to changing traffic patterns, and reconfiguration after disasters. This section discusses some of the anticipated drivers for the performance associated with optical and photonic network, its underlying technologies and architectural issues that the GENI program will have to address with respect to novel physical layer technologies, and the physical layer itself.

3.3.2.1 Applications Drivers

The optical and photonic network research areas are currently driven by the performance and reduced power and footprint that these new technologies can bring to the network. Applications drivers exist in computational sciences, “e-science”, emerging commercial enterprise requirements for continuance of operations, and consumer services as fiber to the home drives core capacity requirements up by many orders of magnitude. The new network will require core network switching and transport capabilities that could, arguably, exceed current technology by as much as six orders of magnitude. The backbone network must also deliver to the networking researcher an unparalleled level of bandwidth flexibility and bandwidth and topology virtualization. Abstracting as well as implementing a malleable optical backbone with these properties is in itself a hugely interesting set of scientific problems both within the optical networks community and straddles boundaries between multiple disciplines.

Computational E-Science

The emergence of “the Grid” and the ability to link geographically distributed resources into a single integrated application environment has taken root. The growth of Grid has been driven largely by the gathering, analysis, and visualization of unprecedented quantities of raw data describing the physical world. One of the mainstays of the Grid is the computational cluster. It has been estimated that computationally intense applications will incorporate in excess of
100,000 processing nodes by 2010. A simple analysis of such super cluster technology reveal some interesting issues: a) it will consume the power equivalent of a small town, b) it will require on the order of 1000 racks of equipment, and c) it will cost on the order of $50M or more. Further, it will have a unidirectional bi-section bandwidth on the order of 25 Terabits/second!

The rate at which increasing numbers of commodity processors are being aggregated into parallel clusters has outpaced Moore’s law in terms of reducing the size and power of those processors. Unless new paradigms in computing emerge and become viable over the next ten years (e.g. quantum computing), these super clusters will continue to expand in real space. The power and cooling requirements and sheer size of these facilities will necessarily drive such super clusters to be constructed from confederations of lesser clusters widely distributed over a large geographic area. It is reasonable to expect that such growth will continue unabated through 2020 – unless other factors – such as inadequate switching and wide area transport capabilities - prevent such aggregation. The inter-processor telecommunications and transport switching requirements needed to link these distributed computational resources into a tightly coupled parallel computing environment easily exceeds a Terabit/second and could conceivably approach two to three orders of magnitude beyond that: 1 Petabit/second in aggregate over the next 15 years.

The sensors for the E-science environment are just as impressive. The high energy physics community foresees petabytes of raw data streaming from the Large Hadron Collider in CERN to points worldwide on a continual basis – beginning in 2007.

The radio astronomy community provides a good example of emerging sensor requirements. The RA community is a global affinity group of collaborating researchers that share large radio telescope facilities performing Very Long Baseline Interferometry (VLBI). These globally distributed VLBI antennae arrays constitute a global instrument used to study both the cosmos and the earth in exquisite detail. These facilities will be scaling up over the next several years to generate real time data flows in the multi-terabit/second range. These data flows are processed today with very specialized application specific hardware. However, future implementations will incorporate distributed computational clusters for correlating the data introducing the computational cluster issues described above.

Further, this data forms a historical record which can be incorporated into long term geodetic studies of the Earth’s motion in space, tectonic dynamics, seismic activity, glacial rebound caused by receding icecaps, and the like. And so, the research community would like to capture these large sensor flows to virtual data repositories to both facilitate analysis and for future historical reference.

Commercial enterprise drivers

In the commercial sector, as well as within the defense and broader government sectors, it is becoming obvious from events such as 9/11 and Katrina in the US, coupled with the global frequency of similar such events (Indian Ocean tsunami, Pakistani earth quakes, London Tube bombing, etc.) that conventional disaster recovery concepts will not be adequate to maintain the “corporate consciousness” (or other public infrastructure and systems) and allow continuing operations if an entire metropolitan area is devastated by malicious or natural disaster. Concepts of disaster resistant architectures are being considered that anticipate major regional disruption, and that are by design resilient in the face of the initial event and able to recover...
quickly in the face a massive outage. A systems ability to reconfigure all regional telecommunications services – possibly in a matter of minutes or less – will require both network layer and physical layer technologies that do not exist today. Developing and field testing physical layer switching and transport technologies that are able to support new capacity and performance requirements while simultaneously able to survive potential disaster scenarios is a fundamental component of GENI

Consumer drivers

Despite the core capacity and performance requirements of the previous examples, Fiber-To-The-Home (FTTH) could potentially dwarf them all. Over the GENI years, millions of homes in the US alone will become fiber enabled, each able to source or sink at least 1 Gbps. All of our conventional communications services (telephone, television, and Internet) will be provided by a common network access architecture that could easily be generating traffic three orders of magnitude greater than current levels.

3.3.2.2 Architectural Issues

Innovations in physical layer technologies can be leveraged if there exists a process to employ these technologies with other aspects of “The Global Network”. The architecture describes how these components relate to one another and interoperate. While the first phases of GENI will be constructed with state of the art commercial equipment that provides a rich malleable optical networking medium that serves to deliver a rich, virtualizable high-performance backbone network for GENI researchers, there will also need to be connection from GENI to state of the art laboratory research facilities that explore new physical layer technologies as discussed in the next section.

The GENI Physical Layer will require the photonic research to understand and address the requirements of the upper layers – i.e. those features of the network that ultimately provide a service to the consumer or the user. For example, in order to be relevant, a novel bufferless photonic switching technology must show how it can forward packets effectively in a best effort environment – or propose alternative means for delivering user data in a manner the provides flexibility, or guaranteed performance, or enhanced capacity – or all of these. Address translation from say an IP address into an address format required by the switch is network layer issue that must be addressed if the switch is to be used within an IP environment. A comprehensive architecture would describe how such switching technology could be built up with in a computer room, a metro area, or possibly across long haul region, to construct a network that provides some new feature or capability. How these capabilities are delivered to the consumer and how the switched data is transferred across the intervening links are all part of integrating a physical layer technology into an overall network architecture.

The success of developing a GENI network architecture that incorporates an optical physical layer will rely strongly upon the uniform integration of the physical and logical network layers for information movement. To accomplish this, the most critical aspect is the implementation of an extensive interface systems that enables direct programmable access to both the logical and physical layers.

A programmable and extensible backbone architecture would allow for researchers to test a variety of configurations (e.g. topology) of the network and the underlying protocols and transmission and framing formats. By utilizing sufficiently generalized packet generation equipment, particular configurations could then be programmed (perhaps even through
software) into the transmission and reception equipment. Furthermore, by maintaining and extensible and modular scheme, it would be fairly straightforward for researchers to reserve blocks of time on the system, uploads their own particular settings, and conduct an experiment; all without wasting much time on the network for reconfiguration.

Various architectural related science issues that the optical network community can use GENI to investigate include but are not limited to:

- Mesh networks to enable a dynamic reconfigurable, high bandwidth network using state-of-the-art control plane technologies.
- Automatic provisioning for self-healing at the network level.
- ROADMs promise to enable mesh networking that combines electronic grooming with transparent wavelength management.
- Sensor nets – to communicate between and facilitate the routing of data collection.
- Interaction between optical and wireless connections – transparency of protocols and modulation format.
- Packet switching architecture using optical headers and fast switching.
- Moving optics inside the computer.
- Issues related to satellite communications and broadcasting of phone/TV, Internet.

### 3.3.2.3 Physical Layer

The physical layer technologies for GENI could comprise a very broad set of research areas. The development of integrated components such as silicon integrated lasers are an example of technologies that could potentially revolutionize switching or certain transmission issues. Without a physical layer test infrastructure, such devices will never be deployed in support of GENI.

The science conducted at the physical layer will require its own fiber, and possibly several pairs, in order to provide both the real world environment and adequate length to study a broad range of issues: nonlinear power induced optical characteristics, amplifier technologies, regeneration and translation devices, the bounds of certain optical capabilities such as potential wavelength densities, maximum modulation rates, interactions between components (e.g. multi-wave burst mode transmission on amplifiers), equalization schemes, etc. By adding optical ingress and egress ports to a limited number of backbone nodes, and allowing physical layer researchers to connect to their labs, new technologies will not only be investigated but they will be developed on the GENI footprint itself. This approach readies advanced technologies for deployment directly into GENI at a very rapid pace.

Physical layer science opportunities include:

- Major disruptive breakthroughs with the development of higher levels of photonic integration along with sharp cost reductions. Photonic integrated circuits (PICs) are densely integrated photonic chips with lasers, modulators, detectors and waveguiding regions. In order to accelerate the progress, integration design tools need to be developed – to be on par with electronic counterparts, and more sophisticated automated test strategies engaged.
- Integration between CMOS electronics and photonics – either by integration of waveguides on silicon with active regions attached – either through wafer fusion, or
optical bench technology to enable cost effective Tbps IO on CMOS circuits for increased
capacity and reduced power consumption.
• Novel all-optical switching technologies, which can lead to dynamically reconfigurable
networks for increased flexibility and utilization.
  o MEMs
  o ROADM and reconfigurable OADMS to allocate wavelengths that are framing
  and bandwidth agnostic. Silica PLCs can enable higher degree ROADM.
• Optical amplifiers (SOAs) – wavelength blocking (VOAs)
• Tunable lasers to enable the dynamic aspects of the network and lasers with decreased
  linewidth and phase noise.
• All optical 3R (reshaping, reamplification, retiming) regeneration using mode locked
  lasers or photocurrent driven wavelength converters.
• Optical buffering and synchronizers – slow light, Silica delay lines, wavelength
  dependent buffering.
• Coherent systems – that maintain both the amplitude and phase information – enabled
  by novel photonic integrated circuits using advanced modulation formats and balanced
  receivers.
• Devices that support coherent systems such as wavelength converters that maintain
  phase information (4 wave mixing)
• Re-configurability at the chip level – (similar to FPGA) Field Programmable PIC to
  transform static components such as lasers, and signaling in a dynamic way so that it
  may be controlled by electronics.
• Technologies to reduce power dissipation – removal of Thermo-electric Cooler (TE)
  with better heat sinking and material choices that operate at higher temperatures.

Other science that will be performed at the physical layer include bandwidth efficiency
improvements using new multilevel coding techniques (DPSK, QPSK etc,) a higher level of
Time Division Multiplexing using Traveling Wave modulators, and increasingly dense
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (WDM). Transparency needs to be realized with respect to
both protocol and format, which leads to higher throughput and reduced power consumption.

We also believe that security can be enhanced using Quantum key and Quantum networks
which would be enabled by a reliable way of generating single photons with the desired spin as
well as single photon detectors. Such secure networks need to have seamless integration with
other networks.

Theoretical research and laboratory prototyping are the first stage of the research and
development activities. However, such prototypes are typically very limited in scope and have
not been integrated thoroughly (if at all) with the architecture and services of other layers in the
network. It is imperative that promising lab technologies have opportunities to be tested in a
“real world” lab, where overall operating conditions cannot be controlled as stringently as in
the lab and that technologies with desirable networking attributes be migrated into GENI.

3.3.2.4 Summary
The physical layer science provides a critical path for transitioning new technologies, network
elements, and subsystems into the GENI infrastructure so that ultimately the performance gain
and flexibility enabled by physical layer innovations on real applications could be directly investigated and translated into higher layer GENI science.

**Facilities requirements**

The current commercial trajectory for the development and deployment of optical level technologies promises 100 Gbps Ethernet for very short reach application within the two to three year time frame. OC768 (40 Gbps) long haul transport, supported by expensive router blades, is just now emerging and performance will not likely increase in the near future. These technologies are wholly unsuitable for testing new physical layer technologies (though they may be adequate for proving upper layer GENI concepts.) The technologies GENI will be exploring for backbone transmission and switching will not be compatible with these conventional and off-the-shelf present day technologies. GENI will require testbed facilities that can support entirely new physical layer concepts and that can be used to study these ideas in a real world environment.

The Physical layer science described above will require a fiber infrastructure with the following characteristics:

- Long-haul fiber runs (order 500-100 miles)
  - Ability to fusion splice fiber would be desirable in order to facilitate really “out there” requirements (e.g. QKD)
- Access to facilities mid-span to place test equipment, amplification, and regeneration gear, etc. that is suitably accessible to support experimentation.
- Access to terminal locations that are co-located with or “sufficiently” adjacent to an associated full GENI node to allow easy interaction of the physical layer experiments with the upper layer networking protocols and facilities.
- If possible, a ring or mesh fiber topology to provide a rich set of interconnection schemes for experiment.
- Test equipment at the researchers labs (more than just a few racks), power, cooling, ease of access for research and engineering support personnel, remote network accessible from outside the facility

**3.4 Distributed Applications**

The experiments described to this point are associated with the design of the network itself, whether at the basic data transport layer or at a higher layer such as information dissemination. However, the range of experiment that can be carried out over GENI is much broader than this—it also includes advanced highly-distributed applications, and distributed application support tools.

**3.4.1 Distributed Data Stream Analysis**

Many Internet-based applications generate enormous volumes of data, including both the messages intrinsic to the application's operation, as well as “metadata” of various kinds generated in logs at the application’s various sites. In many scenarios it is proving increasingly useful to monitor these distributed streams of data in near-real time, rather than wait for them to arrive in a “data warehouse” for post-mortem processing. Indeed, in many scenarios, it is simply infeasible to backhaul all the data to a centralized site, and in the absence of intelligent distributed analysis techniques, valuable information is discarded. To address this problem, distributed data stream analysis applications are being pursued in a host of scenarios including
software system management, finance applications, real-time business applications (e.g., supply chain and fleet management), and distributed sensing applications for military, manufacturing and environmental settings. Technologies to do near-real-time data analysis have also been proposed to be used for monitoring tasks in core Internet management[HEL05] as alluded to in Section 3.2.6.

These applications often wish to provide distributed, communication-efficient, near-real-time analogues to the functionality currently available in centralized databases: query processing, data-driven event triggering, and statistical data mining. Doing this at Internet scale requires fundamentally different technology than is available in database systems today because of (a) the need for continuous versions of these tasks that provide running results from streams of data, (b) massive distribution and attendant communication constraints, and (c) high aggregate data volumes, which preclude techniques that centralize and buffer entire data sets and make multiple passes over them. This raises a host of major intellectual challenges, including:

- **Distributed stream query engine architectures** that can run at Internet scales, with enormous aggregate volumes of data being generated across thousands or millions of sites.
- **Adaptive distributed query optimization techniques** that can map high-level, declarative requests into distributed algorithms, and continuously adjust the behavior and choice of algorithms as the characteristics of the data and the runtime environment inevitably change.
- **Approximation techniques** for queries, triggers and mining techniques that trade a small degree of answer accuracy for large savings in communication, typically by using “synopsis” or “sketching” techniques to compress data sets down to their key statistical properties[MUT06].
- **Secure multiparty data analysis algorithms** that allow queries, triggers, and mining tasks to be efficiently conducted by multiple parties across networks while both preserving data privacy and ensuring the veracity of results.

There have been initial efforts on all these fronts, but none of them have been explored deeply enough to achieve usable systems of any scale.

One exciting proposal is to explore these ideas in the context of a new Internet architecture, by collective monitoring of the network from its constituent end-hosts. More detailed challenge problems could be distilled by taking specific tasks used in modern centralized monitoring workloads (e.g. from ISP network monitors, or from enterprise intrusion detection systems) and attempting to scale them across a large prototype network under different models of distribution: e.g. a purely peer-to-peer approach involving only end-hosts, a hierarchy of carefully-situated monitoring infrastructure nodes, etc. The challenges could encompass not only a study of architectural and algorithmic efficiency, but also concerns about multiparty economic issues involving information flows, including incentives and mechanisms for providing misinformation or for participating inaccurately in distributed data analysis tasks.

### 3.4.2 High-Throughput Computing in Data Centers

In recent months, Internet services have announced the impending construction of “data centers” of unprecedented scale. Because these services for search, email hosting, maps and other features have become so prevalent, they form an intrinsic part of the Internet both qualitatively in terms of users’ perceptions, and quantitatively in terms of traffic volumes.
The applications that run at these services are built upon massively parallel data analysis tasks. Data-intensive processing is often “embarrassingly parallel” (i.e. it can feasibly achieve linear speedup and scaleup), and hence it often pushes the frontier of high-performance architectures long before more complex algorithms (e.g. scientific simulations). Database research starting in the 1980’s [DEW92] comfortably scaled tasks to dozens and even hundreds of machines on local-area networks using software building blocks like the Exchange operator [GRA90]; this work was widely commercialized in the database industry even while parallel computing companies targeted at scientific applications went out of business. In the 1990’s, Internet service research successfully harnessed and extended these ideas to run tasks at the scale of hundreds to thousands of machines [FOX97]; that work was widely commercialized by popular Internet services, using software building blocks like Map-Reduce [DEA04].

Will the next decade see hundreds of thousands or even millions of machines working together to do high-throughput data-intensive computing? It seems plausible, given appetites for increased data capture and analysis. However, basic questions at many levels of computing will need to be answered before achieving the next level of scaling.

For example, how will architects of both hardware and software navigate the boundaries between inter-processor networks (given many computational “cores” on a single chip), inter-computer “cluster” networks, and “The Internet” as we understand it today, and as it develops moving forward? How will these boundaries affect designers of high-performance protocols and systems, trying to maximize the throughput of data-intensive tasks across enormous numbers of computational components? As the computing platforms scale up, the software building blocks will have to adjust as well. For example, one distinction between the Exchange operator of the 1980’s and the Map-Reduce tools 15 years later was the inclusion of a simple fault-tolerance mechanism in the latter – acknowledging the likelihood of component failure at larger scales. To achieve the next level of scaling even within a managed “data center”, techniques from distributed computing and wide-area networking will have to integrate neatly with high-performance data parallelism, as the realities of partial failure and even adversarial participants play an increasing role even in data center applications. Many questions arise when mapping these techniques into high-performance data-parallel applications, particularly for tasks that stretch the limit of available computing power.

A new prototype Internet architecture will need to model data centers as a key component in the architecture. It would be extremely beneficial to develop a prototyping infrastructure to allow for the empirical analysis of a variety of alternative data center architectures, from as fine a grain as the “many-core” chip level up through the cluster level, to as coarse a grain as the federation of geographically-distributed data centers connected by long-haul links. Simple experimental benchmarks like the Sort benchmarks [NYB95] can help characterize the raw throughput and system balance of different parallel data analysis architectures; more complex applications like indexing, query processing and data mining can be tested on multiple architectural variants as a more robust empirical study.

### 3.4.3 Semantic Data Integration

Nearly all data-centric distributed applications have to deal with the challenge of semantic heterogeneity, in which concepts are described differently across participating databases and software agents. This problem arises nearly everywhere, from inter-agency intelligence efforts in the federal government, to expenses in corporate mergers and acquisitions, to web information extraction, to the merging of simple address books across
multiple desktop applications. Currently, post-hoc data integration typically requires significant, expensive manual work.

Traditionally, this problem has been tackled in one of two ways. Schema design and knowledge representation approaches have tried to provide tools, metaphors and disciplines to help designers develop rich information formats before trying to capture any data, in hopes of “getting it right” and duly flexible in advance. More recently, a great deal of research and development effort has focused on the post-hoc integration of existing data in different representations.

This class of problem is almost certain to arise in the context of a massive new network design, both at the protocol level and at the application level. The original Internet carefully and slowly developed standard representations and semantics for mundane issues like packet headers, and for subtle but pervasive concepts like dates and times -- typically via a combination of both de facto standards from popular implementations, and via agreements from standards bodies. A next-generation Internet design may not have the luxury to develop common data representations slowly, by committee. On the other hand, leaving the design of common information to be frozen by the implementers of prototypes seems certain to lead to chaos.

As an example experiment, it may be useful to focus on relatively heterogeneous and data-rich services like clusters of sensors (i.e., regions of cooperating, networked sensors) that need to advertise service metadata. What is the service description language for such clusters? Does it describe the raw data they sense, or a more abstract query interface they expose? What control interface is exposed, e.g., over the rate of sampling in time, or the utilization of sensor power? Can a single schema or protocol cover very heterogeneous sensor patches, e.g. a cluster of environmental sensors in a forest on the one hand, and a set of automotive sensors in a fleet of vehicles on the other hand?

One answer to these questions is that such tasks are too application-specific to be handled by the network infrastructure. But is it wise for the network to abdicate any role in providing data or service descriptions? And if not, what role is feasible to provide in an extensible and fairly general way? These important questions should be at the center of any discussion of a newly redesigned Internet.

3.4.4 Architecture for location-aware computing

Location (defined in terms of geographic coordinates) is being recognized as an increasingly important aspect that needs to be integrated into mobile and sensor network applications. For example, mobile users seek geographically relevant information about people, products and services in the immediate vicinity[1]. Sensor applications require addressing of sensors by location rather than by network or MAC address. Vehicular safety applications require multicasting to nearby cars within a certain bounded region. In all these instances, techniques for naming, addressing and routing in the network need to be extended to account for geographic location. Techniques such as location service overlays and geographic routing have been proposed but never validated at sufficient scale or realism.

Experiments involving location will occur at various layers. A location-aware network experiment to be run on GENI involves instrumenting one or more wireless subnetwork with location determination services based on signal triangulation or other methods, along with implementations of overall or new network layer protocols for location service, georouting, etc. This experiment would start with a bottom-up validation of the accuracy with which location
can be tracked by the network along with an estimate of protocol overheads and latencies associated with providing location information to higher layer protocols or applications. Once the protocol is validated and performance/overhead measured, it is anticipated that GENI would be used to offer long-running location services to new mobile and sensor applications with real end-users, leading to identification of one or more viable protocol designs.

At a higher level, we must design and validate a representation and semantics for storage, propagation, protection and correlation of location information. An obvious representation for location is in terms of latitude, longitude and altitude, but for a first responder to a medical emergency, this has to be translated into address, floor, room. There has been a lot of prior research that looks at geo-location, geo-tagging and so on, and we must determine which aspect of this should be a part of the network layer, which parts should be a common application support service, and which parts should be unique to each application. Answers to questions such as this will define a successful architecture for location-aware computing.

Location management is an excellent example of a design problem that will benefit from a multi-discipline approach, since an architecture for location management must take into account issues of privacy, ownership of personal location information, and rights of third parties and the state to gain access to this information.

One use for geo-location information is to drive a new sort of routing at the network layer. With the pervasive availability of location information, it is natural consider if a future Internet should integrate location information into the network architecture. One experiment would be to integrate a multi-resolution distributed location service, combined with trajectory-based forwarding as a key routing primitive. The location service builds a hierarchy of servers on the location registries available in wireless networks to keep track of associated nodes. Each node is associated with a home area, so that the location-service only needs to track nodes away from home. In addition, each level stores position information at progressively lower resolution, which improves both scalability (less updates) and privacy (less sensitive information). The trajectory-based forwarding mechanisms also allows for efficient coordinate system translations at routers.

One FIND proposal is looking at issues of geo-location at several of these layers: *A Geometric Stack for Location-Aware Networking*, by Geuteser and Martin.

### 3.5 Models and the theory of networking

**Network Modeling.** GENI will facilitate an extremely general body of network experimentation. Theorists are excited about this prospect, and are interested in providing a formal, theoretical basis for what can and cannot be done with GENI. The modeling theory community poses two central questions: “Can GENI simulate an arbitrary network?” and in a similar vein: "What would it mean to provide a universal network?", where universality is in the Turing sense. At a more concrete level, theorists are starting from a basic, and essential, component of universality: being able to efficiently simulate an arbitrary network with entirely different naming and routing conventions.

Stepping up to a higher level of abstraction, a researcher may wish to embed a complex application or experiment into a target infrastructure. With GENI, will it be possible to take a multi-commodity flow problem with known routes and where the traffic matrix is known in advance and to provide an embedding that minimizes an appropriate combination of the
resources the embedding consumes and the extent to which other experiments are interfered with? Answers to this question would necessitate practitioners working on systems issues of virtualization, emulation and repeatability to closely interact with theorists focusing on combinatorial optimization, graph theory and the design of efficient algorithms.

3.6 Putting it all together—architecture

The list of issues above, and the examples of approaches to deal with them, are only a very partial catalog of what the research community is preparing do using the GENI test facility. It is important, as we consider this list, to remember to look at the whole and not the parts. Each one of the ideas above, and the many others that have been suggested by the research community, may be interesting in its own right, but the real payoff occurs when they are put together, their interactions explored, their joint implications worked out. It is through the combination and harmonization of many ideas like these that new architecture emerges. GENI can be used to support initial experiments to explore individual ideas, but the most important experiments on GENI will support the testing of these new architectures—combinations of these new ideas that greatly improve the fitness for purpose of the Internet.
4 The nature of experimental systems research

Section 3 has cataloged the anticipated range of experiments that can lead us to a future network. This section discusses the nature of the design and evaluation process that underlies the development of large, complex computer and communications systems, and explains why an experimental platform such as GENI is critical to validating these ideas.

As we discussed above, a future Internet will not be defined by one or two new features, but by the integration of a number of mechanisms into a cohesive whole, sometimes called an architecture. A future Internet will have to be evaluated relative to a large number of requirements, of the sort summarized in section 2. Looking at those requirements, we can see that the design and evaluation problem for a system of this complexity is marked by three characteristics that make it extremely challenging when compared to evaluation of lower level functions. These are that:

a) in general, architecture-level requirements are broadly defined and hard to capture,

b) the requirements are often conflicting and multi-dimensional, and

C) architectural requirements are frequently concerned with the behavior of the system over a long period of time rather than at a single instant or short interval.

The process of evaluation for a large, multi-dimensional system is itself complex. Evaluating a balance among a set of multi-dimensional requirements is much harder and less precise than a simple optimization of a variable. The process usually proceeds iteratively, with first designs being subjected to evaluation that leads to revised and refined designs. Thus, the design of large systems like the Internet is inherently an experimental exercise.

It is unlikely that the union of all the features outlined in Section 2 results in an appropriate architecture. One of the objectives of this effort is to validate which goals are essential, and which are best left outside of the architecture. History teaches us that we should be wary of the “second system” syndrome.

4.1 The stages of design and evaluation

What is the sequence of steps that would take us from design through preliminary assessment through trial deployment to possible commercialization? In general, there are at least four stages that can be separated, at least conceptually. (We fully recognize that in practice the stages overlap, mingle, and loop back as later experience leads to revised design.)

Stage 1: Mechanism design. In this stage, specific proposals for new mechanisms, protocols and architectural components are brought forward and evaluated. Section 3 catalogs many such ideas that the research community can consider, ranging from traditional networking areas such as addressing and routing to newer areas such as identity and location management. These ideas may be evaluated using simulation or emulation, or perhaps by actual implementation, though it is sometimes hard to test a single mechanisms in isolation. (By analogy, it is usually hard to experiment realistically on a single human organ without its being
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5 According to wikipedia, “the second-system syndrome is the tendency when one is designing the successor to a relatively small, elegant, and successful system to become grandiose in one's success and design an elephantine feature-laden monstrosity.” See http://en.wikipedia.org.
part of a human body.) What will distinguish this work is strict attention to the full range of architectural requirements, and a process of evaluation (paper analysis and/or experimental implementation and test as appropriate) based on that full set of requirements.

Stage 2: Concept integration. In this stage, some set of proposed mechanisms are selected and pulled together to make up a coherent overall proposal. This “candidate” future Internet would be specified and documented. In this stage it is not implemented, so it cannot be turned on and run. However, it is amenable to evaluation using tools such as those discussed above. (In practice, stages 2 and 3 are entangled, but it is helpful to focus separately on the processes of design and evaluation.)

Stage 3: Preliminary evaluation and assessment. Once a candidate future Internet is proposed, it can be evaluated by a number of means. Some parts of it might be susceptible to partial isolated implementation, or to test via simulation. But at this stage, the process is to a considerable extent an intellectual process carried out on paper.

A first evaluation criterion for any systems architecture is suitability for purpose – the initial set of requirements is reviewed to see how the design of the candidate system addresses them. For a complete architecture, this process involves a multi-dimensional consideration of multiple requirements, and the interaction of the various requirements and mechanisms, as discussed above.

A second criterion for any complex system is modularity of function. As is well known, modularity allows for such important capabilities as independent implementation, independent evolution of critical system algorithms as system needs change, and independent evolution of different system elements as technology advances. Considering these points together, it becomes apparent that modularity of function is key to one important goal of systems architecture: multi-generational system lifetime, or survival of the overall system beyond the lifetime of any particular technology used to build it. Good functional modularity is a classic problem in computer science design.

A third criterion that is becoming increasingly important as networked systems grow in real world importance is modularity and management of tussle. In contrast to modularity of function, this criterion is concerned with isolation and management of non-technical concerns, allowing the system to respond effectively to changes in the underlying social and economic environment in which it sits. A simple framing of this idea, often expressed as “separation of mechanism and policy”, has been used as a design principle for a number of systems. As our understanding of the interplay between technical systems and the larger world in which they operate matures, a more sophisticated understanding of how to make technical designs resilient to changing economic and social forces6 can be expected to emerge. This criterion can be evaluated using methods such as stakeholder analysis, as discussed in Section Error! Reference source not found., to enforce rigorous thinking.

After this stage 3 evaluation and assessment, we will have a candidate proposal for a future Internet that is as good as possible, based on critical thinking, formal tools for analysis, and other structured approaches to assessment. But it is not a running system, and we have no

6 Or, alternatively, robust and resistant to particular societal pressures, should that be the intent of the designer.
actual experience with it. For this, we must build it, and this is the step in the process where GENI will make the critical difference.

**Stage 4: Trial implementation.** No system makes it into production without first being implemented and tried. So a necessary step on the way to success is to build the system and see how it works in practice. This is the stage where GENI makes progress possible. Without the option of “building”, there is no real expectation of deployment. Some other party might be so excited by the paper design in stage 3 that they proceed with a full-scale deployment, but this outcome is not likely. And since few researchers are willing to commit their career to the design of a system that will never be built, a reasonable chance of undertaking stage 4 is necessary if people are going to undertake the earlier stages.

Figure 1 illustrates the power of GENI to transform the research cycle. Without a facility such as GENI, most research is limited to the stage of simulation and emulation, which allows an algorithm or mechanism to be evaluated relative to a simplified model of the real world. GENI allows the research community to go to the next, pre-deployment stage, and experiment with a new idea “at scale”, in the context of the real world and its variability.

But the picture tells only part of the story. What does it mean to “evaluate” an architecture? A real world test allows a very general process of measurement, assessment, and evaluation. Some aspects of an architecture are amenable to a numerical measurement—for example performance metrics such as link loading. Certain aspects of security can be quantified, such as percentage of down-time.
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7 It is important to remember that these numbers can be gathered in two contexts, a controlled and repeatable but perhaps simplified and unrealistic context, or a real world context which gives more
But evaluating an architecture involves much more than quantitative measurements. There are many sorts of evaluations and assessments that must be done. Section 2 proposed a set of requirements for a future Internet, including better security, better manageability, better support for mobility and wireless, a more healthy industrial structure, and so on. Very few of these requirements are amenable to a quantitative measure. How, then, do we judge our system against them during stage 4, when we have a prototype running system?

4.2 Strategies for evaluation

Several strategies are available for evaluation of architectural experiments. Each strategy has both strengths and limitations, and strategies are often best applied in combination.

Strategy 1: Deployment and observation under realistic conditions

Many aspects of a system architecture, particularly those that are performance related, can be evaluated by observation under realistic conditions. Realistic conditions, including the existence of real users, are valuable in circumstances where the characteristics of the operating environment are complex, poorly understood, or difficult to model. The primary limitations of this strategy are that it is not well suited to evaluating aspects of an architecture that are related to change and evolution over time, and that it is not well suited to systematically and rigorously stressing the architecture in any objective way.

One of the benefits of GENI will be consistent instrumentation. While the Internet can be used as an experimental platform for certain classes of systems, one of the drawbacks is that it is often not possible to measure traffic flows and other aspects of usage. Indeed, one of the real frustrations of the research community is that as the Internet became a commercial success, it became essentially impossible to monitor what is happening there. GENI will provide a platform with a rich set of tools for measurement and monitoring. The GENI infrastructure offers full observability of the experiment and the related data—a “God’s Eye view”. The key benefit of such an experiment is that the researcher can obtain data not visible in real life, where it may be hidden by administrative, implementation, or privacy concerns.

Strategy 2: Accelerated evolution

The basis of this strategy is to stress the architecture by speculating about the world 10 or 15 years into the future, and trying to simulate the conditions that will prevail at that time. This might include higher speeds in the core, a wider range of device capabilities at the edge, wider variation in performance in different system elements, large mobile networks, or shifts in usage caused by increasing security concerns. This future-oriented exploration of the operating space can reveal limitations of the architecture that are extremely unlikely to be seen in normal use.

The primary limitations of this strategy are that it may be difficult to predict the future in enough detail, and it may be difficult to simulate some of the anticipated operating conditions, such as 100 gb/s or 1 tb/s links, 100 million online cars or 100 billion sensors.

Strategy 3: Building on top of it

confidence about actual performance but less confidence about repeatability. GENI will let us do both sorts of experiments.
One way to evaluate a system is to use it. The Internet is a platform for applications and services. It is a platform for innovation. So a major consideration in judging a new Internet is whether its features are actually useful to developers of higher-level services. Consider, for example, the proposal that a future Internet should have a general set of mechanisms (an architecture, if you will) to manage the concept of physical location and the building of location-aware applications. As the old saying goes: “the proof of the pudding is the eating”—there is no surer way to confirm that the mechanisms are useful than to use them. But this requires that the supporting services actually exist in a usable form. It is very hard to convince an application designer to build an application for a platform that does not actually exist. So part of the motivation for GENI is to allow a candidate for a future Internet to be deployed in a running state, so that we can attract application builders to come and build.

**Strategy 4: Intentional perturbation**

One important test of a system such as an Internet is the “stress test”, where we deliberately push the system to its limits, we subject the system to a range of failures and outages, we measure and assess its resilience and dynamics. It is not possible to break parts of the real Internet on demand. A facility such as GENI is necessary to perform this class of experiment. **Active experiments** alter the experimental environment in ways that are not likely or achievable in the real world, in order to provide worst case analysis, failure mode evaluation, and similar forces. Such experiments are critical to implementing the “accelerated evolution” strategy outlined above.

A point to consider in designing such experiments is that architectural evaluation is multidimensional. This creates the opportunity for experiments that are explicitly designed to incorporate “real world” behaviors in certain dimensions (e.g. real users) while adopting active set piece behaviors in other dimensions (e.g. economic forces or fault injection). Well-reasoned application of this strategy can lead to quick understanding of architectural robustness or fragility in different key dimensions.

**Strategy 5: Stakeholder analysis**

Stakeholder analysis should be performed based on the initial requirements, but it should also be performed with respect to any given proposal, since a particular design can create new stakeholders, or shift the balance of power among them. Given an explicit stakeholder analysis of the architecture being evaluated, it may be possible to devise, as realistically as possible, an experiment that includes the behavior of each of these stakeholders. One of the features of GENI that will facilitate these sorts of experiments is to create different slices that embody the different stakeholders, so that their interactions can be role-played in the experiment.

**Strategy 6: Integration of experimental and analysis tools**

Architectural analysis tools provide a strategy for evaluating architecture prior to implementation, and as well a structured way to guide the experimental evaluation of a prototype running on a facility such as GENI. This new but increasingly productive field of research represents the transition of systems architecture from pure art to a more formalized and rigorous approach. Within certain domains of interest, these tools have advanced to the point where they can offer useful insight into the long-term behavior and properties of an architecture – including those related to system evolution and non-technical (societal and economic) factors.
• **Real Options.** This technique, developed for evaluation of financial alternatives, has been applied to evaluate different architectural choices and help quantify the economic value of different network, protocol, and service architectures.

• **Dual decomposition optimization.** This approach has been used to both derive and evaluate the modularity, robustness, and optimality of architectures for Internet and wireless networking protocols. It provides an increasingly promising framework for reasoning about system modularity and the costs of decentralization in a formal manner.

• **Game Theory.** Game theory is becoming well known in the networking community as a framework for modeling and evaluating architectures that incorporate distributed control by players with potentially differing interests.

Architectural analysis tools offer the potential to also be synthesis tools. The further development of this capability – the ability to reason about systems architecture in a more rigorous manner, and validate that reasoning through experimental experience – represents an extraordinarily promising new paradigm for architecture research and design.

The use of such architectural analysis tools may be helpful in different experimental situations. One valuable role of such tools is to help establish likely worst case scenarios and situations, so that experimental evaluation can be concentrated in areas where it will be most revealing. Another possible role is to establish theoretically grounded baseline performance bounds, allowing the performance of a complex but practical system to be compared against a potentially simplified but well understood model. In this situation, significant deviations in performance between the practical system and the analytic model serve to suggest places where further attention to understanding the behavior of the experimental system might be most useful.

After the experimentation, testing and gathering of experience during Stage 4, several things may happen. Realistically, the design process is not linear. There are loops back to the earlier stages of design, integration and evaluation. There is a chance for successful ideas to move forward to a possible **Stage 5**, a transition to commercial uptake and operational deployment. The process will mature, move forward and backward, always using GENI as the platform to bridge the gap between design and demonstration, and as the platform for critical experimentation and evaluation. NSF has set a goal for the FIND project to conceive of an Internet for 10 or 15 years in the future. This is a long-term effort, which calls for a long-term facility.

### 4.3 GENI’s place in the experimental process

From this discussion of design and evaluation it is possible to summarize why GENI is critical to the success of these ventures, which we call *innovation in the large*.

- GENI provides the platform that fills the gap between paper designs and simulations (the process through stage 3) and the potential to achieve real deployment (after stage 4). There is no real potential for deployment without preliminary implementation and testing. GENI, by filling that gap, empowers and motivates the research community to take up innovation in the large.

- GENI can be used to test initial proposals for mechanisms, protocols and architecture building blocks.
• GENI can be used to perform methodical experiments and controlled experiments on running code that embodies the design of a candidate future Internet or other large distributed system.

• GENI will give us experience in linking emerging tools for architectural analysis to actual experiments on running systems. It will carry us forward in the space called science of design.

• GENI will give us a platform to attack key grand challenges, as discussed in the next section.

• GENI is a general platform that can allow us to try a number of competing and evolving ideas during a long-term program of research.

4.4 Beyond a future Internet

The previous discussion used the example of a future Internet to illustrate the importance of GENI, and the range of experiments and observations that will be performed on GENI. But GENI is not limited just to work on a future Internet. A wide range of distributed systems can be deployed and evaluated using GENI. For certain classes of applications and services, the Internet of today might be an adequate experimental platform. So long as the experiment only requires a set of end-nodes (e.g. PCs on the net) and the exact function provided by the routers in today’s Internet, the experiment is possible. But applications of the modern era do not have this simple pattern. They are dependent on servers and services that are distributed across the network. To demonstrate and evaluate this class of application today requires either access to a pre-existing set of servers, or the deployment of physical machines around the globe. In many cases, these requirements are a barrier to practical research and experiment. GENI will provide a platform for the research community to develop and test this class of system, and will permit it to perform research that that can push the state of the art with respect to the design principles current today.
5 Requirements for GENI

Section 3 contains a collection of experiments that the research community anticipates doing, using GENI as the experimental environment. Both the range of those experiments, as well as the specific needs of individual experiments, define the requirements that GENI must meet. This section summarizes those requirements, describes in general terms the facility we propose in order to meet these requirements, and provides the rationale for some of the key design parameters and tradeoffs of that proposed facility.  

GENI is intended to support two general kinds of activities: (1) deploying prototype network systems and applications, and learning from observations of how they behave under real usage, and (2) running controlled experiments to evaluate design, implementation, and engineering choices. These are two very different activities. Classical science equates its experimentation with the latter, but Computer Science also benefits from building and running prototypes, because building something and watching it run helps us to identify implicit assumptions, the need for different functionality, surprising behavior, unexpected limitations, and so on. In this sense, such “experimental systems” work is like constructing a building—engineering principles tell you whether it is a sound design, but you need to build it and use it to decide how well it serves its purpose.

GENI must support both types of activities, and in fact, GENI should make it easy to first perform a sequence of controlled experiments on a new network system, and then subject the system to real user traffic as part of a longer-term deployment study.

5.1 Functional requirements

5.1.1 Multiple simultaneous experiments

The concept behind GENI is that it can be used to test multiple ideas and concepts. The plan is not to pick one winner and then build and operate it, but to build and operate multiple candidates as part of identifying successful ideas. So GENI needs to support multiple experiments.

The goal of GENI is to allow long-running continuous experiments. We want to gather operational experience with new proposals. We want to attract real applications and real users to try out the concepts being developed. If we are to support real applications and real users, the concept of serial reuse (I run for an hour, then you run for an hour), is inadequate. GENI needs to provide the capability for multiple candidate future networks to be brought into experimental operation at the same time, and kept running for weeks or months.

To support multiple, long running experiments, the designers have based GENI on the concept of slices. The concept of slices is that the resources of GENI can be divided up among many different researchers in such a way that each can run his own experiment. One approach to slices is virtualization, an idea that has been a part of CS research for decades. Virtualization takes a physical resource (e.g. a processor) and creates the illusion that it is multiple processors, identical to the original except that each runs slower. We have experience today in how to virtualize a processor (indeed, there are virtualized routers available as products today), and in
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8 This section does not yet systematically link experiments to requirements to facility specifications. Such a rigorous treatment is in progress.
how to virtualize a fiber link. The concepts necessary to virtualize or otherwise slice a wireless system are less mature, but there are good proposals. So GENI puts these ideas together to build a new class of facility, a virtualized infrastructure for network.

To set a general expectation, we imagine on the order of a thousand researcher projects utilizing GENI.

**Controlled Isolation:** GENI must support strong isolation between slices so that experiments do not interfere with each other. GENI’s isolation mechanisms should be sufficiently robust to make reproducible experiments possible, and to the extent they are not, it should provide enough feedback about what resources a slice actually receives to enable researchers to evaluate the validity of their results. GENI must provide strong containment for experiments that involve the release of security attacks against new defenses. At the same time, GENI must support controlled interconnection of slices to each other and to the current Internet, allowing researchers to build directly on each other’s work, and to draw on existing Internet users and resources. Some experiments, such as tests of new inter-region routing protocols that might replace BGP, require that an experimenter build different regions as different slices, and then allow them to connect together to exchange both data and routing information. This implies mechanisms that enable user opt-in and desirable data exchange between slices, while keeping undesired outside factors from interfering with GENI experiments and containing GENI experiments so that they do not adversely affect the rest of the Internet.

- To permit high-performance, multi-slice experiments (e.g. multi-domain routing experiments), GENI must include cross-slice connectivity at throughputs consistent with the backbone capacity of the GENI facility.

### 5.1.2 Generality

We are at a time in the design cycle for networks where we need to explore alternatives to the current paradigms. We do not need a facility to help us make the current Internet a little better; we need a facility that can help us demonstrate revolutionary alternatives. The Internet, of course, is itself general, in that it can support a wide range of applications. Now we want to build an experimental platform that can support a wide range of future Internets.

Our approach to generality follows this line of reasoning. We understand what the basic building blocks of networks are today, and what they are likely to be in 10 years. In 10 years, long-haul networks will mostly be built out of fiber optic cables, which will be connected together with a variety of optical and electrical processing elements, some derived from what we see in operation today, and some based on equipment now in the laboratory. Edge networks will be a combination of wired and wireless access, with both higher speeds (to support high-end processors) and lower speed and lower cost (to support embedded processors and sensors). Distributed applications will be based on massive processing and storage facilities. We can see the general trajectory of processing and storage (petabytes of storage and massive, multi-core processing.) If we build the GENI facility out of these components, we have a technology baseline that almost any network proposal would expect to build on.

How much generality is required to support the anticipated experiments?

- We must be able to experiment with packet formats that materially differ from those of the Internet. A large number of anticipated experiments, including security, management, routing, congestion control, accounting, inter-ISP interaction, and mobility all suggest the need for a new packet format.
• We must be able to move beyond the paradigm of packet switching and explore other
modes for sharing and resource allocation. The idea of highly dynamic management of
traffic aggregates implies a need for rapidly reconfigurable optical circuits in the core of
the GENI facility. Experiments with high-throughput end-to-end flows imply the ability
to support end-to-end circuits (streams of data) that may not include any sort of framing
or multiplexing at all.

• We must be able to exploit specific features of the different technologies included in
GENI. In particular, the mode of slicing or virtualization that is used for each technology
in GENI must reveal any important technology-specific features of the underlying
technology, such as wireless broadcast. We must not constrain the GENI experimenter to
seeing the lower-level technology only through an intermediate and constraining
abstraction, such as the abstraction of a point-to-point link or a time division packet.

• We must be able to experiment with architectures that include network-level operations
other than simple packet forwarding. For example, some proposals for enhanced
security imply the ability to experiment with nodes that examine and regulate data
flows based on content, identity, capabilities or credentials. Low-level dissemination
schemes may involve nodes that provide functions such as multicast or any-cast. Nodes
may examine, store, or resend data, and reassemble and reformat low level elements
such as packets.

**Diversity of technology:** GENI must include a wide class of networking technologies, spanning
the spectrum of wired and wireless technologies available today. GENI must also be
extensible—with explicitly defined procedures and system interfaces—making it easy to
incorporate additional technologies, including those that do not exist today. This will allow
GENI to be useful to a broad range of researchers, remain useful over a much longer lifespan,
support GENI’s role as a low-friction vehicle for deployment of new technologies by both
academic researchers and industrial partners, and foster close collaboration between “device
researchers” and “systems researchers.”

The design of GENI must, of course, balance generality with cost, and this balance will always
be a matter of judgment. The designers of GENI have chosen to focus on a class of experiments
that depend on operation over a heterogeneous selection of technology, rather than the
optimized operation over a particular technology. The designers of GENI have also chosen to
focus on experiments that benefit from actual deployment in the real world, as opposed to
emulation in a lab.

We understand that there are some very advanced technologies (e.g. quantum networking) that
we may not be able to support at a global scale. We have chosen to avoid ridiculously costly
options such as launching low-orbiting satellites, which were all the rage a few years ago and
may return as an interesting option. We have chosen to concentrate on wireless access at the
edge, under the assumption that the future shape of wired access is more predictable, and can
be approximated by the wired access to the enterprise desk of today (gigabit access to the
workstation.) As we continue to explore the range of experiments that are proposed for GENI,
some of these decisions can be re-evaluated.

**5.1.3 Support for real applications**

The goal of GENI is to allow experimenters to gather operational experience with their ideas,
experience that is as close as possible to “real world”. There are many requirements that derive
from this high-level goal. One requirement is that GENI should be able to support not just a future network, but the applications that might run on that network. A network without applications is not actually being used or evaluated; if the only traffic on the network is an artificial test load, that experiment might as well be done in the lab.

But to attract real applications, the GENI must include facilities for development and deployment of applications, not just data transport. Today, the hardware for network level data transport and the hardware for application support is very different. Hardware for data transport is specialized, high-performance packet forwarding equipment, and GENI must provide a generalized version of this class of equipment. But applications tend to run on servers with large primary memory, large disks, and massive amounts of general purpose processing. Unless there is equipment of this class provided in GENI, there is no way that candidate future networks can attract real application builders to build and deploy new applications. Section 5.1.5 discusses the specific requirements to support the anticipated range of application-level experiments.

5.1.4 Support for real users

In turn, if we are to gain real experience with real applications, we must allow real users to try them out, and make real use of them. So the concept for GENI is that it will have the reach and connectivity to allow real users (perhaps members of the CS research community, or perhaps more broadly) to make use of the services and applications that are being evaluated on GENI.

What does it mean to support real users?

- We must provide a means for a sufficient base of users to have access to GENI. This implies that the GENI facility must reach “to the edge” of the network, where the users connect. In practical terms, this means that the GENI facility must include apparatus that is located on the campus of research facilities, with connectivity all the way to the end-node computers used by the target users.

- For some experiments, it may be adequate for users to gain access to GENI experiments by connecting over regions of the Internet. This implies that there must be a rich connectivity between GENI and the Internet of today. But some GENI experiments may imply the use of concepts that are foreign to the current Internet, so that there must be an adequate pool of potential users that have their end-node computers directly connected to, and a part of, the GENI infrastructure.

- Some experiments that involve users will require that their end-nodes be modified. Many experiments, including proposal for security, management, congestion control and mobility require that the end-node use a different protocol stack. Experiments with different schemes for route selection or service provisioning will require the implementation of new control protocols, APIs and user interfaces. So part of the GENI development process must include making it easy for experimenters to install new software in popular operating systems, such as Linux or Windows. Some support for slices needs to be provided for the end-nodes that are attached to GENI.

- Some experiments may require that the users have rich forms of connectivity. For example, the experiment in section 3.2.3 on user-selected routes implies that the users must actually see a choice of routes with materially different characteristics.
Some experiments may be designed so that users can exploit their services without taking explicit action. For this class of experiment, it would be beneficial if the GENI infrastructure could be involved in the mechanisms by which users join in the experiments, so that the users can be switched out again if the experiment crashes.

### 5.1.5 Fidelity

GENI should provide an environment that corresponds to what one might expect in a real future network. This means individual components must expose functionality at the right level of abstraction, and it must be possible to arrange these components into a representative network.

**Reach:** GENI must have as wide a reach as possible. This is necessary to support experimentation at scale, and to maximize the opportunity to attract real users. Access cannot be limited to only those few sites that host backbone nodes. Wide deployment also implies a rich interconnection of the facility to the legacy Internet.

**Topology:** One important aspect of fidelity is that the topology, physical scale and connectivity should mimic the real world, as we anticipate it being in 10 years, to the extent possible. Here are some important considerations as we evaluate the fidelity of the GENI topology:

- **Keeping delays within a small factor of physical distance:** Commercial ISPs typically try to limit the end-to-end propagation delay for each pair of backbone sites to some small multiplier (e.g., 2X) of the “air miles” between the sites. Otherwise, a competing ISP with a direct link between the same two locations could offer much lower latency. For most transport protocols, achieving high throughput requires low propagation delay, making propagation delay an important consideration even for elastic applications like Web browsing.

- **Path diversity:** Many experiments with new network architectures capitalize on the presence of multiple paths between a pair of sites; some architectures even need multiple link-disjoint or node-disjoint paths. For example, some architectures perform load balancing by splitting traffic over multiple paths, whereas others switch from one path to another in response to congestion or equipment failures. Some experiments, such as routing based on traffic diffusion, described in section 3.2.3, require a completely connected mesh of nodes, although this can be simulated to some extent by virtualizing the links in the experiment.

- **Underlying fiber paths:** The existing fiber-optic map in the United States imposes limits on the specific backbone sites that can have a direct fiber-optic connection between them. Placing backbone nodes in the key cities where multiple fiber-optic connections are available is extremely important to reduce the cost and deployment time of GENI. In addition, though it is possible to provide the illusion of dedicated links between any pair of backbone sites, providing links that match the underlying fiber map reduces cost and offers a more realistic deployment scenario.

- **Major interconnection points:** Deploying GENI backbone elements at existing interconnection points where other ISPs have their backbone sites would allow GENI to amortize the costs of space, power, and "hands and eyes" support. Locating GENI
backbone nodes at major exchange points would be useful for acquiring upstream connectivity to the legacy Internet; similarly, having GENI backbone nodes at major aggregation points (such as the GigaPoPs) would facilitate efficient, low-cost connectivity to edge sites, such as university campuses.

Realism of virtualization: The idea of slices, or more specifically virtualization, is central to the proposed approach to building GENI. However, virtualization may itself be a source of unrealistic behavior, which has to be identified, minimized, and specifically documented. A specific example of an issue is jitter, or variation in the timing of slice execution, if the scheme for virtualizing the underlying physical resource involves sharing in the time domain, or “time slicing”. If the time slices are large, a program may have a highly variable latency in its actual running time, and this may disrupt some experiments, especially experiments such as those described in section 3.1.6 involving real time applications with tight time bounds.

Physical distribution: A number of the applications and services to be developed and run on GENI will explore different tradeoffs along the spectrum of distribution. GENI must provide a realistic platform to test systems that range from centralized, to distributed on a regional, campus or end-node basis. This requirement implies the need for highly distributed computing facilities in GENI. It would not be acceptable to simulate a highly distributed service platform with slices on a centralized machine, because this simulation would lead to highly unrealistic latencies for traffic, and this lack of fidelity would be unacceptable. For many applications, round trip delay rather than bandwidth determine the overall performance as measured from start to finish of high-level operations. Many applications have a pattern of interaction that involves a series of round trip queries or transactions (as opposed to a single bulk data transfer). A centralized server in the middle of the country might provide round trip latencies of 50 ms., which implies a maximum of 20 interactions per second, no matter how fast the computers or the networks. But moving to a decentralized pattern where the interactions are on a local scale can decrease total running time of such applications by more than 2 orders of magnitude. GENI must provide a highly distributed platform to support these sorts of applications. The lack of a processing platform at any research site would prevent the researchers and users at that site from having a realistic exposure to the full range of distribution.

Scale: Large commercial distributed systems today have tens of thousands of physical nodes at thousands of sites. The Akamai system, for example (one of the larger commercial platforms for distributing content and related activities) is over 20,000 servers on 1,000 networks (many with multiple points of operation), currently in 71 countries. GENI must give the research community the ability to build advanced, experimental systems that are at least in the same league as what the commercial world has today, perhaps to within an order of magnitude of currently deployed distributed systems.

Failure modes: There are two sorts of failures to be considered in GENI. The first is the intentionally induced failure of a virtual component to observe the consequences on the running system. It should not be difficult to design the virtual components so they can fail on command, but this mode of testing limits the experimenter to the class of failures that he has pre-conceived. The second sort of failure is the unanticipated failure that is injected into an experiment by the failure of some real, underlying component. These sorts of failures are very valuable, since they take an unanticipated form and stress the experiment in unanticipated ways. However, unless care is taken, real failures in the GENI facilities might lead to very unrealistic failures of an experiment. For example, if a highly sliced node fails, this will result in
the simultaneous failure of a node in each of the supported slices, which might be a very unrealistic degree of correlation (or perhaps not, if it mimics a massive regional disaster.) If a number of virtual links are derived from a single physical link, then the failure of this physical link will cause the simultaneous failure of all the virtual links, which makes it difficult to demonstrate systems that are resilient in the face of a limited number of link failures.

The ability to inject failures into the system, both individual and massive, is particularly important for the challenge question concerning service in times of disaster, where we need to mimic the consequence of a large scale disaster on a running system.

5.1.6 Support for all aspects of a new network architecture

When thinking about a new network architecture, it is easy to concentrate on the aspects that relate to actual data forwarding. However, most of the issues and requirements described in Section 2 relate to other aspects of the design, such as security and management, and these requirements require us to attend to all aspects of virtualization of the underlying technology.

Support for management: It is important that the management aspects of all devices be fully virtualized. Each virtual device created as a slice of a physical device must present a full management interface within the slice, and if the device has operating modes or states, these must be separately settable for each slice. It must be possible to bring up and shut down a slice of a component, and if a device has a physical management interface that is used by system operators, this too must be virtualized to the extent possible, so that we can have the equivalent of “virtual system operators”, who play the role of operator within any one slice. Real failures must manifest as realistic failures of the virtual element to the extent possible, for example signals about estimated time to repair.

Support for security: The desire to support experiments in enhanced security has several implications. First, the GENI infrastructure itself must be stable and secure to an adequate degree, so that that experiments that claim enhanced security or availability can actually demonstrate these virtues. Second, the mechanisms for isolation among slices must be very robust, so that an experiment that involved an attack on a system in one slice cannot “escape” and attack other experiments. Third, there may be a requirement for specialized security technology, such as hardware-specific unforgeable identity tags, key generators, or physical hardware interfaces for secure management.

Support for anticipated future capabilities: As we envision the facilities that should be included in GENI, we must remember that in 10 years, there may be features that will be commonplace then, but are not yet realized in any effective way. There are obvious issues of performance, but beyond this there are many other functional and operational issues. For example, in 10 years every device, no matter how small, may always know where it is. Devices may have special physical interfaces that are used for secure management and configuration. Devices may have new modes of powering, which allow them to remain up when the normal power goes down. Mobile devices, and as well experiments that attempt to demonstrate a highly resilient network suitable for operation in times of disaster, will be very concerned with issues of power, and we must consider how to virtualize a source of power so that different experiments cannot deplete each other’s power allocation.

5.1.7 Support for experimenters

Ease of Use: GENI must remove as many practical barriers as possible to researchers being able to make full use of the facility. A small network or distributed systems research project might be
conducted by a single principal investigator along with a single student. For GENI to be practical for these users, the overhead of understanding how to map their intended experiment onto GENI must be within reach. This means GENI needs to provide a rich set of tools for configuring, monitoring, and debugging experiments, a rich set of common utilities to be used by experimenters, and predictable and repeatable behavior for experiments running on the system. At the same time, GENI will also need to provide access to the full set of capabilities of the system for “power users.”

Observability: GENI must offer strong support for measurement-based quantitative research. In GENI, measurements are required for researchers to debug, understand, evaluate, and demonstrate their new network protocols or architectures in an operational GENI setting. Measurements are important inputs for modelers developing mathematical or simulation models, who want to answer “what if” questions beyond the specific GENI setting. Measurements are also useful for those seeking to establish the theoretical foundations of new protocols or architectures and who wish to validate assumptions underlying their models. Online measurements will also be needed by a new generation of network/system/service management capabilities developed on GENI, which allow real-time control/configuration based on observed network events. Indeed, measurement capabilities will be a crucial component of GENI to nearly every researcher.

This requirement means that the GENI resources, along with all the network systems deployed on it, must be heavily instrumented. The generated data must be collected and archived, and analysis tools developed.

A successful measurement strategy will require several questions and issues be addressed:

- To what extent can common network instrumentation/measurement capabilities be shared among users? To what extent should measurement and monitoring be done within a slice (which is more representative of eventual operating conditions, but more work for the experimenter) as opposed to being done in the GENI infrastructure?

- What aspects of GENI must be instrumented? Should GENI include special components for capture and processing of data? (One example might be a high-speed probe attached to a fiber that can capture data a some level going across the fiber.) If such devices are contemplated, should they be virtualized and made available “inside” the slice, or as part of GENI itself?

- How does GENI address issues of privacy? How is captured data archived and used? Under what circumstances can the larger research community see data gathered as part of a specific experiment. For example, experimental systems that offer privacy or anonymity to experimental users must not have these guarantees compromised arbitrarily by the GENI facility itself.

Fail-safe: GENI must be secure, so that its resources cannot accidentally or maliciously be used to attack today’s Internet. To this end, GENI should be designed to operate in a “do no harm” posture: an experiment should run within a “bounding box” that limits what it can do; it must be possible to trace network activity back to the responsible experiment (and experimenter), so that any problems or complaints can be addressed; and should GENI enter a period where activities of some components cannot be adequately monitored or controlled, GENI should
restrict those activities by other means to a point where safety can be assured (e.g., by shutting down a slice or bringing GENI as a whole into a safe state).

5.1.8 Federation & Sustainability

GENI must be designed for a 15-20 year lifetime, going well beyond a 5-7 year construction phase. To ensure the sustainability, it should be possible for participating institutions (including countries) to contribute resources in return for access to the resources of the GENI as a whole. It should also be possible for new research communities to “opt-in” by connecting their purpose-built networks (including dedicated transmission pipes and sensor networks) into GENI and running their applications and services in a slice of GENI. Both of these scenarios imply the need to support federation. In addition, GENI must be designed with operational costs in mind, including hardware upgrades, software maintenance, and ongoing operational support.

Addition of new technology: To permit upgrades and to take into account new technology innovations, it must be possible to add new technology to GENI while it is in operation. Examples might include new, more advanced optical switching technology, novel wireless technology, or new means to determine location or other operating conditions. This requirement implies open hardware interfaces, but also the ability to virtualize these devices, and the ability to incorporate new devices into the GENI management mechanisms easily.

Living in the future: In the specification of GENI, especially as we balance cost with function, it is important to remember that GENI is supposed to be a tolerably realistic emulation of a networking technology base 10 years in the future. In 10 years, if Moore’s law holds, we can expect the cost-performance tradeoff to improve by a factor of 100. This implies that what we build today may cost 100 times as much as an operational system 10 years from now. As we size components, we should not expect the cost of GENI to be measured against the cost of an operational system today. In the past, the simple measure of performance has been link capacity, but in GENI, performance may equally be measured in the computing and storage capacity of the processing nodes. As well, it may be necessary to expend resources to mock up (and then virtualize) certain specific features that we anticipate will be commonplace in 10 years, such as the ability of every node to know where it is physically, for mobile nodes to have greater processing power or novel display modalities, or for every physical object in the world to have attached to it a link to its cyber-equivalent.

5.1.9 Striking a balance

While it would be difficult to argue against any one of these requirements in isolation, what makes GENI a unique and compelling instrument is how it balances these requirements to support research that simply cannot be done today. This balancing act has two aspects. First, it involves resolving conflicts among requirements; these tensions are discussed in Section 5.2. Second, it involves recognizing the specific combination of capabilities that are unique to GENI—capabilities that are not available in a more limited facility (e.g., in a single researcher’s lab or a smaller more special-purpose testbed). They include: (1) wide-spread deployment, (2) a diverse and extensible collection of network technologies, and (3) support for real user traffic. These three properties effectively define GENI’s value proposition.
5.2 A reference implementation for GENI

This section gives a high-level overview of the GENI facility, designed to support the research outlined throughout this report. For a more detailed description, the reader is referred to the full design document [Design].

At the lowest level, GENI comprises a physical network substrate that includes a diverse collection of network devices, communication links, and access networks. Each experiment using GENI will run on some subset of the resources in the GENI substrate. We call the substrate resources bound to a particular experiment a slice. Each slice will include some number of nodes (including both physical processors and virtual machines multiplexed on shared hardware) connected by links (including both physical links and virtual links), and spanning some number of network types (including wired, wireless, and sensor networks).

The GENI facility will include a global management framework that allocates resources to slices, ensure that slices do not interfere with each other, and help researchers manage their experiments. The management framework will support two different usage models for slices. In the first model, researchers with short-term experiments will acquire a slice of GENI resources for a limited period of time, run their experiments, and release the GENI resources so they are available to other researchers. In the second model, researchers that wish to deploy and evaluate long-running services that support a live client community will acquire a slice of GENI resources for an indefinite period of time. This implies that GENI must support multiple concurrent slices; it is not sufficient to “time share” GENI resources over course-grained time intervals.

5.2.1 Physical Network Substrate

The physical network substrate consists of an expandable collection of building block components. Although no single component could do so by itself, the set of components chosen for inclusion within GENI at any given time are intended to allow the creation of virtual networks covering the full range needed by GENI’s constituent research communities.

We expect the set of building block components to evolve over time as technology and research requirements advance, but the GENI execution plan defines an initial set of components to be deployed:

**Programmable Edge Clusters** intended to provide the computational resources needed to build wide-area services and applications, as well as initial implementation of new network elements.

**Programmable Core Nodes** intended to implement core network data processing functions for high-speed, high volume traffic flows.

**Programmable Edge Nodes** intended to implement data forwarding functionality at the boundary between access networks and a high-speed backbone.

**Programmable Wireless Nodes** intended to implement proxies and other forwarding functionality at the boundary between wireless and wired networks.

**Mobile Client Devices** intended to run applications that give end-users access to experimental services available on the combined wired/wireless substrate.

**A National Fiber Facility** intended to provide 10Gbps or higher light path interconnection between GENI core nodes, forming a nationwide backbone network.
A large number of tail circuits of varying technologies, intended to connect GENI edge sites to the GENI core, and the GENI core to the current commodity Internet.

Multiple Internet Exchange Points connecting the nationwide backbone to the commodity Internet.

One or more Urban 802.11-based Mesh Wireless Subnets intended to provide real-world experimental support for ad-hoc and mesh network research based on an emerging generation of short-range radios.

One or more Wide-Area Suburban 3G/WiMax-based Wireless Subnets providing open-access 3G/WiMax radios for wide area coverage, along with short-range 802.11 class radios for hotspot and hybrid service models.

One or more Cognitive Radio Subnets intended to support experimental development and validation of emerging spectrum allocation, access, and negotiation models.

One or more Application-Specific Sensor Subnets capable of supporting research on both underlying protocols and specific applications of sensor networks.

One or more Emulation Grids that support controlled experiments by allowing researchers to introduce and utilize artificially generated traffic and network conditions within an experimental framework.

5.2.2 Global Management Framework

The second major part of GENI, the global management framework, knits the building block components together into a coherent scientific instrument—a single global-scale facility that is capable of supporting the research cycle outlined in this document. The management framework, which is primarily implemented in software, is responsible for embedding slices into the GENI substrate, and controlling these slices on behalf of experimenters.

An important attribute of the management framework is its support for decentralized control. Individual building blocks are largely autonomous and self-managing, but can be included in a slice by invoking a well-defined interface. Collections of building blocks—e.g., complete wireless subnets, regional subsets of the edge sites, the composition of components that form the backbone—can be treated as aggregates and managed independent of each other. Similarly, outside organizations that contribute their own resources can federate with GENI, while retaining autonomous control over their components. This framework also allows for a rich set of management services to be developed independent of each other, with each service providing a unique set of capabilities to a specific user base. All of these independent management elements are presented to researchers as a single logical entity, through the use of a unified web interface, yet the underlying management framework is designed to support autonomous and decentralized control.

The key to the management framework is to cleanly separate a minimal and stable core from an extensible set of high-level management services. This minimal core—which we call the GENI Management Core (GMC)—forms the `narrow waist` of the GENI architecture. It logically connects a diverse and ever-changing set of building block components with a rich and evolving set of management services. It is the management services that assist users as they embed slices into the substrate, and control those experiments as they run. Lowering the barrier-to-entry for researchers that want to use GENI’s physical substrate is the main objective of the management services.
5.3 Tensions

Many of the requirements outlined in the previous section are synergistic. For example, a widespread deployment naturally supports greater user access, and making GENI extensible (so it can accommodate new technologies) is consistent with its support for federation (so new communities and partners can add their resources to GENI).

On the other hand, there are intrinsic tensions among some of these requirements, as well as between different types of experiments that value the requirements differently. This section identifies several of these tensions, and offers guidance as to how conflicts should be resolved.

5.3.1 Sliceability vs Fidelity

Balancing sliceability and fidelity is one of the most fundamental challenges facing GENI. On the one hand, virtualizing the underlying hardware allows many researchers to share a common set of resources, and can increase flexibility by synthesizing multiple and/or higher-function virtual environments from a single physical resource. On the other hand, virtualization has two potential limits: (1) it allows for the possibility that one experiment might interfere with another experiment, and (2) it potentially hides certain capabilities and properties of the underlying hardware. Both give the facility less fidelity than if a researcher had the resources all to him or herself. Note that virtualization does not imply that all slices equally share the available resources, and hence, subjected to unpredictable performance. An admission control mechanism can be used to limit the number of active slices at any given time, and resource guarantees can be made to certain slices. Still the possibility of interference exists.

On the surface, this particular conflict is easy to resolve—GENI should provide strong isolation between slices and the lowest level of virtualization that the technology allows. Any given component may not provide the desired level on day one, but advancing the state-of-art in virtualization over GENI’s lifetime is an ongoing objective. Note that higher levels of abstraction should also be retained for those experiments that do not want to be exposed to low-level details, but virtualization should be pushed as “low” as technically possible (cost allowing).

However, there will be those that argue that any amount of virtualization is too much, and that their research requires access to “bare metal.” This might be because of the need for access to a component-specific feature, or because virtualization introduces too much unpredictability in timing measurements. There may also be resources that simply cannot be virtualized. GENI does not preclude the possibility that dedicated hardware elements can be allocated to some slices. There are two obvious ways to allocate physical devices to specific experiments, a technique we call partitioning. Each has its drawback.

Resources can be shared in time, allocated first to one experiment and then another. This approach means that the resource cannot sustain a real user workload, and hence limits its appropriateness for deployment studies. Some fraction of GENI’s resources can be shared in this way, as long as sufficient capacity is available to support deployment studies. (As noted above, even when virtualization is employed, an admission control mechanism may be used to limit the number of slices that can be active any given time, analogous to time-based partitioning of resources.)

Resources can be physically replicated. This approach would mean that only a limited number of researchers can include a given resource in their slice. This may be necessary for certain high-
cost resources that cannot be easily virtualized, in which case it will be necessary for the community to either prioritize their research or find ways to synthesize their many experimental systems into a few comprehensive systems. While we might imagine a thousand researchers sharing GENI as a whole, we might see perhaps only tens of research projects sharing access to any high-cost/non-virtualizable resource in this way.

Independent of the technique used to slice resources, a GENI policy committee will necessarily be involved in prioritizing resource allocation decisions.

### 5.3.2 Generality vs Fidelity

Designing GENI to be general (programmable) is potentially at odds with perfect fidelity. For example, a researcher could argue that to faithfully evaluate a new function or protocol it is necessary experiment with a commercial implementation, or possibly with a function-specific hardware implementation. In practice, however, such an implementation is likely to expose a limited interface rather than be generally programmable. Such a device has perfect fidelity for a narrow set of experiments, but less value to the larger research community. On the other hand, an open source, software-based implementation of the same function or protocol might run on a general-purpose component that other experimenters can share, but without the performance or fidelity of the special-purpose implementation.

Clearly, it should be possible to make a merit-based case for the special-purpose component that benefits a narrow set of researchers, but it is generally expected that some amount of fidelity will be sacrificed to support a general-purpose facility that serves a wide-range of research. We also note that more narrowly defined communities should be allowed to connect their special-purpose components to GENI, and make them available to interested researchers.

Related to the issue of generality versus fidelity is the issue of simplicity: researchers want to work at a low enough level of abstraction so that important system details are not hidden, but at the same time, they do not want to work at such a low level that they have to reinvent uninteresting (to them) layers of software just to create an environment that allows them to address their specific research problem. This is actually a unique opportunity for GENI—it should support multiple levels of abstraction, and over time, build up a suite of shared code for commonly used functions. Researchers should be able to work at whatever level of abstraction best matches their needs.

### 5.3.3 Architectural Design vs Technology Development

We expect an on-going tension between researchers wanting to use GENI to test and evaluate new networking technologies, and those wanting to evaluate new architectural designs that (among other things) take the capabilities of new technologies into account. The former tend to focus on single components, while the latter must take a more comprehensive (end-to-end) perspective. GENI’s policies should favor architectural research (broadly defined) that takes advantage of the fact that it spans a diverse collection of hardware resources. This is because no individual technology is fully validated until it has been shown to work with real users in a given context, but also because we are interested in exploring alternative architectures that are capable of integrating a diverse set of technologies.

We note, however, that there is value to component developers being able to evaluate their technology in the context of end-to-end architectures and under the realistic workloads GENI is expected to generate. GENI should allow such technologies to be plugged into the facility once
they are mature enough to support GENI users, but we expect early-stage technology
development (both hardware and software) to happen outside of GENI. (There is also likely to
be a transition path whereby a new technology is made available to early adopters in a subset of
GENI.) To make a case for adding a new component to GENI, it will need to support the
interfaces defined by the management framework, be sufficiently programmable to give
researchers the flexibility they need, and to the extent possible (see the above discussion), be
shareable by multiple slices.

Note that this discussion does not directly address the question of what technologies are
initially included in GENI. This decision is driven largely by the requirements of the specific
research to be conducted on GENI. In general, however, we observe that the overriding goal is
to include a diversity of technologies that stress the “corner cases” of comprehensive network
architectures.

5.3.4 Performance vs Function

A question often asked about a network is “how fast does it go?” Asking this question of GENI
raises the question of performance goals within GENI’s design. In the past, performance-related
objectives have often defined network testbeds, with speed becoming the key measure of
success.

In contrast, GENI’s research objectives are broad, and its success metrics focus on properties
other than speed. As a result, GENI’s design is not focused on performance, and in fact many of
the mechanisms used within GENI dramatically increase the challenge of achieving high
performance. Despite this, performance cannot be neglected; if GENI does not offer sufficient
performance to be useful, it will not be used.

Unfortunately, performance is not a single metric. Rather “performance” encompasses a
number of metrics, considered along at least three dimensions. Each of these dimensions affects
a different class of experimenters and users of GENI:

Relative performance is the ratio of performance at one point in the network to performance at
other points, or of one performance metric to another performance metric at some point in the
net. Relative performance ratios may have a strong effect on network architecture, as well as
determining the types of operations that can be performed on data within a network.

Absolute aggregate performance is the level of performance available to meet overall system
demand at any given place and time. Absolute aggregate performance is important to
supporting applications such as content distribution and flash crowd management.

Absolute single-flow performance is the level of performance available to a single application
session. Absolute single-flow performance is important to supporting new high-demand
applications, such as HDTV video or 3-D data visualization.

In each of these dimensions, there is tension between performance, function, and cost. This
tension is strengthened by GENI’s objective of providing programmable and sliceable substrate
across a range of technologies. Performance levels that are simple to reach in a tuned, fixed-
function component are often expensive or difficult to attain within a more general-purpose,
flexible system element. Further, reasoning about GENI performance metrics is made difficult
because GENI’s performance objective is the more nebulous “good enough to meet GENI’s
research support goals”, rather than a simpler, more specific one such as “as fast as possible” or
“100 Gbps.”
A final tradeoff related to GENI performance concerns how the system evolves over time. It is clear that performance levels sufficient for the first phase of GENI deployed in the near future will be insufficient for the lifetime of the facility. For this reason, performance goals in the near term must be related to longer-term plans for ongoing upgrade and improvement of the facility.

### 5.3.5 Networking vs Applications Research

GENI is neutral about what level of the network researchers focus their efforts, and so does not draw sharp lines between network low-level protocols, high-level network services, and end-user applications. Any research that benefits from wide-spread deployment, diverse network technologies, and support for realistic network conditions should be supported.

The critical point-of-tension is that GENI is designed to support research in networking and distributed systems—as opposed to simply providing bandwidth to end users—yet it also benefits from traffic generated by real users. It will be necessary to evaluate the research value of traffic generated by a given slice to decide if allocating resources to that slice is warranted, rather than merely providing an infrastructure service to some user community. We can imagine three ways in which a research group justifies the value of traffic they are carrying: (1) by making traffic traces available to other researchers, (2) by providing a novel network service whose efficacy needs to be evaluated, and (3) by offering to run as part of (on top of) a novel network architecture.

Note that new communities that find value in some capability of GENI—or some innovative service deployed on GENI—are free to augment GENI with enough capacity to carry their user traffic, independent of other research considerations.

### 5.3.6 Design Studies vs Measurement Studies

GENI is being designed primarily to allow researchers to experiment with new network architectures and services not available today, and this purpose will be the primary factor used to prioritize among various design choices and resource allocation decisions. Our hope and intention, however, is that the GENI facility will also provide a new capability for monitoring the current Internet. We believe such dual-use is possible because both capabilities require wide deployment, rich interconnection to the existing Internet, and heavy instrumentation. Using the GENI facility as a platform to monitor the current Internet is a secondary goal that will also inform its design.

### 5.3.7 Deployment Studies vs Controlled Experiments

We do not view the two primary usage models as being in conflict—a research group might naturally progress from a series of controlled experiments to a long-term deployment study—but there is an important difference in how the two models stress the facility. Both are related to security.

A controlled experiment attempts to both eliminate all outside (uncontrolled) influences from affecting the experiment, and keep the experiment from impacting the rest of the world. The latter requires strong containment mechanisms, so that for example, an experiment that measures the effectiveness of a new malware-prevention architecture is not allowed to escape onto the Internet. Because such a breach of containment could have a catastrophic effect, it is likely that experiments will need to be reviewed to evaluate such risks.
In contrast, a deployment study necessarily involves an experimental service interacting with real users, including both individuals that are trying to abuse the network in some way, and individuals that are trying to use the network to transport illegal content. GENI must be willing to carry such traffic; it cannot be isolated for the sake of security. Thus, GENI is expected to behave like an ISP in today’s Internet in that it must be responsive to complaints when they are raised. This means it must include auditing mechanisms that allow operators to identify badly behaving experiments, so that they can be quickly isolated or shut down. In general, it must be possible to rapidly bring the facility as a whole into a safe and controlled state.
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